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Abstract
The problems studied in this thesis were motivated by (a) the program of constructing
closed bosonic string field theories (CSFTs), and (b) the issue of background inde-
pendence in string field theory. Certain minimal area metrics on punctured Riemann
surfaces can be used to construct a CSFT, if among other things, these metrics are
flat around punctures. The theorem proved in Chapter 2 shows that a minimal area
metric is flat around punctures, if there exist neighbourhoods of the punctures that
are uniquely foliated by the saturating curves of the metric. Since such foliation was
expected the theorem moved one closer to verifying that CSFTs can be constructed.
Once CSFTs were in hand, background dependence of the string field action engaged
interest. This led to a study of covariant derivatives (interchangeably called connec-
tions) on the bundle of states of a space of CFTs, the results of which are presented
in Chapter 3 The study clarified the general framework for examining spaces of
CFTs and this d (a) to the characterization of covariant derivatives by operator
Dforms w6, and (b) to the canonical connection types, c and C. One expects to be
able to (through use of CFT data) infer, from knowledge of an w6 characterizing a
connection F most of the interesting properties and off shoots of F. Things fall short
of this expectation, somewhat. The shortfall is analyzed with regard to connection
coefficients in an eigenbasis of Lo and Lo, BPZ metric compatibility, pull backs of
connections to the base and curvature. For a test of the ideas in Chapter 3 toroidally
compactified theories are an accessible playground and Chapter 4 recounts a visit to
these parts. Te highpoints are, that 7KZ a connection that arises naturally in such
theory spaces, is a F D type connection with D the unit disc and that V K' becomes
the Zamolodchikov connection when pulled back to the base. Chapter is concerned
with the perturbative construction of a CFT in the state space of another. The use
of parallel transport yields, as expected, a canonical construction manifestly free of
divergences. From this perturbative construction, we extract necessary and sufficient
conditions for existence of an extension to a theory space.
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Chapter 
Introduction
String theories have received attention as candidates for a consistent, finite theory
of all interactions including gravity. Initially string theories were obtained by quan-
tizing actions for open or closed strings moving in some background space. There
seemed to be few string backgrounds and this made string theory promising from
the viewpoint of predictivity as well. However, as views of what string theory is
evolved to the conformal field theory (henceforth CFT) formulation the promise of
greater predictivity eeded to be reexamined. Indeed, as we now explain, in the CFT
formulation one can write down many string backgrounds.
Conformal field theories in two dimensions are characterized by their central
charge c. To write down a bosonic string theory all that one needs is a CFT of
central charge c = 26 which will be refered to as CFT,,,,tt,,. The choice of CFT,",jt,,
determines the physics. To this CFT one couples the fermionic (b, c) ghost system
refered o as CFTqh,,t. In bosonic string theory b is a dimension 2 primary refered to
as the antighost field and the field c is a dimension -1 primary called the ghost field.
The entral charge of CFTgh,,t is 26. The total theory, CFT,..tt,, CFTgh,,,t, has
central charge zero and is a string background.
Given a string background one has a prescription to define the physical states of
a quantum theory and compute scattering amplitudes in a perturbation series. The
physical states are defined in terms of the BST operator Q which mixes matter and
ghost sectors. The BST operator is like a differential in the sense that Q2 = 0. The
physical states are defined as cohomology classes of Q. The "n" string amplitude
is defined in a perturbation series in the string coupling constant h K2 . The order g
7
term in the perturbation series is obtained by integrating forms on Mg,,,, the moduli
space of Riemann surfaces of genus g and n punctures. Given n physical states the
forms are constructed using the antighost field and the correlation functions of the
total conformal field theory.
One can obtain a string background describing d = 4 space time dimensions
as follows. A string propagating in four space time dimensions gives a theory with
central charge c == 4 One couples this to CFTi,,t, a theory with central charge
c = 26 - 4 refered to as the internal theory, to obtain a CFT,-,,,,ttc, for the construction
above.
There are any ways to construct a CFTi,,t with c = 26 - 4 One usually con-
structs them in families and as the modular parameters picking out an internal theory
are changed, the physical spectrum and the couplings of the physical observable par-
ticles in CFT,,,,,tt,, CFTgh,,t change. This means that one has a set of adjustable
parameters that cn be varied just as in usual quantum field theory. One is thus not
able to achieve greater predictivity. One can also construct supersymmetric string
theories but we will not be dealing with these.
On the ability of string theory to consistently include gravity one would still like
to study string teories but with the view that one has to seek ideas that might
enhance predictivity. One suspects that this will involve revision of ideas about what
a string background is. One of the research programs for developing the insight
needed to make such revision is that of investigating the background independence
of String Field Teory. In other words, one wishes to understand how the string
field action changes as one varies the string background. One possibile outcome of
such an investigation might be that one learns how to to write an action on the
space of theories for which the various string backgrounds are classical solutions.
Moreover if such an action, on expansion around the string background, reproduced
the string field action of that theory one would have advanced toward understanding
what string theory is. The program of investigating background independence is
the otivation for the questions addressed in this thesis. As we explain this program
we will introduce the work presented.
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1. 1. CONSTRUCTION OF STRING FIELD THEORY
When my research began closed bosonic string field theory (henceforth CSFT)
was still being constructed. The problem addressed in the first chapter was motivated
by the program of constructing CSFT. First then, a precis on string field theory. For
a full introduction see [1]. By a CSFT one means an assignment of an action to a
string background sch that the perturbative expansion of the action reproduces the
prescription for the string amplitudes of that background. The action is written
E K nS(T - I f pn I g.K2 (hK')g n!
g>o n>O
where h r, 2 is the string coupling constant, and the dynamical string field I is
an element of te supervector space constructed on the state space of CFTmatter &
CFT h,,t. Hence it is represented9
(1.2)
where the are a basis of states of CFTatter 0 CFTgh,,,t and the target space
fields 0,, are odd or even grassman variables depending on whether the grassman
ity of I 0,) is odd or even. Wth this assignment of parities the dynamical string
field I is grassman even. The f Tn I g are multilinear functions of the the I )
representing the interaction of n strings. These interactions are constructed from the
string background through the choice of what are called vertices and these in fact
will e the objects of interest. The string field action then is a function of the target
space fields 0,. It can be (and in the known CSFTs is) a non polynomial function of
these.
There are subsidiary conditions limiting the possibilities in the general expansion
of the dynamical string field. The closed string field must be annihilated both by b-0
and L-, namely0
b I T) L- I -- 0. (1.3)o 0
where L- = (Lo -- Lo) and b = bo - bo). The bo and bo are the antighost zero
0 0
modes in the (bc) system. The operators Lo and Lo are the Virasoro operators of
the total CFT,,,ttr 0 CFTgh,,,t. There are further conditions which we leave out
since they are not pertinent to the issues we deal with.
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One defines physical states in terms of the BRST operator Q which satisfies
Q2 -_ 0. The physical states are the semi-relative cohomology classes of the BRST
operator, namely
Q I P) 0, I IF) -- I IV) Q I A), (1.4)
b I T) b I A) = .0 0
The cohomology oes not depend on whether we impose the Lo - Lo condition as
well since states annihilated by b-, with non zero Lo - Lo eigenvalues are Q trivial.0
This cohomology is called the semi-relative cohomology to distinguish it from the
absolute cohomology computed with no subsidiary conditions on the string field nor
gauge parameters, and the relative cohomology computed imposing the conditions
that both bo and Lo annihilate the string field and the gauge parameters.
It can be sown that if one has what is called a consistent set of string vertices
Vg'n one can construct a hermitian string action that reproduces string amplitudes
on the cohomology classes defining physical states, and displays factorization and
unitarity. So for or purposes the problem of constructing string field theory will be
that, of constructing a set Of Vgn which are consistent in the sense defined below.
Definition of the string vertices V.,,,
To define the string vertices Vg,,, first is needed the space P(g, n) of n punctured
Riernann surfaces of genus g with local analytic coordinates chosen around its punc-
tures. In U nPg,,, there is a sewing operation 2 3 defined in terms of these
local coordinates which takes a pair of surfaces El and E2 to a surface OCE2 TO
define this operation choose a puncture z on the surface El and w on the surface
E2 with local coordinates hz and hw around these punctures. Then choose a closed
curv C around. te puncture z and identify it with its image curve C2 in E2 defined
by the rule h,(z) h,,(w) = t. Delete all points in El internal to Cl and all points in
E2 internal to C2. It, can be checked that the surface obtained is independent of Cl,
the initial curve chosen. The sewn surface so obtained is denoted 00Y2-
Now one defines the space P(g, n) through an equivalence relation on P(g, n).
One refers to a punctured Riemann surface with local coordinates defined up to phase
ambiguity around its punctures as a string diagram. The space of string diagrams of
genus g and n punctures is denoted -Pgn, On the space = Ugnpgn one can define
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for any r > an operation called twist sewing, which corresponds to sewing in 
with ft : Itl = rl. A string vertex Vg,, is a subset of Any Vg,,, corresponds
then, via the natural (forgetful) projection, to a subset of A4g,,,, the moduli space of
genus and n punctured Riemann surfaces. There might be more than one point in
Pg" which projects to the same point in A4g,,,.
Consistency conditions
Now follow the conditions (some not central to this discussion are omitted) defin-
ing a, consistent set of string vertices Vg,,, for g = , n > 3 g > , n > .
(a) The main condition is stated in terms of the set of surfaces generated by
the Vg,,, when used analogous to the vertices of a field theory. The analog of the
propagator is sewing with < t < 1. Each Feynman diagram then yields a set
of "surfaces", where a "surface" may be collection of disconnected surfaces in '.
We focus now on te connected surfaces that are obtained. One looks at the set
of surfaces in '(gn) generated by the various Feynman diagrams. One asks that
thes srfaces be a smooth cover CT of the A4g,,, for all (g, n). By this is meant
for each (gn) a connected submanifold of P(gn) of dimensionality equal to that
of A4g,,, which projects to all of A4g,,,. More than one point in the submanifold
could project to the same point in 49,, in other words we allow folds. The fact
that one obtains a connected submanifold implies in particular that the boundaries
of Feynman diagrams match up in each '(g, n) to leave no boundaries in -.
(b) The other conditions are that the submanifold C have good behaviour near
degeneration and that the Vg,,, not include surfaces arbitrarily close to degeneration.
To understand these conditions recall that A4g,,, is a non-compact space and one
usually compactifies it to a space Mgn. The two conditions then are, first that as
punctures get sufficiently close the local coordinates be defined by a pinching off pre-
scription, and second that there exist an open neighborhood of the compactification
divisors of each of the 49,n that the Vgn do not intersect. We refer to a smooth
cover w'th the first roperty as a smooth good cover.
Conformal field theory correlation functions, used in obtaining the string field action from a
set of vertices, depend in general on the phase of the local coordinate as well. Since, however
the string field action is defined only on states satisfying 1.3) the information in a vertex is
sufficient to obtain well defined results
11
Reformulation of the consistency conditions
Instead of viewing the problem as one of generating a cover it is useful to re-
formulate it as the inverse problem of breakdown. More precisely we start with a
smooth cover of the A4g,, and ask what conditions must be satisfied by it if it is
to arise from a set of vertices.
First some language to define what one does when computing Feynman diagrams.
Let denote an element of ' = Ugn'(g, n) (we exclude g=On= 12, i.e one and two
punctured spheres). A collection of surfaces (refered to simply as a collection) is
an unordered gouping of surfaces k) in f7' which need not be all distinct.
A Feynman diagram is a collection of k surfaces (El, ... , Yk) and a choice of some
number of pairs of punctures in the collection (p--O;i.e no pairs is a possibility a
P I
pair could have both its punctures on the same surface). The collections produced
by a Feynman iagram are those obtained by sewing together with < tl < I the
punctures chosen. A Feyninan diagram yields a set of collections that are all different.
One defines ,) Ek) to be the union of (the sets of collections obtained from)
all possible FeynMan diagrams on (1, ... , k)- The surfaces S(with weight factors)
produced by a set of vertices V = UgnVgn through the Feynman diagrams is just
S, (V) U (V, V) U (V, V, V) ...
2 3 
where for subsets VI, V2, ..Vk C one defines D(V1, V2, ..Vk) to be the union of all
the C(El, ... Ek sch that, El E V1, E2 E V2, ... Ek E Vk-
The process inverse to making Feynman diagrams is factorization. A factorization
of a collection is some Feynman diagram that yields the collection. We will in what
follows restrict the possible factorizations of a collection by restricting the initial
collections that are allowed. We are interested only in the connected surfaces and so
w'II eal from now on only with factorizations of a collection with a single surface.
Given a D C w define the prime elements of D to be those D, whose only
factorization into surfaces in , is the trivial Feynman diagram on Y, that is the
Feynman diagram with no punctures contracted. The notion of a prime is not very
interesting if we choose for D the full space j3. Indeed, since any surface can be
obtained by sewing three punctured spheres these are the only primes in '. A prime
factorization of D is a factorization into surfaces all of which are prime
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in D. A unique factorization domain (UFD) D, is a subset of j3 such that any 'D
has a unique prime factorization. Define CoD for a subset 'D as the set collections
formed from it. In this language we have the following lemma which we leave for the
reader to check.
Lemma A smooth cover C of all of the Ag,, arises from a set of vertices if and only
if (a) C is a unique factorization domain and (b) CoC the set of collections formed
from C is closed under the operation ()- Moreover, the vertices that generate C are
simply the primes in C.
So ow our poblem has reduced to finding a smooth good cover which has
primes V UgnVg,,, that dont get arbitrarily close to degeneration, which is a unique
factorization domain and which generates a CoO that is closed under (). Not all
such covers yield ertices one would like to think of as defining string field theories.
However string field theories must arise from such covers.
Minimal area metrics
('ertain metrics yield string diagrams. To elaborate, we note first that by a
metric we mean a standard Riemannian metric on the two dimensional surface which
is restricted to be in the conformal class defined by the Riemann surface. This means
that in a local coordinate a metric is equivalent to a positive real valued function,
say p(ZZ), via the relation dl = p(zZ-)Idzl. Assuse now that the metric is in
IZI
some local coordinate around every puncture. The metric then gives us classes of
local coordinates round each puncture, coordinates in which it s 1 . Two local
I PI
coordinates in a class are related by an arbitrary complex scaling factor. The scale of
the coordinate system can be fixed through the choice of a parameter I > 0, refered
to as the stub length. The fixing occurs through restricting to local coordinates in
which, the circle z = el is the circle of largest radius with the property that the
metric is flat at all points within it* Hence one obtains a one parameter family of
string diagrams fom such a metric.
We now consider the the metrics of minimum area such that all non trivial ho-
motopy closed curves have length greater than 27r. If these metrics have the property
A metric of te orm in a local coordinate is flat in it.FT
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of being in some local coordinates around each of the punctures one can extarct
IZI
string diagrams as above. It can be shows (modulo technical assumptions) that this
is the case if the inimal area metrics are flat around a punctures In Chapter 2 is
given a criterion fr minimal area metrics to be flat in the neighbourhood of any
point w on the Riemann surface/punctures. The criterion asks essentially that in
a neighbourhood f w there exist a unique foliation by minimal length non trivial
closed curves (curves of length 2), all in the same free homotopy class. It can be
shown that minimal area metrics do have such a unique foliation property around
punctures. Hence they are flat around punctures.
Since there is a unique minimal area metric on each surface, one obtains for any
stub length I a cover 71 which is a section (only one string diagram for a point in the
Mg,,,). It can be shown that C is a good smooth cover and that its prime elements
V1 do not get abitrarily close to degeneration. Further C is a unique factorization
domain. So if Co?71 is closed under () then we can extract a consistent set of vertices
from/for It can be shown for I > 7, that Co-Ul is closed under , and so for such
I we obtain a one parameter family of consistent vertices V1 t
1.2. STUDY OF THEORY SPACES
Once one had a way to construct CSFT action attention shifted to examining its
background dependence. In other words one wished to study the behaviour of the
string field action as the underlying string background changed 4 The conjecture
was that the string field action is background independent. In other words one
expected that by a suitably writing the target space fields of one background in
terms of the target space fields of another (while preserving the anti-bracket) the
action (or more exactly the action weighted measures) at the background turned into
that at the other. The antibracket is an operation defined on functions of the target
space fields of which the string field action is an example. It satisfies relations that
are sper generalizations of those satisfied by a Poisson bracket. It is needed to define
the Batalin-Vilkovisky equation that ensures consistent quantization.
t The covers 1 satisfies other conditions as well which make them suitable for use in constructing
a string field theory.
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To address this conjecture one needed to have some way of comparing the actions
of nearby backgrounds and so needed to sharpen the intuitive theory space picture.
This led to the use of the vector bundle framework for a space of theories. In other
words, the state saces of CFTs are viewed as fibres in a vector bundle whose base
space parametrizes the CFTs. One needed then to investigate geometry on this
bundle. Following such an investigation the conjecture was established in [5].
With such motivation covariant derivatives (interchangebly refered to as connec-
tions) on the bundle of states of a space of CFTs were investegated. The results,
which are presented in Chapters 3 4 and 5, will now be summarized.
Chapter 3
In Chapter 3 the definition of a theory space is presented which in short goes as
follows. A theory space is a vector bundle (V, 7, B), with a connected manifold
and 7r te projection from the fibres to the base. The fibres are denoted 'HE for every
point-, E in the base manifold B. One has in this bundle the following data:
(a) A section iEn I of the n-tensor bundle [V*]' for every point En E 'P(g, n).
In other words a field of n-tensors on the base manifold B for every point En E
'P(gn). Recall that P(gn) is the space of n punctured iemann surfaces of genus
g with local coordinates chosen around the punctures. In P(gn) there is a sewing
operation defined, taking a surface El with a puncture z chosen, and E2 with a
puncture w chosen to a surface ElOCE2- One requires of the sections (E I that
(EIZ I (E2, W I R(z, w)) (El CE I where I R(z, w)) is refered to as the sewing ket
and is contracted ith the punctures z and w being sewn.
(b A map f : TE - 'HE, from TE, the tangent space at E of the manifold
B, to te fibre above E. The space ME is defined to be f (TE), the subspace
Of 'HE obtained as the image of TE under f. The map defines for a vector field
 on B a section of the vector bundle f ), which we denote as I ). The map 
has te following property. For every covariant derivative 17 and every surface E for
which 7 (En I+ exists, there exists an operator valued one form w', parametrized by
+ A notational remark: We will also use the notation D r) instead of VC to denote covariant
derivatives.
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a pos itive real parameter c, < < such that
n
2d Z E'; V, z [W (1-5)
for any choice of sufficiently small excluded domains fZ E En Jhi'(z) <
c-,j Z" V, 2'...W. There is some abuse of notation here since refers both to a
pos 1 real number and the disc defined by it, but this will not cause any confusion.
To define the local coordinates to be used for the insertion of the section one
specifies a cover z) of analytic coordinate patches on the Riemann surface which
include the coordinate patches hi'(z) around the punctures. This same cover is to
be used to perform the integral over the location of the insertion z once a partition
of uity pi p', hits been chosen on it. The partition of unity is required to have
prescribed behaviour around the punctures. A cover of analytic coordinate patches
together with an acceptable partition of unity will be denoted h' and referred to
simply as a cover. The detailed constraints on the choice of the C,-,, h' are given in
Chapter 3 This completes the definition of a space of CFTs.
This data is a natural generalization of the operator formalism for conformal field
theories with one dditional axiom, Eqn. (1.5), refered to as the variational formula.
This formula captures the feature that makes a space of conformal theories more than
a fan-illy of theories related by smooth variation of correlation functions. It tells us,
that in some sense, information about all theories in a space is contained in 'ust the
data at one point. The variational formula is an appropriate way to formalize earlier
intuitions on deforming correlation functions using marginal operators 6 7 and will
be te starting oint of much of our work.
The forms Z in the variational formula characterize covenant derivatives, deter-
mining completely in fact their action on surface sections (E 1. This characterization
is similar to the characterization of a connection F in terms of the operator one form
w =- F - F"f obtained through the choice of some reference connection F`f. The
seeming extra degree of freedom introduced by the parameter is illusory since if Co'
is th oerator form for another connection
COC _ W - OC _ WC2 (1-6)
In contrast to the obtained through a choice of a F`f, the one form comes
to us through the CFT data. As can be seen from the variational formula, the one
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forms + S, with being any symmetry one form, are all equivalent in their
action on surface sections (E 1. This leads to an ambiguity, not present when using a
F`f. in associating an Z to a connection. The flip side of this ambiguity is that two
connections F and F differing by a symmetry one form can be characterized by the
same Z. Since Z determines completely the action of connections on surface sections
E we say tat F and are CFT equivalent connections, which in symbols is
CFT
F -- V. This euivalence relation creates disjoint classes in the space of connections.
We can then speak of connections of a certain type, and label these types by an W'.
While the variational formula, requirement (b) above in the definition of a space
of CFTs, is well otivated, one might fear that it is ruling out spaces that satisfy
(a) alone, spaces which one feels should qualify for consideration. We argue now that
asking for (b) in adition to (a) is in fact not asking too much. To this end consider a
space of theories that satisfies (a) alone. First a general fact. For any connection F.
one can show that 6xtD, (F) E I is a CFT deformation. That is, the deformed surface
states ( I C6XPDp(F)(E I satisfy the sewing relations defining a CFT to first order
in * As a second step we consider two classes (not necessarily disjoint) of CFT
deformations. he first is the class of deformations generated through infinitesimal
similarity transformation with an arbitrary operator w. This does not change the
CFT. So these deformations will be refered to as trivial deformations. The marginal
deformations constitute the second class. These are obtained through integration
of the insertion of arginal operators over the surface with some domains cut out
around the punctures. Such a deformation might or might not change the CFT If
it doesn't, it is the same as some trivial deformation and the marginal generating
it is refered to as a trivial marginal. Since deformations form a vector space, the
two classes of deformations can be added. If the deformations generated by F are in
the space spanned by the trivial and marginal deformations we immediately obtain
the ariational formula. This of course must happen if the trivial and marginal
deformations span the whole space of deformations. This last scenario is plausible
though I cant yet ule out other denouments.
Now follows a discussion of special and the connections associated to these.
Instead of speaking of the form we will speak of the equivalence class of pairs
* Recall that the original surface states (E I satisfy these relations exactly.
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(D, wA) associated to a connection. Here D is some domain around the origin in the
complex plane and ing
A is a one form. These are completely equivalent ways of deal'
with connections. Certain pairs (D, wA) are natural in the sense now explained. Recall
that in the first trm of (1.5) the marginal operator is integrated over the surface
minus some domains surrounding the punctures. One can ask that the domains Di,
look the same when. described via their affiliated local coordinates hi'(z) and that
W. be zero. This is a natural operation defined all over theory space without the
need of further data.t This allows us to identify a family of natural connections FD
characterized by pirs (D, 0). For D the complete unit disk, we obtain the connection
P which will be iportant in what follows. Another natural operation is to let the
domains go to zero all over theory space while subtracting away divergences. This
will lead to the c and C type connections of ref. [8].+
Not only does the CFT data give us a special class of sections, it also gives us a
prefered set of bases in the vector bundle V, bases consisting of eigensections of Lo and
LO. Such bases will e refered to as standard bases. One can view (1.5) as an infinite
set oflinear equations for the connection coefficients - one equation for each surface E.
One might then try to solve for coefficients F in a standard basis, in terms of D, wA)
and the CFT data. his might seem impossible since a pair (D, wA) only specifies an
equivalence class of connections. However, since in a standard basis symmetries are
realized as block diagonal matrices (symmetries preserve the dimensions A and A) the
off (block) diagonal coefficients of CFT equivalent connections are the same. And in
fact, use of the variational formula to write the covariant derivative of the Virasoro
operators Lo and Lo, yields equations that determine all the off (block) diagonal
terms. We now present the results obtained through this process. The coefficients of
a F type connection (i.e a connection of (D, 0) type with D = z : zj < cl), and
the operator product coefficients Az 27,("Di(0)0p(1)'1Dk(0G)) satisfy the following
t The information on the local coordinates around punctures is part of the specification of a
surface E.
A notational remark: The symbols, D, f, c and c strictly speaking denote connection types,
but unless there is need to single out a particular representative we denote an arbitrary rep-
resentative of these types by the same symbols. Also instead of speaking of "the c type
connections" and "a c type connection" we will abbreviate to "the c type" and "a c type". It
is worthwhile to keep track of the indefinite and definite articles 9.
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relations
HIli 65i"k CYk-Yi
k '7i -Yk if-k
k k 6, (1.7)P i H iSk In c, if Ilk
kF 0, if St' Sk
where s - h h., h h and F is a D, 0) type connection with D the unit
disc. Further in such a basis
k = 9i,7_6k,H1,Z Z i if 7i = 7k (1-8)
The Eqns. (1.8 ae not equations for the coefficients of a F type. Rather, they are
consistency conditions on I Op), the marginal which generates deformations associ-
ated to the direction in theory space. Such consistency conditions are expected
and in fact, if for the state Z' we choose I ) itself, we get the conditions
kHp = 0 if 7 = 2 (1. 9)It
which are the usual second order conditions 71 on an exactly marginal state. A fuller
investigation of conditions of this kind is left to chapter .
A comment o the metric compatibility of connections. In each fibre there is a
natural metric, the BPZ metric. The BPZ metric (S, 0, oc 1, is defined by the standard
two unctured sphere. This sphere is the sphere with punctures at and 00 bearing
local coordinates zi = z at and Z2 at oo, where z denotes the uniforinizingZ
variable on the sphere. We can write a criterion for BPZ metric compatibility of a
connection in terms of a one form characterizing the connection. This criterion
which uses  the value of Z at = is that a connection is BPZ metric compatible
if and only if
[w11pZJ + 0-
This test shows that only the amongst the F type are metric compatible. Further
one sees that the type are BPZ metric compatible while the c type are not.
Now consider geometry on the base space B. The Zamolodchikov metric is defined
to be the pull back of the BPZ metric to the tangent space TE via the map
The Riemann connection of this metric [10] is denoted F. One can also pull back
a connection F in the infinite dimensional vector bundle to the finite dimensional
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tangent vector bundle. To do so one needs in each fibre a projection operator PE
onto ME (TE). The pull back is defined as follows. Start with the vector field
on and push it forward via f to the section f (). Compute D (F) in the
bundle and then apply PE to it to obtain a projected section. The projected section
can then be taken back to the base if I is one to one, which it will be if dferent
directions in yield different theories. We will show that if we choose for PE the
orthogonal projection operator in the BPZ metric the D f c and type connections
pullback to F if ME f (TE) is orthogonal to the "almost-trivial" marginals. The
almost-trivial marginals are defined to be the (1,I) operators Op satisfying
((Op)) E 0 E E (g, 0), (I. Io)
where ((Op))r denotes integration of the insertion Op over the whole unpunctured
surface E. In other words the partition functions at each genus g, is unchanged under
deformation by an almost-trivial marginal. Trivial marginals are of course almost-
trivial. Use of CFT axioms will show, one suspects, that almost-trivial marginals are
always trivial, that is will leave the theory unchanged. Since I dont know how to
prove this I maintain the distinction between these types of marginals.
In the last part of Chapter 3 we discuss operators that act as the curvature
operator of a connection on surface sections. We will refer to operator two forms,
equivalent when acting on surface sections as CFT equivalent two form operators.
We have seen already that there are classes of CFT equivalent connections charac-
terized by the same Z. One might ask if CFT equivalent connections F and F yield
curvatures (which are of course operator two forms) Q,,,(F) and Q,,,(F') that are
CFT equivalent. he answer in general is no.
If the section S'l I 0, - S I 0j,), which must be a trivial marginal at every point
in B, is non zero, then not much can be done to identify the classes of connections
that have curvatures which are CFT equivalent. Here is any symmetry one form,
and I ) is the section obtained from acting on the unit vector field in the 
direction in a coordinate chart on B. If this section is zero for all S I 0,) and I 01'),
then the c type have CFT equivalent curvatures (and so do the .
With the aim of finding operator two forms CFT equivalent to Qllv(c), the action
of the [D, (c), D, (.-)] on a surface state (E I is computed. The computation yields
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an expression with two terms. The first involves the action of a two form operator
constructed out of the CFT data alone (in fact as a polynomial in the OPE coefficients
in a standard basis). The second term involves the integral of the insertion of a section
of the form (c,, P - C' I Op) where c are the components of a c type and and v M v
index tangent directions in the base B. One can show on general grounds that this
section must be an almost-trivial marginal. If (c,, P - CV I Op) is a trivial marginal
the second term can also be written as the action of an operator two form on the
surface state (E I one started out with. So if almost-trivial marginals are trivial, one
has what was sought, an operator form CFT equivalent to (c).
I It
We exclude the examination of curvatures of the FD t pe connections since the
second covenant erivative with these connections is ill defined. However, these
connections connections can be handled by a limiting procedure, which shows that
they are flat.
Chapter 4
In Chapter 4 we look at some of the issues that were addressed in a general
framework in Chapter 3 in the specific context of an example; toroidally compacti-
fied theories 11,12,131 . In these there is a natural connection that arises from an
operation analogous to a Bogoliubov transformation. This connection was pointed
out in 14] and we refer to it as VKZ. We establish two results. First we establish
that VKZ is a type covenant derivative (i.e corresponds to a type connection),
which in equations would read
CFT-
vKZ V.
This result can be traced to the expectation that a Bogoliubov transformation will
take ontact interactions in one theory to the contact interactions in another. Contact
interactions are surfaces EC which are completely covered by the unit discs in the
local coordinates around punctures. Hence, we expect that the surface sections VC
will be covariantly constant for the connection F KZ. We establish that this is indeed
the case by explicit computation and use it to argue that KZ CFT_
'=- V. The second
result, concerns p]FKZ, the pull back of the connection FKZ to the base space B.
Formal arguments, detailed in Chapter 3 anticipate that prKZ = F, the Riemann
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connection associated to the Zamolodchikov metric. The second result is that pKZ
is indeed the equal to F.
Chapter 5
Chapter is cncerned with two closely related issues: (a) the perturbative con-
struction of a theory in the state space of another through the use of parllel transport
in the vector bundle and (b) necessary and sufficient conditions for an extention of a
theory space to exist. These issues should be of utility for the problem of background
independence where one wishes to compare theories that are finitely separated.
Using multiple covariant derivatives to formulate parallel transport, one obtains
in 'HE, the state space of the theory at E E B, the theory at E' E through a
perturbative construction. This construction involves bundle operations while our
interest is in a construction that involves operations in 'HE alone. However, on
representing the covariant derivatives (through the variational formula) as operations
in 'HE alone one obtains the sought after construction.
This perturbative construction, requires of course, the choice of a connection to
perform parallel tansport. Not all connections can be used. In finite dimensional
vector bundles any connection can be used to construct a map of parallel transport.
Not so in the infinite dimensional vector bundles we are working with. The construc-
tion will assume the use of an integrable connection yielding well defined parallel
transport.
We contrast this construction to earlier attempts 7]. In the absence of the parallel
transport picture the clue to how such a construction might be done came from the
viewpoint that sees correlation functions as arising from the path integral of some
lagrangian. This viewpoint makes manifest, the possibility that perturbing a theory
by integrating the insertion of a marginal i.e (1,I) state will yield the correlation
functions of a new theory. But the possibility collapses on recollection of the short
distance singularities that would make such a prescription ill defined. The formal
prescription for the perturbative series, can be resucitated by postulating excluded
domains around punctures to keep them from colliding and subtractions. While this
can be made to yield a finite result one could in the process lose conformal invariance.
One is left then with two questions. First, one wants to know the freedom one has
in choosing the excluded domains and subtractions so that the theory obtained is
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conformal. Second, one wants to know what one is to make of the arbitrariness (if
any) that one ends tip with in the choice of excluded domains and subtractions. The
criterion often stated, for ensuring that the theory obtained was conformal, inspired
again by the lagrangian outlook, was that of maintaining unchanged the two point
function of the perturbing marginal operator under its own flow. This is certainly a
necessary condition. However even if it is sufficient there is the problem of showing
that it is so and it is unclear how one might do this. All in all this procedure suffers
(a) from its ad hoc quality since it asks one to guess the domains of integrations and
subtractions and (b) more over from not utilizing necessary and sufficient conditions
for conformal invariance.
In contrast to the lagrangian inspired construction the one presented here is
canonical. In other words no guesses remain to be made since it is manifestly free of
divergences.
Further one can extract from the construction, necessary and sufficient conditions
for a new line of heories to emenate from a point E in B. These conditions are,
that there exist, i the vector space 'HE a sequence of vectors X = I Xq) I XO) 
ME (B MT C 'HE ME = f (TE) and MT is the space of trivial marginals; this
condition on I Xo) guarntees that we are not constructing an already existing line of
theories) and operators G = G', for q > yielding cover independent results when
used in the perturbative construction above. By cover independent results we mean
the following. The perturbative construction asks for a choice of covers for performing
integrations. Cover independence means that we want the results of the construction
to be independent of the covers used. The conditions on X =1 Xq), G = G' of cover
independence are still quite complicated and work is in progress to simplify them.
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Chapter 2
Flatness of 41'nimal Area 1\4etrics
In the introduction was given a precis of how the problem of constructing string field
theory reduces to that of finding a consistent set of vertices V,,. Such vertices, it was
argued could be onstructed if a suitable cover of ' was available. It was suggested
that, certain minimal area metrics on Riemann surfaces could provide such a cover if
they had certain roperties. The first of these, needed just to be able to define a cover
was that the metric should look like a semi infinite cylinder going off to infinity, that
is look like in some analytic coordinate patch around each of the punctures. This it
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was stated, could be shown, if the minimal area metrics were flat around punctures.
This chapter stablishes a criterion for the flatness of a minimal area metric in
the neighbourhood of a point on the punctured Riemann surface. This criterion is
expected to be satisfied for points around a puncture and so one concludes that the
minimal area metrics are flat around punctures. This leaves us with verifying the
other property needed of these metrics, the amputation property. This has been done
in [WZ].
We now define the minimal area problem that defines these metrics.
Definition of problem M
a) R is a compact Riemann surface with a finite set of
marked points (punctures).
b) T is the set of non trivial homotopy curves on R - punctures
c) The length condition L has L(- = 2r V E T
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d) The aowed metrics are those in the conformal class defined by R.
if W-y) is the length of the curve in the metric p and A(p) the area of
p (we use te regularized area; see l]) then the solutions to problem M
are the metrics in the allowed class which minimize A and satisfy 17 >
L () V^/ T.
As stated earlier this minimal area problem cannot have more than one metric as
its solution. In fact such uniqueness is characteristic of minimal area problems on a
Riemann surface [St].
2.1 Properties required of p,
The minimal area metric, p, will define a string diagram if the metric looks like a
semiinfinite cylinder going off to infinity (see Chapter 1). This is the first property
required. It ensures that one can construct a cover (in fact a section due to the
uniqueness of minimal area metrics) C of all the M., Further it can be shown that
this is a good smooth cover whose primes keep away from degenerating surfaces. We
are left then with verifying that 01 is a unique factorization domain and that CoOl
is closed under D. These can be shown to be true if we choose > and the am-
putation property with such stub lengths holds. The amputation property is defined
as follows. Consider the bordered surface got by amputating the riemann surface,
along the unit circle (which depends on the stub length under consideration) in the
local coordinates round the punctures. The amputation property is the requirement
that the minimal area metric, under the condition that all nontrivial closed curves
on the bordered surface have length greater or equal 27r, be the restriction of p to
the amputated surface. One way in which we could verify that these two proper-
ties (semi-infinite cylinder around punctures and amputation hold is to check that
the metric p, arises from a Jenkins-Strebel quadratic differential. Jenkins-Strebel
quadratic dfferentials are those for which all of the horizontal trajectories are closed.
In fact in the class of problems in which length conditions are applied only on a set
of homotopy classes for which we can simultaneously choose a set of non intersecting
representatives (ail admissible set of classes), the minimal area metric arises from a
Jenkins-Strebel quadratic differential [St][ZI]. This does not tell us if p, arises from
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a Jenkins-Strebel quadratic differential since the set of all nontrivial homotopy classes
is not an admissible set. A partial result was obtained, stating that Jenkins-Strebel
quadratic differentials did yield p, for all the genus zero surfaces [ZI]. Further in
many of the hgher genus surfaces Jenkins-Strebel quadratic differentials ield p,
but it has been sown that this is not true for all the higher genus surfaces.
WHAT IS AND IS NOT SHOWN Establishing that the minimal area metric,
p, looks like a, semiinfinite cylinder going off to infinity around the punctures will
be our concern in this paper. This property follows if there is a neighbourhood of p
ith two properites. First that the metric is flat a neighborhood of the puncture
and, and second that in this neighborhood among the closed curves that encircle the
puncture and pass through p, the shortest has length 27r. The second property does
hold and will be rgued for below. So we are left with establishing the first. We will
establish a criterion, stated in the form of the theorem below, that ensures flatness
in an open set o the Riemann surface. Loosely stated the criterion requires that
there be a unique closed curve of length 2r through every point p E U and that the
free homotopy class of these closed curves be independent of p. More precisely let
AP be the set of ll homotopy classes of closed curves passing through a point p on
the Riemann srface. Let E A be a nontrivial homotopy class of closed curves
passing through p. Let Sop = nf-YEcep WY)-
THEOREM: Let U be an open set on the iemann surface R. Let p,
be the minimal area metric solving problem M. Assume that the minimal
area metric is C' continuous. Assume there exists a free homotopy class
of closed curves, v such that for every p C- U there is a closed curve of
length 27 i the class vp (this implies that S = 27r). Assume further
that VP E U and V ap : vp ap A S c' > > 2 7. We can then
conclude that p, is flat in U.
The conditions of this theorem are in fact satisfied in a sufficiently small open set
enclosing a puncture, if p, has the properties of continuity and completeness. After
defining continuity and completeness we will indicate roughly why these properties
ensure the conditions stipulated in the theorem. Continuity of the metric is continuity
of the real valued function p, in every local parameter. Completeness is the require-
ment that any curve having one of its end points at a puncture be of infinite length.
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It was shown in I'Z2] that in the minimal area metric p, the nfimum of lengths of
closed curves through a point p is 27r (i.e infP(E-,1P Sap 27r). Completeness tells us
that, for any point p, in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of a puncture, U all closed
curves through p not in the homotopy class going around the puncture, have length
greater than 2- n fact when we combine these two facts with the continuity of the
metric we can show the existence of a unique closed geodesic encircling the puncture
for every point p 'in U. The arrow diagram below indicates the logical context for the
above theorem.
Continuity unique Theorem flatness metric is
1 in someand foliation around r
Completeness around puncture puncture local coordinate
While we cannot claim to have proved flatness around punctures until continuity
and completeness of p, are established, we believe that the reduction of the result to
the verification of these two properties is a useful step.
2.2 Structure of proof
In the first part of this section the crucial idea of localization is discussed and leads
to a short sketch of the arguments to follow. This should be useful even though
some of the terms used will be defined later in this section. Next, to bring out the
logic involved i implementing this idea, three questions are asked and answered. An
understanding of these without their justification will give the reader an idea of the
gross features of the proof. The answer to the second question is justified in full in
this section. The nswers to the first and third question are justified in section 3 and
4 respectively.
LOCALIZATION The idea of the proof is to localize the global minimal area
problem to a local one. The length condition in problem M is applied on "large"
curves (nontrivial homotopy curves). Our intuition tells us that in a neighbourhood
D, of a point p, p, ID is the solution to a local minimal area problem in which a length
condition is applied on the curves in D that run between two points on its boundary.
We ow give the precise definition of a local minimal area problem and follow it with
the definition of to local minimal area problems that will be of interest.
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Definition of local minimal area problem
D: 1) is a subset of R' which is a conformal image of the unit disc 1 < I
B: is the boundary of D.
P: P is the set of pairs of points on the boundary (i.e P (bl, b2) : bl, b2 B
1: I is a length condition (i.e 1 : P + R).
p: In a local parameter the metric p is a positive real valued function on D.
We seek the minimal area metric, p, (denoted p,, pf etc to indicate that the length
condition in the problem is 1,, If etc) such that any curve between b, and b2 is longer
than 1, (bi, b2) 
Definition of i and 
IJbi, b2) length of shortest path between b, and b2-
Wbi, b2) [27 - (length of shortest path in any noninternal homotopy class,
between bi and b2)]. Non internal homotopy class here means that the curve is a
nontrivial closed curve on the space obtained by identifying points in the region D.
Notice that 1, could be negative for certain values of b, and b2-
One can check that the minimal area metric associated with the length condition
1 i PD (from an argument similar to the one used to answer question 2 below).
One might suspect that the length condition 1, would also have P, ID as the associated
minimal area metric. This could be established if 1, was known to satisfy an inequality
(triangle inequality). However it is not apparent why 1, should satisfy this inequality.
Even i 1, did yield P, ID it would not help since it is not clear why either I. or 
should give rise to minimal area metrics that are flat. We will find below a class of
length conditions giving rise to flat metrics. All length conditions in this class will be
found to satisfy te triangle inequality. In this class of length conditions we will find
one that has p, ID as its solution.
Q1: Is there a class of length conditions on the disc for which the minimal area
metric is flat 
Yes. It is shown in section 3 that the minimal area metric, p is flat if I(bl, b2) 
Ju(bi - u(b2)1 where u is a real valued continuous function on the boundary with
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only I-Iwo extrema. It will be useful later, to recognize that the triangle nequality
1.(bi, b3 < .(bi! b2) + .(b2, b3) is satisfied by for any choice of the function u.
Q2: What condition on u ensures P. Pm ID 
We pove now that if 1, (bi, b2) 1. (bi, b2 < 1. (bi, b2) then p P, I D. This inequality
w'II be central to or arguments and will be referred to as the central inequality. Our
method will be to establish first that, pID is admissible to the local minimal area
problem defined by and secondly that A(p,,) -_ A(pID). These two facts coupled
with the known niqueness of solutions to minimal area problem defined by 1" implies
that p p, ID. The first step is easy since 1", (bi, b2) < i bi, b2) implies that p ID is
admissible for the roblem defined by 1. In addition we have already advanced one
step in proving I(p,,, = A(pID) since the last statement implies A(p,, < A(pID)-
All we need show t complete the argument is A(p,,, > A(p, ID). To do this define a
metric p,,, on the Riemann surface by replacing p, by p in the region D and leaving
it unchanged elsewhere. If p,,,,, is admissible to problem M then we can conclude that
A (p. > A p, I D) -
We now show that p,,, is admissible to problem M. Consider an arbitrary non
trivial homotopy curve on R, say , which intersects D. As we move from t=O to t=1
the crve intersects the boundary at the points bi ... b, (assumed finite). Of the n
segments b1b2, b2b3, .. , bb, at least one is an open curve in an external homotopy
class(referred to as the outside segment with length 1,,t). For the remaining segments
we can say that ecepting for endpoints they lie either in the interior of D or its
exterior and will. be referred to as interior and exterior segments respectively. See
figure .
Figure 
Frovsng that p,,, Z's admissible to Problem M
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The length of - in the new metric, denoted is the sum of the length of its
segments. Denoting the length of segments b1b2, bA, b, b, as 112, 123, I., we
can write
Ine.(_Y = 112 123 + 1", (2.1)
Separate out the contributions of the outside, interior and exterior segments. Use
now the trivial fact that the exterior segments cannot be shorter than the shortest
curves between. teir endpoints (i.e those defining i length condition) to obtain
> T I,,,. 1: i t (2.2)
int ext
Now use 1 (bi, b2 < i bi, b2) to reestimate the length of the exterior segments.
For the interior sgments notice that their lengths are defined in terms of the metric
p,,, and therefore must satisfy the length condition. As a result
Ine.(_) > 1: 1. + 1: 1. + Io.t (2.3)
tnt ext
'The 1 length condition satisfies a triangle inequality of the form I"(bj, b3 <
I" (bi, b2) 1(b2, b3). This, used repeatedly, implies that Qbi, bn) _< Eint I + F_'Xt 'U.
As a result we gel-,
ln,.(7) > lu(bi, bn) + 1,.t (2.4)
If we use the fact that 1,(bi, bn) lu(bi, b,) together with the definition of 1,01, b,)
as in Equation 25 we see that the length of ^/ is not less than 2r.
Inm (-Y) 1,(bi, b) + ut > 27r (2.5)
Q3: Can we construct a u satisfying the above conditions?
Yes. We have assumed that through every point E D there is a unique geodesic of
length 2, called a saturating geodesic. These geodesics form a foliation. Using the
tangent vector to a geodesic we can define a vector at every point in D. This vector
field has zero curl. This allows us to integrate the vector field to get a real valued
function u. The restriction of this function to the boundary B, is the function that
we seek. The detailed argument proving this is given in Section 4 but now we give a
sketch of the argument. Observe first that 1,(bl, b2) < i(bj, b2) follows directly from
the fact that p, is the solution to problem M. To understand why defined in this
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way satisfies the central inequality notice that the length conditions 1,(bl, b2), l(bl 2)
are the lengths of certain geodesic segments between b, and b2- Since geodesics are
solutions to an extremal length problem, the change in their length as their endpoints
are changed can 'be computed in terms line integrals of vector fields along any pair
of patlis from the initial to the final endpoints (See Lemma 3 To establish the
central inequality, for a pair of points (bi, b2) we first choose a point b2 such that
the central inequality holds for the pair (bi, 2)(e.g 2 = bl). Then we choose a
path from 2 to b2. The difference in value of either of the three length conditions
between pairs (bl., b2) and (blb2) is the line integral of certain vector fields along this
path. We will ivide the path into two parts. On the first part the vector fields to be
grated will be so oriented that they will satisfy an form of the central
inequality (an inequality on scalar products). This implies that the contribution from
the first part does not alter the central inequality. On the second part of the path
the scalar product, inequality will not be valid but the contribution of the second part
to the length conditions can be shown to be small enough to ensure that the central
inequality is still valid.
2.3 Length conditions yielding a flat metric
We justify here the answer to the first question. In other words we establish that
p,,,, the minimal area metric such that any curve between b and b2 is longer than
1"'(bl, b2 = u(bi - u(b2)1, is flat. This problem is a generalization of the problem
where u is defined and constant on disconnected segments of the boundary and is
left ndefined elsewhere [A]. A criterion by Beurling gives us a sufficient condition
for a metric to be of minimal area [A]. We will nctw use this criterion to prove that
p = Vul where u is the solution to the dirichlet problem defined by the boundary
value u(B). As can be verified easily such a metric is flat. To make the argument
simple we will make the technical assumption that u has only two extrema We
believe however that the result could be established for more general u(B).
Firstly the metric p = I u is admissible since if q(t), t E [0, 1] is a curve with
r7(0 = bi and l) b2 then
I Vu(t) dr(t) V u (t) dr (t I = 1 (N, b20 1 10 (2.6)
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Next we note that the curves that saturate the length condition are the integral
curves of the vector field Vu (figure 2. To see this let b, and b2 be two points on the
boundar lying on the same integral curve -. Then we see that
11 VZ,(t) . d(t)l - I 1 VU (t) . d-r (t I -(- ") - I I I Vzt(t)l ldr(t)l = - - 1.(bi, b2 )0 0 0
(2.7)
Denote the set of saturating curves by F. See figure 2 The Beurling criterion requires
us to check that fDh.p dxdy > for every real valued function h on D satisfying
h1drl V- F (2.8)> 
Figure 2
t- - " . .
rating
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Beurling criterion
To do this consider v, the harmonic function conjugate to u. It is well defined since
D is a simply connected domain. Let z = x + Zy then we can show that the analytic
function f(z) = rU+ 1v is univalent in D. In fact consider the closed curve which is the
image of under f (z). The argument principle in the theory of complex variables
tells s that if f z) is not univalent then f (B) must wind around some point more
than once. However this would require that u has more than two extrema. Univalence
of f (z) tells us that u and v define a coordinate system on D. We now compute the
metric in this coordinate system.
dudv = IVU12 dxdy = pdxdy
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This change of variables means that in the coordinate system defined by u and 
the metric is identically one. If we rewrite the Beurling criterion in terms of the new
variables it is clear that it is satisfied.
h h
JD hp dxdy = JD - dudv = I dv I du - > (2.9)
p p
In the last step above we have used the fact that along the curves in F (which are
the constant v curves) du = pjdzj which implies that fcr, " du = Erh drj > .P
2.4 Central inequality and extrema of u(B)
At this stage flatness can be established at a point p E U if there is a region D
containing p, oil the boundary of which a function u, with two extrema, can be defined
satisfying the central inequality 1,(bi, b2) 1(bl, b2) < li(bj, b2)- In the series of
lemmas in the first subsection we set up the picture of foliating geodesicsunderstand
the geodesics defining the various length conditions and define u. This will set up
the groundwork and the language needed later. The second subsection is devoted to
obtaining a regio D with properties that will necessary in the proof of the central
inequality. At the end of the second subsection we will verify that u restricted to
the boundary as exactly two extrema. The last section will establish the central
inequality.
2.4.1 The groundwork
Definition (Saturating geodesics and the associated vector field) A closed
geodesic of length, 27r, is called a aturating godesic and it defines a vector field
i4p) P"'Wt(p) where t(p) the unit tangent (in the local parameter) to the foliat-
ing geodesic through p.
Lemma 1 (Geodesic foliation) Given an open et U C R satisfying the conditions
of the theorem we define an annular region Au as the et of points through which the
saturating geodesics through U pass. The C continuity of the metric implies WZ]
that V q E Au there is a unique aturating geodesic in the homotopy class vq and these
geodesics are non trivial ordan curves in Au The saturating geodesics in Au (denoted
Al, A5 etc) are totally ordered and the ordering will be denoted, e.g Al --.< A5 (See figure
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3). 'This ordering is obtained by mapping the annular region to an annulus centered
at the origin of the complex plane. Since saturating godesics never i ntersect each
other Al is always nside A5(Al --< A5 or Al Zs always outside A5(A I >- 5
Lemma 2 (Geodesics defining i 1,) There exists an open set V C Us.t p V
with the property that VP1,P2 E V there are only three types of paths between pi and
P2 that are rlevant in the dfinition of l?. and 1,. These are pint (PI, P2), Sehx'(P1, P2)
and perXh'(P1,P2) re rr'ng to the shortest paths (hence geodesics) 'n the internal, left
external and right external homotopy class of paths from between p and P2. The path
defin'ng 1,(bi, b2 ) s e'ther P1h'(P1, P2) or Perxh'(Pl, P2) Since these paths le completely
Z.n Av (Av Z's dfined analogous to Au above) we will be able to restrict our attention
to Av for the aguments that follow this lemma. See figure 3.
Figure 3
Geodesics defining 1i and ,
Proof While the existence of the three paths can be established easily, provingy that
0 ext (PI, P2) and Pell'' PI, P2) are the only external paths relevant in defining 1, requires1h rh
more work. We, know that for any p E U, Sop > I' > 27r Vap = vp. Choose a
sufficiently small open set V C U to ensure that any two points of V can be joined
by a curve of length less than '`. This ensures that the shortest external path2
between p and P2 other than P1ehXt(PIP2) and Prexh'(P1,P2) will always be longer than
P-2,7r - pexI pi,
12-' However since P2) is the shortest path in its homotopy2 2 ' 1h
class J(pexl(pl, P2)) < Jpexl(plpl)) + Jpinl(pl P2 < 27 + < Similarly1h 1h 2 2
I(Perxh'(Pl, P2) < 2. This implies that Pex'(Pl, P2) and Pex'(Pl, P2) are shorter than
2 1h rh
any other external paths between pi and P2-
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Lemma 3 (Geodesic length and endpoint variation) Let 7(s) (s C- [i, f ]) be a
family of godesics with endpoints -o(s) and -,(s). Let the unit tangent vectors (in
the local parameters at the endpoints be Fo(s) and fi(s). Define =
,(s). The ordering of the endpoints in the parentheses ndicates that the
geodesic -(s) is to parameterized from yO to 1. The caret above one of the endpoints
indicates that w choose the tangent vector at that endpoint. See figure . We claim
that
1(-(f) - 1(O) -- f ds [9(7o (s), , (s)) W- - 9(o (s), -f, (s)) XO] (2.10)
Figure 4
S=i X0 () J (YO W, Y W) S = f
Computing changes in the length of geodesics
Proof This follows from the fact that geodesics are the solution of a minimal length
problem. The lagrangian for this problem would be p,(-y(t))V(dI)2 + (dY)2. The firstdt dt
order variation in length of a geodesic receives contributions only from the end point
variation. In symbols 1 = -bi where the canonical momentum I = pm F. The lemma
is just an integrated form of this result.
Lemma 4 (u is well defined) u(q = fEq ii(q - r is a well defined function of the
point q. The ntegration Z's done along any path from E to q. The vector field l(q is
defined i Definition 
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Proving Mat u is a well defined function
Proof Consider an arbitrary closed curve in D, say Without loss of generality
we choose so that the saturating geodesics dont intersect the boundary more than
twice. See figure 5. We need to show that
9(q) 0 (2.11)
Associate with a parameter s E [0, 1] a saturating geodesic intersectingq at bi(s) and
bT(s). We require that the saturating geodesics satisfy A(,51) - AS2) if S < 82. Let
bT (S) bi(s)
U-(q) r _ JE U (q) fr (2.12)
Lemma 3 tells us that I(s) is the length of the shortest curve running between
bl(s) and bT(s)- Since f. il(q - jr - 1(1) = 0 we have the required result.
2.4.2 Construction of a suitable D
We now construct the region D with a view to ensuring that it satisfies a set of
properties. These properties which are defined below shall be used in proving the
assumptions on the function u that we had made earlier. In order to proceed to the
next subsection, were the actual proof of the inequality is presented, one could just
understand these properties and skip everything else in this subsection. The fact that
u has only two extrema is a simple corollary of these properties and this is shown at
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the end of this subsection. First we define the idea of Conjugate points and Uncrossed
pairings which will be required in stating the properties of the region D.
Definition 2 (Conjugate points) If l(Prexh'(PIP2)) = 1(P1ehx'(P1,P2)) (PI, P E D)
then p, and P2 are said to be conjugate to each other.
Definition 3 (Uncrossed pairings) A pairing is a collection of pairs of distinct
points on the boundary such that every point is contained in exactly one pair. Consider
two pairs of p o intS on the boundary, B. Choose one of the pairs. It cuts the boundary
into two segments. If both points in the other pair he in the same segment then the
two pairs are uncrossed. A pairing is an uncrossed pairing if any two pairs that it
defines Is uncrossed.
1--let us call the direction defined by the jl(p) to be the vertical and the direction
perpendicular to this to be the horizontal. Choose a local parameter whose origin is
at te point p and aligned such that the x axis is along the horizontal and i(p) points
along the positive y axis. The local parameter allows us to use the concepts of planar
geometry such as straight line segments and circles. These should be distinguished
from the entities intrinsic to the metric such as geodesic segments. In addition we
can define the angle between two vectors based at different points, Ang(Z(Pl), (P2)),
as the lesser of the two angles that the axes defined by them make. This definition
implies that Ang will always be less than . Choose a circular disc W (in this local2
parameter), of sufficiently small radius to ensure that the following constraints hold.
(The value of will be fixed later on. For the present it will be sufficient if < )8
CONSTRAINT 1: Ang(ii(p), il(q) . Vq E W
CONSTRAINT 2 At p, and P2 the geodesics P1ehX'(P1,P2) and pexl(pl, P2)rh
define vectors hVe(P1,P2), h66(P1,P2) etc by the prescription given earlier
defining vectors from geodesics(see definition of ! in subsection 41) We
use the generic symbol VO(Pl, P2) for any of these vectors. We require
Ang (jl(p), ge (PI, P2)) C VP1, P E W
CONSTRAINT 3 The geodesic segment(shortest path) between two
points in W should be "sufficiently straight". More precisely we require
that for any two points on the path, the angle between the tangent vectors
to the path e less than .
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Let QP1,P2) be the length of the geodesic segment and I(PIP2) the length
of the straight line segment between p and P2 _ the lengths of thes Crves
being computed using a metric that is identically one on the dsc A con-
sequence of Constraint 3 which wll be useful n understanding Constraint
4 below is that lPIP2) < ii(PlP _ CC(1E) - I(PIP2)-
CONSTRAINT 4 The length i(PI, P2), of the geodesic segment connect-
ing p and P2 satisfies (I - ) P(P) - (Pl, P2) < 1JP1, P2) < (I 0 P(P)
l(P1 PA 
Let us see why Constraint can be satisfied. Clearly the definition of
lengths in the metric p IMPI'CS li (Pi, P2) Pi, < li(Pl, P2) < QP1, P2) Pmax
where Pmin and Pmax are the minimum and maximum values of the metric
on the dsc W. Our comment (below Constraint 3) can now be used to
conclude that l(P1, P2) Prnin _ Pi, P2 _ (Pl, P2) SeC(E -Pmax - Continuity
of the metric at the point p mplies that for sufficiently small dsc W the
last inequality y1eld8Constraint 4
Figure 6
E
3
Construction of the region D
ESTIMATE 1: Consider two points pi and P2 in W which are the conjugates of
each other. We ask for the maximum angle, 0,,,x that the straight Ii nt PIP2
can make with the horizontal. Constraint 2 tells us that for all q on the segment PlP2,
> implies that 466(4, pl) and W6(4, pi) have opposite sign for their scalar product
with the tangent to the straight line segment P1P2- If we now integrate along the
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straight line segment PlP2 to compute (Plek'(Pl, P2)) and I(Pre-rh'(Pl, P2)) we see that
one of them increases monotonically whereas the other decreases monotonically. We
conclude that (P1ehX'(P1,P2)) ' (PerXh'(P1,P2)) if > and hence that 0,,, C.
CONSTRUCTION OF EFGH: The horizontal through p intersects the bound-
ary of W at two points. Choose one of these to be the point E. Any point con-
jugate to E lies in a cone of angle 2E with apex at E. Let the cone intersect the
circle W at two points r, and r2. Notice that (pex'(Eri) > (pex'(Eri)) but
1h - rh
l(pex'(E, r2) < (pex'(E, r2))- Constraint 2 implies that p6x'(E, b)) and (pex'(E, b))
1h - rh 1h rh
vary monotonically as b moves along the boundary from r, to r2. This shows that
there is a unique oint G on the boundary of W conjugate to E. Now send out a pair
of geodesics from both E and G at 45' to the straight line segment EG as shown in
the figure 6 Let hem meet at F and H as shown in figure 6 D is then the geodesic
quadrilateral EFGH. It can be verified that the construction ensures that p lies in the
interior of D.
Property D is geodesically convex. This means that the geodesic connecting two
points b, and b2 on the boundary B, in the metric p, les completely wthin the region
D.
Proof The edges of the quadrilateral are geodesic segments. Choose any edge. The
entire quadrilateral lies on one side of the geodesic defining this edge. This implies
geodesic convexity.
Property 2 The saturating geodesics intersect at precisely two points except for
the ones passing through E and G alone. This defines the f-pairing. If b, and b2 are
paired n this manner then we write b = b1J. If b E EFG then bE GHE and ve
versa. Further the f-pairing s uncrossed.
Proof Let b, and b2 be on the same saturating geodesic. Using the Constraint I
on ii(p) we find that the maximum angle that the line segment b1b2 makes with the
vertical is c. This shows that the pairing is well defined. The pairing is uncrossed
since otherwise the saturating geodesics would intersect and this is impossible.
Property 3 Conjugate points on the boundary can be paired and this wll be called
the c-pairing. This pairing excludes the points F and H. If two points b, and b on
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the bundary are paired then w write b = b-. If b, E HEF then F E HGF ad
Vice versa. In addition the c-pairing is ncrossed.
Proof We will first establish that the c-pairing is well defined. The maximum angle
that a pair of conjugate points can make with the horizontal is (Estimate 1) If
b, E HEF, the geometry of the region D requires that any point conjugate to it
lie in HGF. In fact an argument similar to the one given in the paragraph entitled
"Construction of EFGH" tells us that there is a unique point b- E HGF conjugate to
bl. t is useful to observe that E = G by the construction of D. Having established
the existence of the c-pairing we will now check that it is an uncrossed pairing.
Consider the conjugate pair bi, b-. If we move downwards (upwards) from bi to 21
then to get b w must move downwards (upwards) from b- to ensure that equality2 1
is regained between I(Pleh-r'(Pl, P2)) and (pr'h'(P1, P2)). This implies that the c-pairing
is uncrossed.
We will establish now that u(B) has exactly two extrema. Constraint I tells us
that 9(b) r(b) 7 0 at any point b E B. Further il(b - dr(b) changes sign only at F
and H. This implies that the function u (see lemma 4 for its definition) restricted to
B has extrema only at F and H.
2.4.3 The central inequality, 1,(bl, b2 < u(bi, b2) Qbi, b2)
SKETCH It is useful to notice that 01, b2 < Qbi, b2) follows directly from the
fact that p, is the solution to problem M. It is only sandwiching between 1, and ,-
that requires detailed argument below. Choose a point bl. Associated to this point
are the vector fields (depending on the variable b) Ve(b, b), i1b, (b) and 6(bi, b). The
vector field U-b, (b) is related to the vector field i7(b) (see the next page for details).
The length conditions 1,(bl, b2), 1(bl, b2) and li(bl, b2) are the line integrals of these
vector fields.
= 1b2
1, (bi, b2) 7(b, b) dr (b); (2.13)
b2 b2 i
1"01, b2) lb jib, b) dr (b); I (bi, b2)
We can say roughly that the central inequality is a consequence of the inequality
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on scalar products. bi) dr < d(b) r < ri(bi, dr (see figure 7 Tere are
four vectors involved in the scalar product inequality. First we will give conditions, on
the configuration of the four vectors, that are sufficient to ensure the scalar product
inequality. Next e discuss the nature of the three vector fields with regard to these
sufficiency conditions. The concluding section of the proof considers two differing
choices for the path of integration, depending on the relative configuration of the
points b, and b2. For either configuration we will in general need to break the path of
integration into two segments. Only on one of these segments will the scalar product
inequality be valid. We will therefore need to establish that the contribution from
the other segment does not make the central inequality invalid.
INEQUALITY ON SCALAR PRODUCTS The scalar product inequality,
96(b, b) dr < 9(b - dr < 6(bj, b) dr is the crux of the proof of the central
inequality. We will now establish conditions that are sufficient to ensure the scalar
product inequality. Let pi P2 Pi >- P2)- See figure 7 The scalar product inequality
w'II be valid at a point q on the path of integration from pi t P if
a) the tangent vector at q (to the path) points in the direction of increas-
ing (decreasing) grading. The grading referred to is the one given to the
saturating geodesics in subsection 41.
b) 6, b), 9, (b) and i(bj, b) all lie on the same side of the tangent
to the path.
We leave the proof of this simple result to the reader. Let us look ahead and
see whether the two conditions above will hold for the paths chosen in the proof.
The path chosen will never pass through the points E and G. This will ensure the
first requirement that the tangent vectors to the path always point the right way. In
addition for all points b on the path Ve(b, b) and 6'(bj, b) will be outward pointing.
However i1b, (b) will not in general be outward pointing for all points b on the path.
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Vector fields and the scalar product inequality
VECTOR FIELD FOR 1, The geodesic defining the vector field for 1, switches
between pex'(bi, b) and ext (bi, b). In fact as b varies along the boundary (with b,1h rh
fixed) this switching occurs only at b = b-. We can verify using property 3 that if1
b, E GHE (b, e EG) then the vector field defining 1, is outward pointing along the
boundar segments bi Hb- (b, Fb-) and EFG (GHE). Later we will see that the path
y 1 1
chosen for performing the line integrals above will lie within the segments on which
this vector field is outward pointing.
VECTOR FIELD FOR We need to be more careful with 1(bl, b2 = u(bi -
u(b2 I because of the absolute value symbol in its definition. As an example of the kind
of behavior we expect consider keeping bi fixed and varying b. If I u (b) - u (bi I becomes
zero then we will have to reverse the vector field we have been using because of the
absolute value sign. This kind of reasoning leads us to the assert that 1bi (b = ±11(b),
where we choose the plus or minus sign at a point b depending on whether b ii(b) dr'A,
is greater than or less than zero. This rule for the choice of sign will later determine
that on the chosen path of integrationiibi (b) is outward pointing on the first segment
of the path and inward pointing on the second segment.
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VECTOR FIELD FOR 12. i(bi, b) is outward pointing for any two points b, and
b since the region D is a geodesically convex.
CASE 1: bi, b2: E GHE (or bl, b2 E EFG) Property 3 implies that either 
bFb- or bi E b2Fb- but not both. Choose b, as the base point if the first statement
holds, b2 otherwise. Say bi is the base point. Choose the path 'l 2 C from bi to
b2 to exclude b-, E and G. See figure 8a. With b, as the base point integrate from
b t b2 along 2 in equations 214. Assume that 1(bib) never becomes zero for
any point b on 71' 2. This will mean that Ub (b) is outward pointing on all of -12 and
hence that ge (b, b) d < 9(b) dr <  (bi, b) dr for all points b, on 12 Since all
of the length conditions are zero for b _- b, the inequality on scalar products implies
1, (bi, b2 < . (bi, 62) < 1bi, b2) 
If however 1(bl, b) does becomes zero at b = bo we cannot assert that is outward
pointing on all Of 12 We break 2 into two segments. See figure 8a. On the first seg-
ment (b, to bo), il will be outward pointing and hence the inequality on scalar products
will be valid. As a consequence we can assert that 1,(bl, bo < 1(bj, bo < i(bj, bo).
Now we must compute the contribution from the segment bob2- On this segment
ge(b, b) dr < i(b) dr is valid as can be seen by checking the signs of these scalar
products. Hence we see that 1,(bl, b2 ) 1(bl, b )will be true. Let us now prove
that, (bi, b2 < I(bi, b2 ). Let the length of b2 in the metric p, be ft. We see that
1,, (bi, b2 < and li(bi, b2 ) > Ii(bj, bo - since these arise from integrals (equations
13) in which the maximum magnitude of the integrand is p(b). This tells us that
1"' (bi, b2 < Qbi, b2) if ft< Qbj, bo - y; that is if < bi, bo). Constraints I
Z t 2 1
and 2 imply that the maximum angle that the straight line segments bbo and b1b2
can make with each other at the point b, is 2c. This would lead us to expect that
2c Qbi, bo). In fact we can use Constraints 3 and 4 to establish the rigorous
- i,,,(2,)bound < g(c) - i(bi, bo) where g(c - '+' . If we choose so that g < 1-C sin(7r/4-4c) 2
then 1 1 (bl, bo) as was to be shown.2
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The path of integration and its division into segments
CASE 2 b, E EHG and b2 E EFG (or viceversa) Now we choose the path
from bjj to b2 that does not pass through E or G. See figure 8b. Since
1,(bi, b, ) = 1(bi, bi = i(bj, b, ) we see that the relative ordering of 1,(bi, b2),
1,,,(bi, b2) and 1(bi, 1)2) is the same as the relative ordering of the contributions from
the path. An argument similar to that of Case I gives the desired result.
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Chapter 3
Theory space geometry
In Section I the conventions and notation used are reviewed. In Section 2 the ac-
tion of covariant drivatives on CFT sections is characterized in terms of an operator
form w' parametrized by a real positive number c. In Section 3 some connections with
interesting - refered to as D' c, and type connections - are identified. In Section
4 connection coefficients in an eigenbasis of Lo and Lo are expressed in terms of '
and the CFT data. In Section criteria for BPZ metric compatibility of connections
D - type to
is formulated in terms of Z. Criteria, for the pull back of the F c, and 
the base, to be equal to the Zamolodchikov connections are obtained. In Section 6
an expression for an operator two form, CFT equivalent to the curvature of a c or
type connection, is gven. This expression reduces to a term constructed from
a 1 1
operator product coefficients alone, if there are no almost-trivial marginal states in
the teory space oe is working with.
3.1. REVIEW AND NOTATION
The operator formalism for conformal field theory is reviewed in this section. It
is based on this formalism that the definition of a space of CFTs is given. In terms
of this formalism we will define the Virasoro operators and the Operator Product
Expansion Fally conventions regarding vector bundles, covariant derivatives and
parallel transport are fixed.
Operator Formalism
Let us recall the operator formalism for conformal field theories. (See, 2 and,
sect. 2 of 6 for a summary.) To define a conformal field theory, we introduce an
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infinite dimensional linear space of ket-states, which we denote by H, and its dual
space H* of bra-states. The same local field i corresponds to both the ket-state
(Pi) and the bra-state 0i 1, refered to as BPZ conjugates [1]. Let f 1 001 be a basis
of 'H. We introduce a dual basis f (V by
(3-1)(4),
In [1], (V I is called a conjugate state of I i). Given a iemann surface with
punctures Pl,...,P and local coordinates l,-..,Zn such that Vzz(Pi = 0, the
operator formalism assigns an element, E; Zi'...' Zn 1, in the n-th order tensor product
'H* ... '*. If (E; zi, ... , z) and (V; z . . .... z') are analytically isomorphic asI n
punctured Riemann surfaces with coordinates, we find (E; zi, Zn Z', z
One chooses a special two punctured sphere to define a metric. Let be a two-
punctured sphere with uniforinizing coordinate z, with a puncture at z -_ and a
local coordinate z1 = z at this puncture, and a puncture at z = oo and a local
coordinate Z = /z at this puncture. Let (R(zi, Z2 I be the state corresponding to
this surface. We then define the metric
GZJ- :- (R(zlZ2 I (I 00 I j_)), (3-2)
where the state I is inserted at z = and the state I is inserted at Z = .
This is usually called the Zamolodchikov metric, and it can be shown to be symmetric
using conformal invariance. The metric can be used to lower the indices on the bra-
states
(412. = (41 I Gji, (3-3)
relating in this way conjugate states to the so-called BPZ conjugates. It then follows
that
GiJ = 4)i 1 4)J). (3.4)
A state related to the metric state above is the state I R) E 'H ', defined by
R) G'' I (DOO I (Di), (3.5)
where G is the inverse of G The states (R I and I R are BPZ conjugates of each
other.
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The other important state that we will often use is a standard three punctured
sphere. This state is denoted as (0, z, oo I where the puncture at has the standard
coordinate z, the uncture at oc has the standard coordinate 11z, and the puncture
at z' has the coordinate z - z. The asterisk on oc denotes that for the state space
of that puncture e have turned the bra into a ket using I R). Therefore to get a
number we must isert a bra state at infinity, as opposed to a ket state at zero. This
three pnctured shere will be used to define the operator product expansion in the
next section.
The crucial property of the operator formalism is that the states E; Z1, ... , Zn
are required to satisfy the sewing rule: on a punctured surface OCE2 obtained by
identification zlwl = , we must find
(E 1 00 E2; Z2, Z,,, W2, ... W ((E 1; Z1, Zrn (E2; W1, W. R(zi, w))
(3.6)
Here I R(zi, w)) onverts a bra-state at zj = to a ket-state at w = which is
contracted with a bra-state at wl = 0. It has been shown that the sewing property is
enough to define a conformal field theory unambiguously. (See, for example, 3 In
the operator formalism we obtain the correlator of local fields (D,,, at points
Pi, ... , Pn as an iner product
(4)2, ( = 0) ... 4)2,, (Zn 0)) N Zi, Z I (DO (IJ) (3-7)
In the rest of the paper we will denote (E; z,..., zn I simply by E unless it is
confusing to do so.
Definition of the Virasoro operators In the operator formalism all that is given to
us are the states (E The Virasoro operators are not independent data but can be
constructed from these states. This was discussed in 6 We simply repeat from there
the result for the cnstruction of Ln from the two punctured sphere with punctures
at and oo*.
L = d (Z + CnZ', 00* (3.8)dcn
where + n 'En Zn is the coordinate at zero, and 1z is the coordinate at infinity
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= d ( + C"Z" 0*
L,, d (3.9)
n
These expressions will be useful later when we want to compute the covariant deriva-
tives of the L,
Operator Product Expansions
In conformal field theory the operator product expansion is always an exact
statement. In the operator formalism it arises because whenever an operator 1,-(Z)
is inside the coordinate disk Jz < I of another operator O) located at the origin,
their effect on te rest of the surface can be reproduced by sewing a three punctured
sphere onto the surface. This three punctured sphere with uniformizing coordinate
w is unctured at 0, z and oc, and the local coordinates are w, w - z and I w respec-
tively. The operator 4i is inserted at w = z, and J is inserted at w = . Such a
three punctured sphere, since it has no insertion at one puncture (the one at w = o),
represents an element in H, which is the element called the operator product expan-
sion. The constraints of dimensionality require that the operator product expansion
of a imension (1, -) field 0, (z, -) (denoted for brevity as 0, (z)) with an arbitrary
field (Di of dimension be of the form
H k
12 IOA(Z).,Dz(O) 2+-Yi--Yk C_ (0) (3-10)2ir r
k
where -yi A A s A A and z = r exp(Z'O). If the field 0,,(z) is to
be integrated over a region with rotational invariance then we may simply use the
expansion
1 H tz Z kb 3i'sk
OP (Z) 0 Z (0) I: 2 + 7i - -Yk- 0 k (0) (3-11)27r r
k
A closely related expression - the expression for the three point function mentioned
above - is
k _u tt ik Z O(Si-Sk)(0 Z 0* of') - (3-12)27r Z12+7i-7k
We now define symbols D k and F k by breaking up the sum over operators in
(recall that the asterisk denotes that there we have a ket). Also
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D ' ke-i O(Si-Sk) F kC_ O(Si-Sk)
/it ,i
0 (0 = - (Dk(O) + - (Dk (0)W D 27r E r2+-yi--Yk 27r r2+Yi -- Yk
'Yk < -Yi -tk > 7i
(3-13)
The notation D and F stand for divergent and finite, and refer to the integrability of
the singularity. Note that each operator can only appear in one of the above sums.
Ik Pt _k -k > and
We extend the definition of D and F by setting them to zero for all
for all 7i > 7k respectively
D k = 0, for 7 > Z
(3.14)
FP k = 0, for 7k < 7i,
We consider H k as a matrix with row index k and column index Z, and order the
operators by increasing dimensionality, that is -, > 7j when Z > '. Then we find that
k k k
-- D . + F (3.15)/it Pt Pt
is a decomposition of H into an upper triangular matrix D and a matrix F that has
nonzero elements only below the diagonal.
Geometry of Vector Bundles
Let us consider a family of conformal field theories labelled by continuous pa-
rameters xP(It -- One has a state space at every point x, which constitutes a
fiber of a vector bundle V over theory space. As we have recalled in S2.1, given an n
punctured iemann surface E, with coordinates around the punctures, a conformal
field theory at x specifies a bra-state x(E 1. This implies that we have a section (of
the n-tensor bundle) corresponding to every surface E. Let surface sections denote
such sections.
We denote local bases of Hx and its dual H* by I i)x I and fx (V I We defineX
a covariant derivative of an arbitrary ket-state S(X)) s'(x) as
)-E . J
D s s (X) IF (3-16)M I s W lop Z W + (X) I OZ),
It will be convenient sometimes to use matrix notation. If we define the connection
the right hand side of the operator product as follows
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as a matrix operator
F/, W - FA! W I I'D] I I (3.1 7)
then the covariant derivative of an arbitrary ket can be rewritten as
Dl,(F) s(x)) a,,s(x)) + F,,(x I s(x)). (3.18)
Under a change of the basis
4) -)x Ni"(X I OI)XI (3.19)
the connection F must transform as
F. x) --- N(x) + F,, x)) N-1(x) (3.20)
so tat the covariant derivative in 3.16) transforms in the right way. Likewise, we
define a covariant derivative of a bra-state by
A X (X) (3.21)
Then-, the covariant derivative of an arbitrary bra-state ) I=- El I W is
give by
Di, (F) (t (x) x (,O I al, t i (x - FPJ W t). W (3.22)
and, in matrix notation
D1,MWX) I= 01,t(x I Wx I FAW. (3.23)
A connection F is called compatible with the metric Gij if
D (F) Gtj = ap G - - pij - F j i = (3.24)
where F kGk Finally, the curvature of a connection F is defined by11 Ek 'Pi P
(r,,.kF, Fv.kF IIF (3.25)(IF) 191Fp v v P k k
k
The urvature transforms covariantly under the change of basis 3.19)
QPV(F) --, NQI,,(F)N-1. (3.26)
As usual, curvature arises from the commutation of covariant derivatives. A simple
computation establishes that
k[DI, (F), Dv (F)] ((D 4 Q '(F). (3.27)
The generalization for an arbitrary (bra) tensor is simply
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[DI, (IF), D, (17)] (s I = - s I Y Q ' (F),p (3.28)
where /tv Q (Di.) - (V I is the curvature operator, and the superscript in/ZVI
the formula labels the various state spaces of the tensor section. This concludes our
summary of some of the basic facts about vector bundles. Most of our discusssions
will e done in the language of sections and will therefore omit the label x. The
presence of the label x will indicate that we are speaking of tensors and other objects
in a articular state space Hx.
Parallel Transport
A large part of the physical discusson in the following sections requires precise
formulas for parallel transport. In this subsection we will give the required results.
Let us consider a path xl'(s) parametrized by s E [0, c]. Given a tensor t(s 0)
at xt'(0), we want to define the tensor t(s) along the path by parallel transport. This
is just the same as requiring that the covariant derivative DIDs of t(s) along the
path must vanish. For simplicity of notation assume t is an arbitrary ket, then the
covariant derivative along the path is given by
D d dxt'
I W = - I t(s) + (s)171,(s) I t(s) = 0, (3.29)DS - ds ds
where, as usual, te derivative d1ds only differentiates the components of the ket.
Using component notation, I t(s)) V(s I 40, this equation reads
dxl'
dt (S) -t'(S) is(SYFk(S) (3-30)
ds S
and in matrix notation we simply write
dt = -t dx1' F (3-31)
ds ds P
This, as usual, can be solved via a path ordered exponential
t (s) t (0) P exp ds' dxl'(s') F/ (X (S'))
ds'
0
dxl' 82 d2XI, (3.32)
t 1 S (O)F/,(O) - - 2 (0) F , (0)(0) ds 2 ds
dxl' (0) dx " (0) (00 (0) (0) (0))
ds ds I +
In the last step we have expanded the path ordered exponential in terms of the
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standard nested integrals, and the first few integrals were evaluated by expanding
the integrand around the point x(O) (with the path assumed to be real analytic).
This formula will be useful to analyze parallel transport beyond first order in S.
Whenever we re given a vector section t(x), the covariant derivative DIDs along
a path x(s) is simply given by
Dt dxt'
-D t (3.33)Ds ds /' I
and this formula is valid for any type of section (tensor type). In fact, the notion of
covariant derivative can be introduced from that of parallel transport; for any section
t, the covariant derivative can be defined as
6XPDP t = t(X + 6X -4 X - t(X), (3.34)
in the limit when &1' - 0. Here t(x + & - x) is the value obtained when t(x + 6x)
is transported to x along the infinitesimal segment 6x. It follows from the above
formula that
t(x + x) = t(x) + 6x"D,, t, (3-35)
which simply says that one can do parallel transport using a section and its covariant
derivative. Note tat the left hand side is independent of the section used; it only
depends on the value of t at the initial point and the connection F Therefore the
right hand side, tough not manifestly so, is also independent of the values of t in
the neighborhood f x + 6.
We denote te -parallel transport from Hx+bx to Rx as the map (F). The above
equation implies tat
'T(F) ID-)x+bx -41 C)x + 6xtD,,(F I )x =1 (D')x + 6X"F k(x) 1 ) k) x (3-36)
For te dual basis vectors we have a map from H* to H* also denoted by TX+6x X
kT(F) : xbx(V 1-4 x( I 6x'D,,(F)x((Dz J= x(V I bxtx(O I ]Fk(x), (3.37)
The map for the dual space was set up to preserve the contractions between the state
space and its dual 'v I (J) = It follows that for an arbitrary vector section I t)
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and an arbitrary dual vector section (s 1, the contraction, which gives a number, is
not altered by parallel transport. Indeed, under such transport we have
I t),+b, --,I t), + 6xl'D,, I t)x X+6X(s 1--+ x( I bx'Dl xs (3-38)
and therefore
X+6x (s I t) x+bx --+ x (s I t) x + &I ( (Dp S t) + (s I (DI, I t))
= x (s I t)x + bx"DA (x (s I OX) (3-39)
= X(S I OX + 6'0AWS 1 OX = +bX( I )x+bx,
as was expected. The first two lines of the above argument also imply that the action
of parallel transport commutes with the operation of tensor contraction. If s and t
are arbitrary tensor sections, transporting and then contracting gives the same result
(tensor) as contracting and then transporting.
We now want to find the analog of 3.35) to all orders in 6x. Given an arbitrary
section t and a curve xt(s) we want to parallel transport t(x(O)) along the curve. Let
t(s) enote the tensor obtained by paralell transport. It follows from 3.35) that
dxi'
t(c) = t(c - - (Djj)(c) + 0(d), (3.40)ds
where the covariant derivative in the right hand side has been evaluated at s = 
(which to 0(c') is the same as evaluating it at s = 0). One can show, by iterating
the infinitesimal transport equation, that the finite version of the above is given by
S
dxt'
t(S) -- t(s - (Djj)(s) ds' ds' (S
0
+ (D,,Dt')(s) ds' dxi' (81) VI dx'
ds' 611 +
0 0
8 SI S'--1
dxt" dx 112 dxl'-
_)n (Dul ... DI,,, t) (S) ds 1 dsl (SI) S2 dS2 (S2) ... ds,, ds,, Sn) +
0 0 0
(3.41)
It should be noted that all the covariant derivatives are evaluated at the final point
DTof the path. It is straightforward to verify this result by checking that D. = 0 We
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can rewrite this result in the language of path ordered exponentials
dx'(s')
t(s = P exp ds' ds' D" ) t (8) (3.42)
0
where we keep in inind that the covariant derivatives act only on the tensor ts).
3.2. THE VARIATIONAL FORMULA
We present now the definition of a theory space. A theory space consists of a
vector bundle 1/', 7, B), with a connected manifold and the projection from the
fibres to the base. The fibres are denoted 'HE for every point E in the base manifold
B. One has in this bundle the following data:
(a) A section (E" I of the n-tensor bundle [V*]" for every point E' E 'P(g, n) In
other words a field of n-tensors on the base manifold B for every point E' E 'P(g, n).
Recall that the 'P(g, n) is the space of n punctured Riemann surfaces of genus g with
local coordinates cosen around the punctures. In P(g, n) there is a sewing operation
defined in terms of these local coordinates which takes a pair of surfaces El and E to
the surface ElOCE2. To define this operation choose a puncture z on the surface El
and tv on the surface E2 with local coordinates h, and hv around these punctures.
Then choose a closed curve C around the puncture, z and identify it with its image
curve C2 in E2 defined by the rule hz(z) h(w) = 1. Delete all points in El internal
to C ad all points in E2 internal to C2. This defines the sewn surface ElOCE2-
It can be checked that the surface obtained is independent of C1, the initial curve
chosen. One requires of the sections (E I that (El, Z 1 Y2, W I R(z, w)) (El OGE2 I
wher I R(z, w)) is refered to as the sewing ket and is contracted with the punctures
z and w being sewn.
(b A map f : TE --+ 'HE, from TE, the tangent space of the manifold B at E to
the fibre 'HE above E. We define ME to be the subspace TE) C 'HE obtained as
the image of TE under f. The map defines for a vector field on B a section of the
vector bundle ), which we denote as I ). The map has the following property.
For every covariant derivative 17 such that V(E' I exists, there exists an operator
valued one form w', parametrized by a positive real parameter c, < < such
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that
n
(,n 2Z (En W)d V, z (Y (3.43)
for any choice of the excluded domains jz E En h"'(z)l < cij such that
q, Ui, and n = for O" - V, 2'...n'. There is some abuse of notation here
since refers both to a positive real number and the disc defined by it, but this will
not ause any confusion. The Up are defined in what follows. To define the local
coordinates to be used for the insertion of the section I ) one specifies a cover h(z)
of analytic coordinate patches, (h"...h n'(Z) ... h'(z) ... on the Riemann surface which
include the coordinate patches h (z) around the punctures. This same cover is to be
used to perform te integral over the location of the insertion z once a partition of
unity p (Z) (P1'.._Pn'(Z) ... p`(z) ... has been chosen on it. This means that the non
negative real valued functions p"' and p k satisfy
n
P (Z) + 1: P, (Z = I V E E
a
It is required of the partition of unity that there exists a neighbourhood Up of the Z"th
puncture such that p' (z = I V z E Up. Then U i is defined to be the largest domain
around the Z" th puncture in which p (z) = 1. The requirement that q/ Up ensures
that as one changes the change in the first term of 3.43) is exactly cancelled by the
change in the second term to yield for the right hand side a result independent of CP.
We ill refer to a cover of analytic coordinate patches together with an acceptable
partition of unity, simply as a cover and denote the combination as .
Having completed the definition we will now discuss two issues. First, why the
demand that 3.43) hold is a modest demand. Second, the ambiguities in the associ-
ation of a form to a connection. Let us then write the variational formula 3.43)
in the form we will use in this chapter.
n2Z E( I (ODp (F) (Yj d I 1) /I (3.44)
E-UiDi
This is a case f the variational formula with all of the excluded domains (')
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being set to the disc D and we have used the notation D(F) instead of V to denote
covariant derivatives.
Covariant derivatives and the Variational formula
We address now any unease evoked by the demand (b) in our definition of a space
of conformal field theories. One might fear that it is ruling out spaces that satisfy (a)
alone, spaces which one feels should qualify as a space of CFT's. We argue now that
asking for (b) in. adition to (a) is in fact not asking too much. To this end consider
a space of theories that satisfies (a) alone.
We, first recognize a very general fact. For any connection F. we can show that
the associated covariant derivative A (F) always generates a CFT deformation. That
is, the deformed surface states (, I +c6x1D,,(F)(E I satisfy the sewing relations
defining a CFT to first order in (The original surface states (E I satisfy these
relations exactly). Let us see this more explicitly by first defining CFT deformations
and then checking that any connection does yield a CFT deformation.
Covariant derivatives and CFT Deformations
Given a conformal theory a CFT deformation changes (within the same state
space) the states rpresenting the surfaces while preserving the algebra of sewing to
first order in the deformation parameter.
The notion of a CFT deformation was clearly presented in 6 The idea is to
begin with a conformal field theory defined in some state space. This means we have
states (Y- zl, ... , z, I satisfying the sewing property
(ElOCE2 (El; Z1 - Zm (E2; Wl, ---, W. R(zj, w)). (3.45)
We have a CFT deformation if we can define, for every surface E a deformed state
(E, c 1, in the same state space, so that the sewing property is still satisfied. If we
write the deformed state as
(E, C ( I C 6 Y" (3.46)
then the CFT condition
(E 1 00 E2, C I = ( (E 1; Zl, zM C (E2; Wl, W., R(zl, wl, c)) (3.47)
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6(ElOGY2 (6(El; Zl, Z,, 1)(E2; Wl,... W I R(zl, WI))
+ (El Zl, Zm (6 (E2; W1, --, Wn 1 I R(zl, w)) (3.48)
(l; Zl, Zm (E2; WI, ... W, 1 (6 1 R(zl, w))).
Equation 3.48) implies that if 1 E I and 62 E I are CFT deformations, then a 1 E
+0 62 E I with a, 13, constants, is also a CFT deformation 
It is important to recognize that in general the deformed sewing state is not the
same as the original one, I R(zi, w)). In 6 attention was restricted to deformations
in wich the sewing state remains the same. There is no a priori reason to restrict
our attention to such deformations.
We want to show now that an arbitrary covariant derivative DJ), generates a
CFT deformation. In other words we wish to show that whenever we deform states
as
(E, c (E + c 6 x " Di, F) (E (3.49)
the sewing condition
(ElOOE2, C 1 (l; l,..., Z'M' C (E2; Wl,... W" C R(zl, WI, r), (3-50)
is satisfied. The proof is essentially a triviality once we realize what (3.49) means
geometrically. It follows from 3.35) that the right hand side of Eqn.(3.49) is simply
the srface state otained by parallel transporting, with F, the state (Y I at x + c6x,
to X (to first order in 6x). Therefore, our explanations below Eqn.(3.39) suffice;
sewing corresponds to tensor contraction, and our deformation above is generated
by paralel transport; since parallel transport and tensor contraction commute, the
deformations generated by covariant derivatives are CFT deformations for any choice
of connection.
Parametrizing CFT deformations
We ould now like to get some handle on how to construct CFT deformations.
There is a large class of deformations that do not change the theory. An unchanged
theory means that the spectrum of operators is the same and the correlation functions
are the same. More precisely two theories (E I I and (E 2 (described in the same
translates into the requirement
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state space) are the same if there is a one to one map (linear operator) of the state
space onto itself, such that the map it induces on tensors takes (E I I to (E 2 for
every surface E. A class of deformations that does this is obtained by choosing an
arbitrary linear operator and let it act on the states (, I I as the generator of a linear
map. From the above notion of equivalence it follows that this deformation cannot
change the theory. Let us see explicitly. An infinitesimal similarity transformation
acts on the ket-states as
+ CW
(3.51)C E
while it acts on the dual bra-states as
(V (V
(3.52)
-E E(V Wj
so that the duality 4)' 4) 6' is preserved under the transformation. Eqn.(3-51)
implies that the ket-state R) transforms as
I R(zi, Z2)) - I R(zi, Z2)) + Pl) + W(2) R(zi, Z2)) (3-53)
Similarly, 3.52) implies that the state (E 1, corresponding to an n-punctured surface
E, transforms as
n
(E E(E (3-54)
From the fact that the similarity transformations cancel out for the state spaces that
are contracted, we see that Eqn. 354) is a CFT deformation. We have then a large
class of CFT deformations that do not change the theory. Infact from our definition
of equivalent theories this includes all deformations that do not change the CFT We
refer to these deformations as the trivial deformations.
Now consider ("FT deformations that have the potential to change the theory.
We refer to the as marginal deformations. A prescription for these was given in Ref.
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[6] as
61(E d2Z E; Z I ), (3-55)
E-UjD1
where I 0) is the ket-state corresponding to a marginal field inserted at z, and the
integral is performed over with the unit disc D around each puncture excluded.
The requirement of marginality is necessary if the integral on the right hand side of
Eqn.(3-55) is to be well defined. Marginality makes the integrand independent of the
local coordinate used. Since the sewing of two surfaces is defined via identification
of two unit circles, the above rule manifestly yields a CFT deformation.
With this formula the sewing state I R(zi, Z2)) does not change. The reason for
this is that the ocal. coordinates cover the whole surface and hence there is no area
to integrate over. As we stated earlier there is no reason to require this and we have
already seen that the deformations generated by the similarity transformations could
change it. With this in mind one can generalize 355) by allowing the excluded
domain, D to be arbitrary (but the same at each puncture) as long as the excluded
domains do not intersect. One can then check that sewing will be satisfied if we
define the new sewing ket I R(zi, Z2), D) by the equation
W D(ZI, Wj)wD (Z2, W2 I R(wi, W2), D) =I R(wi, W2))
where I R(wi, W2)) is the old sewing ket (corresponding to the unit disc D') and
WD = d2 Z (0 Z 00 0 Z)). (3.56)
D-D'
So we obtain a family of CFT deformations parametrized by an arbitrary excluded
domain D and a marginal state 01
These CFT deformations maybe trivial, i.e there may exist marginals that do
not change the theory. We will refer to such (1, 1) states as trivial marginals. So the
deformation generated by trivial marginals can be written in the form 3.54).
Since deformations form a linear space we can add the trivial and the marginal
deformations to get
nbwE d 2Z (E; Z I ) (3.57)
E-UiDi
Eqn.(3.57) parametrizes a family of CFT deformations by choice of a marginal I )
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and the pair (D, w), where D is the excluded domain and is an arbitrary linear
operator.
The variational formula
If the deformation generated by the covariant derivative is in the space spanned
by the marginal ad trivial deformations of we obtain
n
bx'DM(Y 1= - d'z (Y; z I 0) ,(Z) (3-58)
E-UiDi
Such a formula would be necessary if (3.57)spans the full space of deformations.
However (3.58)might hold even if (3.57)does not span the full space of deformations.
If (3.58)holds for one connection then it holds for all. Indeed for any connection
F' -- F + AF we have by definition that
n
6xt'D,,(F + AF)(E 1= 6x1D,,(F)(E E( I xtAF(') (3-59)
If Eqn. 344) holds for the connection F then Eqn. 359) implies that for the
connection F we find
n
6x1"'D,(F')(E J= - d'z (E; z 0 - I /(Z) (3-60)
E-UiDi
with w w + 6xtAF IL I
Notice that as we changed the connection the marginal to be used did not change.
The marginal to be used depends only on the vector &1' that we choose in the tangent
space. This implies that there is the map f that associates to a tangent vector 6xt'
the marginal states I 0 = I, 1 ,,) which makes the variational formula hold. We
then strip of the &1' in 3.58) to obtain the variational formula that we started to
establish
Di, F) (E d 2 Z E; Z I l) (3.61)
E-UiDi
holds at all points in theory space.
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To obtain this equation one needed only that the deformations generated by co-
variant derivatives be of the type parametrized by 357). This as we stated will
happen if (3.57)contains all the CFT deformations. Investigation of CFT deforma-
tions would we interesting to see if other scenarios are possible.
As another subject worthy of investigation we discuss the "exactly marginals".
Note that the space ME = (TE) spanned by the I 01,)'s would generically be only a
subspace of the space of marginals. There will exist in general a subspace of trivial
marginals. This implies that we can vary the map TE ---  'HE by adding trivial
marginals to the I Ot,). We can then modify the Z characterizing a connection F in
a suitable way to ensure that the variational formula is again satisfied. So the full
subset of states of ,1) that could possibly be in the image of in the maximalE
extention of a theory space is what one would call the space of exactly marginals.
The I 0)'s above are of course exactly marginals. The exactly marginals are not
in general a subspace since as we will see the conditions of exact marginality are
non-linear. On the structure of the marginals a question that would be of interest
to address (though we will not) is what the span of the exactly marginals is as a
subspace of the full space O" ?E
Ambiguities in associating to a pair D, wi,)
Then association of a pair D, w,,) to a connection F has two types of ambiguities.
First there was an overcounting in the parametrization of deformations since a change
in D can be compensated by a change in to obtain the same deformation. Let us
see how this works. For convenience we take a domain D and a domain D entirely
included in D W c D The argument has a simple modifiction if D is not entirely
included in D. We wish to determine - such that (D, w) and (D', w') generate
the same deformation. Let us start with the pair (D, w) and break up the domain D
into D' and D - D' to get
d2Z(y Z O(Z)) - 1( I (i)
EUDi
(12 Z E; Z 0 Z) + 2 Z Z (Z)) (3.62)d
E-uDl Di-DI
I i
Now in the integral over D - D' replace the surface state (; z by the original
state (Y I with a standard three punctured sphere sewn to it at the puncture under
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consideration to obtain
(E; I= I 0, Z, 0 * 1, (3-63)
where the asterisk denotes that this puncture is turned into a ket; the ket is then con-
tracted with the state space in (E I that represented the original puncture. It should
be noted that exactly the same factorization holds for every puncture. Therefore
2Z(y O(Z) = E d 2 Z (0 Z 00 0 Z)), (3.64)
Di-DI Di-DI
i i
where the integral in the right hand side is a matrix operator in the state space Z'.
Substituting this in Eqn.(3.62)we deduce that
WI = d2 Z (0 Z 00 0 Z)). (3.65)
D-D'
This computation implies as well that in the parametrization of CFT deforma-
tions by I 0), (D, w) all the deformations with the same I 0) yield the same theory
change. Indeed changing as stated earlier does not change the theory and we have
just seen that changing D is equivalent to changing 
There is a frther ambiguity in specifying since one can add a symmetry one
form to leaving unchanged the deformation it generates. Let us recall how this
works. We usually think of a symmetry in a conformal theory as generated by
dimension (1,O) or 0,1) operators of theory. If J(z) denotes a holomorphic (or
antiholomorphic) current then the Ward identity of this symmetry is obtained by
inserting the operator on a surface and integrating it around each of the punctures.
We ten obtain the identity
(Y" Zi ... Z. I J"'O I )).... I . + + E, Zi ... Z,, I (i) .... J"' I ) = 0, 366)
where J,o f dz J(z) is the zero mode of the current. J,o is a linear operator in2rz
the state space of the theory. Since 3.66) holds for any set of states (Di ..... 1" we can
rewri'te 3.66 as
n
(Y" Z,- Z,, I (0 0 (3-67)aO
More generally, a symmetry is an operator which preserves correlation functions
when acting on the states of a theory. With this definition in mind we see that any
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operator satisfying Eqn.(3.67) (with replacing J,o) is an infinitesimal symmetry.
The zero modes of (1,O) (or 0,1)) operators are only special ways of constructing
such symmetries.
This ambiguity implies also a reverse ambiguity. Indeed if 1 = F s with AF a
symmetry one form we see that
Dj,,(F + s)(Y I DF)(Y (3-68)
Hence we can associate the same pair (D, w) with I as with F. We refer to two
connections related by a symmetry one form as CFT equivalent connections and
CFT
denote this F - V.
3.3. CANONICAL DEFORMATIONS AND CONNECTIONS
In the previous section we associated with a covariant derivative the pair (D, WI,)
which characterizes the action of the covariant derivative on the surface sections.
There are pairs that can be constructed in a natural manner. We point
these out and discuss the connections associated with these. These are the canonical
connections on any, space of theories.
The connections FD
We see that specifying the right hand side of Eqn.(3.44) amounts to choosing a
pair (D, w,). In general we need to make choices for this pair at each point x in
theory space. There are some deformations that can be regarded as constant. An
analogy is in order. If we are asked to choose functions on a manifold we have choices
to make at each point on the manifold. However the constant functions are special
in that there are fwer choices to make. In the same way if we fix the domain to
be the same at all points and set W = , then we have obtained the analog of the
constant functions. The connections that yield such deformations will be refered to
as FD type connections.
D "jrD)(_r = d 2 Z (E; Z I 01, (Z)). (3-69)
E-UiDi
One case of particular interest is when D D (the unit disc). The corresponding
connections will be denoted F.
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The connections c and C
The motivation for the definition of the c and C type connections come from the
path integral approach. When a space of conformal theories is constructed from path
integrals we expect that the derivative of a correlation function will be given by an
integral of the conjugate operator OA over the entire Riemann surface without any
excluded domain. This is too naive, however, due to the presence of divergences
when the operator approaches another one. A way that this might be corrected is
to subtract just te divergent parts away. This was the motivation that led [8 to
the introduction the variational formula with the connection c. In this subsection
we will switch from the operator formalism to the language of correlation functions.
Though just a change in notation, it is useful to be able to move from one to the
other. This was the language used in refs. [8].
We consider a set of fields O (x) with i (a set) inserted on the surface with
local coordinates zi. If we expand a surface state, say, with n punctures as
In (X I (X),(E (.0", W I (4b I (3-70)
the coefficients Eil ... in of the expansion are given by the correlators of local fields
El Z.1... i,- W = (E I (I (D Z1 W) 1 in (X))) ,Oii ... ) Zn)E' (3.71)
Conventionally, we define
DIt Eil ... in= (DI, E 4) 4D in (3.72)
This gives, as usual,
D - = 9 r. k kE.A'-'Zi ... in tj E k ... in Zn Z, ... k.Z1 ... in - F' Fit' (3-73)
Therefore, in the language of correlators, our equation 3.44) reads
D11(r) J1,Oi(Zi))E d2Z (OM(Z) 11 Pi(zi))r
ES ESE-UiDi
- E E WPi k - (Ok(zz) 1 PJ(ZJ))E-
ES k jEs
JO%
(3.74)
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Expanding out, this formula reads
am 41 -(Pl(ZO)r d'z (0, Z) ri O Z. Zi))r
ZES E-UiDi ZGS
k (3.75)+ (Fmi 2 ((Dk(zz) jj'Oj_(Zj'))E.
2.ES k jESj:/ i
The connection c. The connection c [8] is defined with an excluded domain D that
tends to zero, and an wm that corresponds to subtracting away the divergences as
Om(z) approaches each of the punctures. Whenever Om approaches a puncture we
can use the OPE expansion to write the subtraction term. We take
Dm (C) (flat. (Zi)) lim - d'z  0/ (Z) H ID ZO
c--+O
2.ES ZESr-uiDe
(3.76)d2Z D k6 SkSi
+E E 2+-yi--Yk rl D]'(Zj E
iES k 2z r C S
Di-DI joi
The choice of excluded domain and subtraction can be read by comparison with
Eqn.('3.74). Another way to think of this definition is that we always integrate the
insert-lion over - UV, that is over the surface minus the unit disks. In addition,
we d selective integration over the disks. Whenever Om(z) enters a disk Di we useZ
the operator product expansion of 1P with the operator sitting at the puncture, thus
inducing a sum of operators. For operators appearing with nonintegrable singulari-
ties e simply do not integrate any further, for operators appearing with integrable
singularities we integrate over all the disk.
Since for nonintegrable singularities we do not integrate beyond the unit disc, 
is related to the connection (where no operator is integrated beyond the unit disks)
by the integral of the finite part of the operator product expansion, that is,
k d2z F k6C ' - k+ itz SiSk 3.77)
A Z AZ 27 27i-7k
Di
For 7i _ 7k, Fm k _- and we have
C k k for7 > 7k. (3.78)PZ Pt
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For - < -k we have
I kb k6H . Hl,.dO pi SiSk Z '5 iSkdr -
27r rl+-Yi -Yk 7i - k
0
d 2zF,, kb -5iSk
27r r 2+-yi -- yk
r<1
(3.79)
where Eqn.(3.13) was used. We will show in the next section (Eqn. (5.10)) that
f k Hmz k6,5 iSk
AZ 7i - k for -i : 7k (3-80)
Substituting Eqn.(3.80) into Eqn.(3.77) we obtain
Cok = 0, for 7 < 7k (3-81)
Z Z
Thus the connection c is upper triangular.
The connection C-. There is yet another interesting connection where we still inte-
grate the insertion all over the surface, but the subtractions W. are modified. We
saw that the for the connection c was given in terms of an integral involving the
upper triangular matrix D.1 The integral can be performed to obtain
1 - 7 -d2z D 71 k6P 5kSi
I: 27r r2+-yi--yk
k 1Di-DI
r,D it. 68kSi
dr 21 + E Tll+-Yi -- Yk
'(k < -Yi 7k ='Yt, C
D Z k6 SkSi (I I k6A _ ) E D In .E '(i - Yk A Z 3kSi
-(k < -Yi 7i - 7k C 7k =7, .
(3.82)
We recognize that the first term in the last right hand side has a finite part in which
is nothing else than the above-diagonal part of the upper triangular connection c.
We may do a minimal subtraction' where we only subtract the divergences in the
expansion in r ad retain the finite terms. This suggests that we define a connection
C which satisfies
Di, C) I'D I Z Ii M - d 2Z  0/ (Z) H ID (Zi)
C-*O
ES ESE-uiR-c
+E E D111 k6SkSi k 6,5
D I In (D k (z') fj DJ(zJ)i k C'Yi -Yk E kSi Z
ZES 7k < 7, 'Yk=-(i jESjoi
(3-83)
Such a 'minimal' connection is diagonal and equals the diagonal part of the con-
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nection 
- k - k k6
Pt [it 'Yi Yk- A Z 7i , 7k (3.84)
We will write Eqn.(3-83) in the operator formalism since it will be of use later.
We first rewrite it as
0. (Z lim - d Z(OP () fj (D (Z
tes E-uiD6 ZES
(3.85)+ E D,.k(c)
t ((Dk (ZO f (DJ j))
ZC- S jESj:X,
where we have defined
0, if -k > I;
kb-k(C Hpi k,--iD , _ = N 'Yk I if -Yk < 7i; (3-86)PZ 'Yi -Yk c
1.1 it k 6SkSi lnE, if
We ten define the operator
k
DI, (C) (D k) D, Z (C), (3.87)
and can now write Eqn. 385 as
2Z (y; Z 01,(Z) + FD, (-) li n-I d (c)], (3-88)
E-ujDI
where the index in the second term refers to the puncture (or state space) where
the oerator is iserted.
This completes the discussion of the special connections, the most interesting
of which will be the connections f , c and C We may regard the three of them as
connections associated with the pair (Dw,,) where D is sent to zero and is the
subtraction of three point functions integrated over the unit disc. For we subtract
all matrix elements, for c we subtract those matrix elements that have divergences,
and for we subtract only the divergent part of the divergent matrix elements.
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3.4. THE CONNECTION CORRESPONDING TO AN "
We have so far taken an arbitrary covariant derivative and considered its action
on the surface sections (E 1. We saw that this allows us to associate with the covariant
derivative the operator form or equivalently a class of pairs (D, W,). We can now
invert the process. We consider a particular pair (Dw,,) and ask for a covariant
derivative D(F) associated to that pair. For example, we may ask for the explicit
form of the type connection which is associated with the pair (D', 0).
This problem of inversion is the subject of this section. We begin with some
observations that will allow us to formulate this problem. We will proceed through the
use of the Virasoro operators. In particular we will compute the covariant derivative
of the Virasoro operators. This information will be used to determine the connection
coefficients F for -j in terms of OPE coefficients and . All other connection
coefficients follow rom the knowledge of the connection coefficients coupling primary
states of the same dimensionality.
Formulation of the Problem
Since two connections differing by a symmetry generate the same deformation,
a deformation cannot fix the connection completely unless there are no symmetries.
Once a basis is chosen, if the matrix element of between two basis states 
and 4),- is zero then is unambiguous. Hence all such matrix elements can be
determined in principle.
Our problem is that of a set of solving a set of linear equations for There is
one equation for eery choice of surface with local coordinates around the punctures.
Hence we have an overdetermined system of equations. However there is no problem
regarding the existence of a solution to this system of equations due to the argument
leading to Eqn.(3.,14). Given an arbitrary F there is an such that 344) holds.
Since any two CIFT deformations (associated to 6xl') can only differ by a choice of
w, and a change of can be traded by a change in F, there is some connection that
yields any CFT deformation we may choose. While our concrete discussion in the
present section will be carried out for the pair (D', 0) giving rise to the covariant
derivative DJ), the strategy applies to any connection.
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There are then two steps involved in obtaining information from this system of
equal-lions. First we must choose a basis. This determines which matrix elements
of can even in rinciple be determined. Second, we must choose a suitable set
of equations so that we can solve for some or all of these solvable coefficients. Our
goal is then to choose a basis with'a large number of solvable coefficients and choose
equations that are simple to solve.
One way to make the two choices listed above is through use of the Virasoro
operators. The motivation is as follows. If we choose a Lie algebra of operators which
commute with all the symmetries, then the symmetries will not mix representations
that are inequivalent and the mixing within the same kinds of representation happens
in a manner that, is constrained and known. One can then choose a basis within each
irreducible representation which when combined will yield an overall basis in which we
can easily identify some matrix elements of P that can in principle be determined.in
In using this observation we will be assuming that the same Lie algebra is represented
in each of the representation spaces.
Choice of basis An obvious choice for such a Lie algebra is the Virasoro algebra
which always commutes with the symmetries
[ S, L -_ 0. (3-89)
To see why this is true we note that the L's (as reviewed in S2, Eqns. 38),(3-9))
are defined intrinsically via two punctured spheres with one puncture representing
a bra and the other a ket. Thus invariance under symmetry of the surfaces implies
that
SLI S- = L , (3-90)
since if we use to transform the kets, we must use S-1 to transform the bra.
Equation 3.89) follows immediately from 3.90).
Having seen that the L's commute with any symmetry we see that choosing
a basis constructed from irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra will be
an option independent of the actual symmetries of the theory. An arbitrary element
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of the basis is labelled as
L_,1 Ln2 . . . -nj I h, h,
where I h, h, i) is a primary state of dimension (h, h) and = I ... m indexes the the
m different primaries of this dimension.
Choice of Equations. Having chosen a basis let us now address the choice of equa-
tions for the computation of the matrix elements of the connection. The equations
we will choose are obtained by taking the covariant derivatives of the sections cor-
responding to the Virasoro operators. When studying the resulting equations we
will write them out with a basis determined by the Virasoro operators, as discussed
earlier.
We do our computation for the connection P. Since this connection is associated
to the pair (D', 0 we can obtain the covariant derivative of the L s from Ref. [6]
(Eqn.(3.1.4)). Using our normalization, the result is
d, n+1 (0, Z' 00* Ot'), (3.91)Dp (IF) L. -2z' Z
jZj==1
where we orient the contour by f dZ-1Z = -27z'. In components this equation reads
I d,& n+1 (01 (Z) 4D (0) D (DI, (P) L. 2 'Z Z
jZ1=1
27r (3.92)
dO einO e-Z(Si-sj)O H 6s, s n
2 27r 2
0 k
where we have used the OPE 3.13). Similarly, by choosing V non-vanishing instead
of v, we obtain another Virasoro condition. All in all we have
DI'(P)L. - H 6si's.-ni
2 (3.93)
Di, (P) L. H 6,9 s n-
2 /` -7
These are the equations expressing the covariant derivatives of the Virasoro operators.
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Expanding out the expressions for the covariant derivatives as
k(DA L,, 9A (L.)Z - A,k (L.)kj + (L.)Z F k (3.94)
substituting into Eqn.(3.93) we find
k P j P k - [L., 1 all (Ln) -j HA -j 6sis -n
(L,,). z (L.) (3-95)
It - M, _7
This equation and its analog can be studied to obtain some of the coefficients. We
write them as follows
(Ln) k + 6,q ')(Ln) j -HAj'6sjsj+nZ Pk I it At k 2'2 (3-96)
Tn).k I -+ katt k) (-Ln) -HPI 6sisj-n.Z Pk (6t At k 2 Z
Solving the Equations
We now have the equations that we wish to solve. When n -- the above Virasoro
conditions give us he following equations
k 6k - k k 6Z' Z. 9 - F Z 7k Hyi . si,,si
A (3-97)
k +
M Z')sk 07
where ', k are not smmed. (The generalization of these conditions for massive renor-
malizable field theories have been derived in ref. [8].) The first equation determines
a great part of the connection; in particular, for -y,- -k (which means Z' k we
obtain
HPk6sk'si
k I for -Yk (3-98)
'/' - k
The second of 3.97) implies that the connection coefficients relating two operators
of different spins must vanish
k for 54 s (3-99)
The equations 3.97) also imply consistency conditions. For example the first equation
shows that for -y, = 7j but Z' we must have H Mi 0. This equation is a necessary
condition generalizing the familiar conditions requiring that the dimension of the
marginal operators should not change under their own flow 7.
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Having obtained k for 7- : 7k let us now show that for 7k the Virasoro
conditions 396) determine all connection coefficients in terms of the connection
coefficients connecting primary fields of equal dimensions (assuming we have a unitary
theory, and there are no linear relations in the Verma modules). Consider the first
equation in 3.96) for the case that n is a negative integer. Here the choice of basis
we have made will have a significant effect. The first term of the equation reads
(L-,,) k ' . The sm over states k here only gets a contribution from one state, the
z Ilk
Z 'k
state k = -,, and the matrix element is one. Therefore (L-,,), Ak AL_z1
and we find
kF H jbisj+n - p(L_.) (L-.) (3.100)
AL-10 2 Az z k
k
Here in the left hand side we have a descendant field, and we want to relate this term
to connection coefficients where the lower index represents a primary field. The only
case of interest here is when (Aj, AJ) - Ai n, Ai), since otherwise the connection
coefficient is off diagonal and therefore known. It follows that under this condition,
the sum indicated in the last term of the above equation can only run over states k
with (Ak, Ak) - (At-, Ai) and we have
-H + k (L-.) (3-101)/tL-,i 2 PT z k
Al,=Ai
Ak=Ai
Note that in the right hand side the connection coefficient involves the state i and not
L-,,Z. Thus this euation can be used recursively to relate the connection coefficients
with an arbitrary descendant in the lower index, to connection coefficients with a
primary in the lower index. In particular, if Jis primary, the sum vanishes identically.
Note also that in general the states k to be summed over can be either primary or
descendant. This relation therefore expresses F with the asterisk denoting an11 desc,
arbitrary state, in terms of prim and d,.,c . Thus our problem is now to showA prim -it prim
that a connection coefficient of the type F Asc can be found.it przm
To this end consider again Eqn. (3.96) this time taking n > and i to be a primary
state. We then have
k (Ln) -- H s,+n - OA(L (3-102)k 2
k
Since we are interested in diagonal terms we want to implement the restriction
(Ak, Ak) = (Az-, Ai). In order to attain this we fix n and consider states such
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that (A A - -- n,,A ). Under such circumstances we then findp j I 2
k(L.) J Ht,'i - 0 (L.) (3-103)k 2
Ak=Ai
Zk=Zi
Note that the sum extends only over s that must be descendants. The most general
situation one must consider corresponds to the case when the primary field is degen-
erate with the set of descendants at level N arising from another primary field Z". For
the case when we have a unitary theory, and there are no linear relations in the Verma
module corresponding to the primary field ", it is not hard to see that the above re-
lations determines all the connection coefficients. This is done by solving successively
for the onnection coefficients k where k are the descendant fields, broken into
groups according to the number of Virasoro operators needed to obtain them from
the primary state: L-n I "), LnL-n2 I I) with n > n2, L-,,, L-112L .1) with
n > n > n3, and so on. For each element Lnl L-112 ... L-n I "), we take n = ni
in the above formula, and pick I J) L-,,, L-n I "). The interested reader may
verify that this procedure works.
3.5. METRIC COMPATIBILITY AND PULL BACK OF CONNECTIONS
We would like to comment on the relation of the geometry we have been discussing
to the kind of geometry which has been explored earlier. There is a natural metric in
each fibre, the BPZ, metric. The BPZ metric, (R(zi, Z2) I is defined by the standard
two punctured sphere. This sphere is the one with punctures at and 00 with local
coordinates zj = z at and Z = 1at oc, where z denotes the uniformizing variableZ
on the sphere. We refer to the components of the BPZ metric as Gij. The condition
for a connection to e metric compatible can be written in an orthonormal (Gij - 6 .
basis of sections as
k k6bk + F . Zk = , (3.104)Pz Pj
One can try to apply this to the BPZ metric in an orthonormal basis of eigensections
D - type connections. However since we
to analyze the metric compatibility of F c and 
do not know the coefficients of these connections for -i == 7k we can't make a complete
check. There is however a criterion BPZ metric compatibility of a connection in terms
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of a one form w' characterizing the connection. This criterion which uses , the value
of Z at 1, says simply that a connection is BPZ metric compatible if and only if
k6k + [ll, 61k - ,
Indeed let us set the excluded domains in the variational formula for V (S, 0, 00 I to
be the unit discs around and oc. Then
V (S 0 00 (S' 0, + (2') (3.105)
Z1= 1/,21
since the there is no domain to integrate the insertion Metric compatibility
is simply the condition V (S, 0, oo I= and hence we get the condition that in an
orthonormal basis a connection is metric compatible iff
1W'1'!6kJ + = ,
This test shows that only the amongst the F type are metric compatible. Further
one sees that the C type are metric compatible while the c type are not.
Now consider geometry on the base space B. The Zamolodchikov metric is defined
to be the pull back of the BPZ metric to the tangent space TE of B via the map
Recall that is te map from TE to the fibre 'HE above E. We can construct as
usual the iemannian connection of this metric as the unique torsion free connection
that is compatible with the Zamolodchikov metric [10] and we denote this connection
FZ.
One can also pull back a connection F in the infinite dimensional vector bundle to
the finite dimensional tangent vector bundle if one chooses in each fibre a projection
operator PE onto ME (TE). The pull back is done by starting with vector
field on B and ushing it forward via f to the section of the bundle One
computes D,,(F I in the bundle and projects it with the projection operator
PE i every fibre to obtain a projected section. The projected section can then be
taken back to the base if is one to one, which it will be if different directions in
B yield different theories. We fix from now on the projection operator PE to be the
orthogonal projection in the BPZ metric and call connections pulled back using it
Pr.
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Two connections F and have equal pull backs, i.e PF = PF' if, in a standard
basis chosen such that the basis vectors in ME span it, the coefficients F',/t
where y, v and p index the basis vectors in ME. Since in any standard basis the
FD, c and type connections satisfy this property they all pull back to the the same
connection, say PP.
We want to check if this pull back is F. Since F is the unique Zamalodchikov
metric compatible, torsion free connection all we need to check is that P satisfies
these two properties. Well, first from the fact that is BPZ metric compatible P is
(Zamolodchikov) metric compatible. This implies, that if PF'v is symmetric under
interchange of ad v then PF = F . We now give a sufficient condition for this to
be the case. We will see in the discussion on curvature that the state (C P - Cv IV
is an almost trivial marginal. The almost-trivial marginals are the (1,I) operators
OP with the property that
((Op)) 0 V E g, 0), (3.106)
where (Op)), denotes integration of the insertion Op over the whole of the un-
punctured surface E. In other words the partition function of the CFT on an genus
Riemann surface is unchanged under the deformation generated by an almost-trivial
marginal. If ME = f(TE) is orthogonal to the "almost-trivial" inarginals then this
state pro'ects to zero under the orthogonal projection PE. Since Pcp PN, one
J P P
finds that if ME is orthogonal to the almost-trivial marginals then the pull back
PCP = PP = rZ.A P
3.6. CURVATURE OF CONNECTIONS
In this section the notion of CFT equivalent two forms is introduced and criteria
given for a class of CFT equivalent connections to yield curvature two forms that
are CFT equivalent. Next for a c type connection we compute the action of the
commutator [D., c), Dv (c)] on a surface state (E
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CFT equivalent two form operators
Two form operators equivalent when acting on surface sections (E are refered
to as CFT equivalent two form operators and will be the subject of this section. FT
equivalent two form operators are related to each other by the addition of a symmetry
valued two form. In equations
n n
IQP,(F)l E( I if
(3.107)
CFT
Q/",(F + St"
We have seen already that there are classes of CFT equivalent connections with the
property that they can be characterized by the same Z Now one might task if
CFT equivalent connections yield curvatures that are CFT equivalent as two form
operators. The answer in general is no.
To address let us compute the commutator of two covariant derivatives on an
arbitrary surface section and find the variation when one changes the connection by
a symmetry one form. The general expression for the covariant derivative of a surface
state with an arbitrary connection is of the form
n
Du(F) (r d2Z (E I 1,) - Y( I (i) (3.108)
A
E-UDi
We want to use this expression twice and obtain an expression for
[D. r), D, F)] ( I To do so let us compute explicitly the additional terms ,,,
that arise when we change the connection from F to F + 0 where is an arbitrary
one form. We find
A ILV Dp (F + 0) D, F + 0) (Y' , DI, F) D, F) F (y -+
n2Z (E; O, _ Y ( I ,, 0
DII(F + 0 - d V V
El (3.109)
2Z (E I ,) n
Dp(F - d wv
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where E' - U D Applying the variational formula again we find
n
Attv d2Z Y(F z 0' 0
n
+ (00)ji) WO(i) + 0(00(j)
+ 0P) 0(iV IL V + W/t p V (3.110)
ZJ=1
n
Y( I D, (F + 0) + Dt, (F + 0) 0 (p
V V
and the antisymmetrization leaves us with
n
,APV E(E [(D,,(F)O(' - D,(F)O(')) + 0(')O(' - )O('))]
Z=1 V P /I V P
One can check that this result is consistent with the the formula
Q/1V(F + 0) - Ql,,(F) = Qpv(O) + F,0j, - FtO, + 0,17j, - 0 IL FV. (3.112)
obtained from the usual expression for the curvature in terms of the connection.
Now, we would like to use Eqn.(3.111) to investigate what happens to the curva-
ture if the connection F is changed by a symmetry, i.e., if we let OP = I Wet hen
have
QPV(F + S - Qpv(F) _- (Dt,(F)Sv - D,(F)Sp - (SpS - SvSt,) (3-113)
The second term in Eqn.(3.113) is a commutator of symmetries and therefore it is
itself a symmetry. Let us investigate under what conditions the first term is also a
n
symmetry. Using S = we findP
n n
')S(i)) [(Dp(F)(E 1) S(') OP( I (D, (F) Sv(' - Dv (I it v - (D, (F) (E
(3 t 14)
We now use the variational formula with some radius c, to obtain
n n r n
( I D, (F) S D () d 2Z E- Z I 0[" SZ _ E I (j) S(')V IM
ZJ=1
2Z (E. I , I t'] + n
d E( I [ I W/'I
Z=1
(3.115)
Let us look at the conditions for the vanishing of the right hand side of 3-115), for
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all (E 1. The first erm involves
S[ I OtO = SI I 00 st I ) (3.116)
which has nothing to do with the connection F one is examining. It is a statement
on how the symmetry one forms acts on the space ME = f (TE). If this term is
not zero one cant say much about which classes of CFT equivalent connections yield
curvatures that are CFT equivalent. Let us assume that it is zero. As a side remark
we note that in general any state of the form S,, Ov) must be a trivial marginal so
it is clear that the term involving S[v I Ot,]) can be written as a two form operator
action on I 
The condition for (3.115)to be zero then is
[SV, WI, I St" WV 0, (3-117)
where the equivalence relation -- means that the objects to the left and to the right
of the symbol are qual up to a symmetry operator. Satisfaction of this condition is
dependent on the class of connections that one chooses to examine.
For the c and C type connections 3.117) holds if S[ I 01,] = 0, as has already
been assumed. Let us check this now. We need the following result. In general, for
any operator M = MAd + MD MBd, where MAd denotes the above diagonal, MD
the diagonal and MBd the below diagonal parts of M. and a diagonal operator ,
we have that
[MAd, SI [M, S]Ad, [MD, SI [M, SID [MBd, S = [M, S]Bd. (3.118)
To verify 3.117) for c type connections one proceeds as follows. Recall that for a
choice of excluded domain 
WI 0) d 2w Ad (0, w, oc I 0/, M), (3.119)
?7<JWJ<1
where Ad acting on a matrix operator yields the part of the operator above the
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diagonal. So we let
Ml, d2 W (0, W, )C I 01 (W)), (3-120)
n<jWj<1
so that Mt, Ad = WC -We then findA
[MAI SI - d2W [ , W, 0 I 1,(W)) I d2W (0 W 0* I i,(W)).
,q<jWj<1 n<jWj<1
Using this in 3.117) we find that
[S,, ml, I St" M I if S[ I 0
Now we use 3.118) to conclude that IS[ I WC] 7 I = 0, if S[ I 01,]) 0. For the
connection 
2W
LO (71) d (Ad Bd) (0, w, oo I 01,(w)), (3-121)t
Tj<jWj<1
and a similar argument shows that [Lo SI = -4
This establishes that c (and type connections have curvatures that are CFT
equivalent as two orm operators if S[ I ]) = 0
Computation of Qlw(c) and Q,(C)
Having completed the analysis of variations in the commutator of two covariant
derivatives we now obtain for the c type connections an expression for the commutator
of two covariant derivatives. The expression has two terms. The first involves the
action of a two form operator constructed out of the CFT data alone (in fact as a
polynomial in the OPE coefficients in a standard basis). The second term involves
P Pthe itegral of the insertion of a section of the form (c,,, - C, I OP) where c V areA A
the components of a c type and and v index tangent directions in the base B. One
can show on general grounds that this section must be an almost-trivial marginal. If
P(c V - C, I Op) is a trivial marginal the second term can also be written as the
action of an operator two form on the surface state (E I one started out with. So if
almost-trivial marginals are trivial one can obtain an operator form CFT equivalent
to Q,,,(c). which has two terms.
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To begin the computation let us now introduce the linear operators Sg' and Fp',
which will be defined acting on functions of r(= z of the following type
(r = I - (In r) , n > , (3.122)
ra
where n is a constant integer, and where a = a(x) could be a function in theory
space. A simple example of such functions has already appeared in operator product
expansions (see Eqn.(3.13)) where n = and a = 2 - - k- If the functions
fa,,,(r) are integrated around r = with the usual measure rdrdO, the integrals are
finite whenever a < 2 and divergent whenever a > 2 (for all values of n > ). The
zoperator g with Sg for singular, picks the unintegrable functions, namely, those
with a > 2 and kills the others. The operator Fpz, with Fp for finite part, picks the
integrable functions, namely, those with a < 2 and kills the others. It follows that
Sgz + Fpz = , when acting on sums of functions of the type indicated in 3.122). It is
an important property that the action of these operators (on sums of f's) commutes
with the operation of covariant differentiation we have been studying. This follows
because differentiation does not affect the r-dependence of the functions except in
the case when the function a(x) is differentiated. In this case we pick an extra factor
of In r and therefore the integrability property of the function is unchanged.
The operator Sg can be used to express the subtraction operator (y) necessary
when taking covariant derivatives with the connection c. We have that
Wt W d2WSgw(OW,00 I P (w)), (3.123)
77<IWI<l
where, with a slight abuse of notation, we indicate the point where is inserted in
the ket itself.
We consider now a surface state (E 1, which we assume to be equipped with local
coordinates at the unctures such that the associated unit disks are well defined and
disjoint. The covariant derivative D(c) of such surface states can be written as
DI'(c)(1 = m d Z I /') 2Z(y d 2Z Sg Z-Yi ((E; z Ot')) (3.124)C-0
IZ-Yil>c C<1Z-YiJ<1
We break the first integral into a piece outside the unit disks, and additional pieces
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that combine naturally with the second term:
d'z(E z I 01, - d2 z F'-Y'( Y Z I 011)) (3.125)
IZ-Yil>l JZ-YiJ<1
This is a useful way of writing the covariant derivative D(c) of a surface section. It
should be emphasized, however, that when we take a second covariant derivative we
cannot use this result, since the surface states obtained after the first derivative do
not satisfy the condition of having disjoint unit disks for all punctures. The puncture
associated to the insertion of (z in (E; z 1) can be arbitrarily close to the other
punctures.
We can now begin our computation. Making use of 3.125) we immediately obtain
the following expression for the commutator of two covariant derivatives
D,, (c) D (c) ] r d2zF,,,(z - d 2z Fpz-Y'(F,,,(z)), (3.126)
1Z-YiJ>1 JZ-YiJ<1
where F,,,(z) is given by
F,,, (z) D. (c) (F; z I 0,) - D, (c) (E; z Ot,))
lim d2 W E Z W 01 (W)) 0, (Z)) 0 (W)) 01, (Z)))
77-01-
1--yi 1>,7
I- - I >17
+ E; I (WC q + WCO ') 0, (Z)) (3.127)
(E Z (W VC (q + W O" (Z))
+ (E; z (Di, I O,) Dv Ott)).
Here Z is defined in 3119), and, following our comments above, the derivative ofA
the surface states (E; z I has been computed using the original expression and not
the simplified form in 3125).
Analysis of Singularities In order to simplify further our analysis we must under-
stand the nature of the singularities as the operators OA and Ov get close. For
simplicity we choose our basis of states in a way that the marginal operators are
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basis states throughout theory space. In a unitary theory we must have the following
type of OPE
k
0 G + Hl,,v (3-128)1 (Z) 01 (0 = '14 2-Ak -2-Ak k(O).
-Yk > 0
Making use of this equation and translational invariance we can derive the opera-
tor expansion of (),(z)O,,(O) and obtain for the antisymmetrized combination the
following result
P -H 
0[p(Z)0'1(0) HPV , 'E P (0)2-A, -2-A,7'>O z z
'Yk 19 O k (0) 6(Dk(O) (3-129)
)7 Ht' k _ )
V + + - - -1-Ak 2 Ak 2-Ak 1-Ak
-Yk >0 z z z z
where the dots indicate terms with two or more derivatives. Now consider integrating
over z i a disk surrounding z = . All terms with two or more derivatives give finite
contributions. The first term can only give a divergence if 7 _ . Since the angular
integration forces Sk = -1 to get a nonvanishing answer, the field Ok must be a 0, 1)
field, and therefore purely antiholomorphic. Therefore ( k vanishes and we cannot
get any divergence from the first term. Exactly the same argument applies for the
second term. Thus, we conclude that the antisymmetric combination in the left hand
side of Eqn.(3.129) can be integrated over z without the need for subtractions. This
implies that the integral over w in 3.127) does not require the condition I w - z >
Therefore the explicit infinite subtraction terms must also vanish
(Y z I W' 0 I O (z)) - WV, (TI I / (Z) 0, (3.130)
as can be verified y an argument completely analogous to the one given before.
Analysis of last term in 3.127) We must now consider the terms
D, I 0, - Dv I 01,) -_ (c k _ k) (3-131)PV VIL I Ok),
where, in writing the right hand side, we used a basis where the marginal operators
are some of the basis vectors. The sum over k can only extend over operators of spin
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zero and of total dimension less than or equal to two (recall c is upper triangular).
Thus the above breaks into two type of terms
D I 0, - D I OM) E(C P - C P - C P I 4p), (3-132)
V P I OP) + E (C
VP PV VP
P -yp<2
where we recall that the dimension (1, 1) fields must be primary. Making use of 3.78)
and (3.80), we find
P - HV P
P P (HOV M )C - C 6 0, for 7P < 2 (3-133)
PV VP 2 -p Sp,
We can use Eqn. 3129) to show that this vanishes. Using the first term in the
expansion of that equation, we see that AP = Ak +I > I Since any field (DP entering
in 3.133) must be of spin zero this implies that 7p > 2 and therefore no such field
contributes. An exactly analogous argument holds for all other terms in 3129).
Thus indeed c P - V vanishes for -p < 2 and sp = . Back in 3.132) we then have
DM I 0, - D I OM = Y'(C P - C (3-134)
A VPP I OP) TI'V I op'
P P
where we introduced the torsion-like object for c TM.P.
We now show that TMV I Op) is not only a marginal it is a semi-trivial marginal.
Consider the partition function ZE on the surface (which must have no punctures)
as a function in theory space. f we consider the commutator DM, D,] acting on Zy_
we must get zero because DADvZE al-AZE, by definition. Since the curvature
term cannot act o a function we obtain that
TMVP WP = (3.135)
This is an equation holds for every unpunctured surface E, and establishes that
TMV I Op) is a semi-trivial marginal. If the space of semi-trivial marginals is identical
to the space of trivial marginals then this second term can also be written as the
action of a two form operator on the surface states.
Completing the Computation All in all, our discussion above implies that FM in
(3.127) reduces to the following expression
FM, (z = lim d 2W(E; Z W 0 [ (w) I l W)) + Y(E I (q I l W
IW-Y'1>27
(3.136)
We now split the integral in Eqn.(3.136) into a piece where w is outside the unit
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disks, and pieces where w is inside the various yi disks. For the latter pieces we
define w - w - y-. We then obtain
F,,, (z) d2 W  E Z W 0[t (W) I 0'] Z)))
IW-Yil>l
2W- Z, W. _E iZ I Sgwi (0 W 00*(') 0[,(W 0'] Z)).
jWjj<1
(3.137)
In writing this expression we have dropped the 71 - limit since the integrand,
as witten, is integrable around wi = 0. We cannot simplify further the expression
in parenthesis in the second line of the above equation because the location of z is
arbitrary. The rest of the computation of curvature does not involve any conceptual
difficulty and we have therefore relegated the details to Appendix 3.A. The result is
Q/1V - 2z Fp' d 2W (0, Z, W, )C I _(ok, Z, C)C I Sgw(0, W, 0*k 0[/, I 0,]),
jzj<1 jW1<1
(3-138)
where the ok and ock state spaces are contracted. Here the curvature is expressed as
a double integral over four point functions [8]. We can use this formula to obtain an
expression for the curvature in terms of OPE coefficients. The computation is given
in detail in Appendix 3.A, and the result is
k j6SH [/'. H1k kSiQ for > 71, (3-139))UPI + 1: I Z
'Yk>-i -Yk<Yl 'Ykj-'-kz-
and 0, for < 7j.
Once the curvature of c is known we also know the curvature of C It follows
directly from the definition of curvature that the diagonal part of the curvature
of an upper triangular connection equals the curvature of the diagonal part of the
connection. This eans that
Q/1P(C- = Diag (,,,(c)). (3.140)
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Curvature of c
APPENDIX 3.A: Computations for curvature
We must
Eqn. (3.126).
first term of
term gives
M = d2 
substitute the result for ,,, in Eqn.(3.137) into the right hand side of
Consider the first term in this right hand side, to be called (1). The
F,,, gives no contribution to ) due to antisymmetry, and the second
2 W. E. Z W. I _ (; Z I S g j 0 W , 00 * ( I I t (W.)) I O'] Z))
, 1: d 2 I I I z
IZ-Yil>l 'jWjj<1
d2 (; Z d2W -Fpw'((Ow-,oo*(Z) O[p(w-) I 0,](z))-
IZ-Yil>l 1jWjj<1
(3. A. )
The second term in the right hand side of 3.126), to be called (), gives
2 2W(y
Fpz-Y' d Z W 0[i (W)) I O'] Z)) + d 2Z
lz-yil<l IW-Yil>l IZ-Yil<l
Fp Z-Yi d2W (E; Z W _(E; Z I Sg,_, (0 W ()G 0 (W O'] Z))
I-j1<1
(3. A. 2)
Since w is outside the unit disks, the first term in (II) can be written as
d2W(E W I Y 2zi Fpz'(0, z,., 00*(Z ') 0[,(W) I 01(z))), (3.A.3)
1W-Yij>1 Zjzjj<1
where we introduced the coordinates z z - y Relabeling w -* z and z w we
find that this term cancels precisely against ). The second term in (), for the
case when Z' J tat is, when z and w lie on different unit disks, is given by
E 2zi Fp" d 2W (E; Z Fpwj (0, w-, oc*(J) O 0 (Wj) I O'] (zZ)))
IOj jzjj<1 1W.71<1
2Z 2W I Wjd d Fpz'(0, z, c)o*(' I Fp (0 W oo*(')
1zi1<1 1Wj1<1
(I 0['(W I ,](Zz)) = ,
(3. A. 4)
and vanishes identically because of antisymmetry. All in all, the right hand side of
(3.126) reduces to the contribution arising from the second term in (II) for the case
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when Z' ', that is when both punctures are in the same disk. This contribution is
d 2 Z Fp" d 2W. (E;Z.,W I _E;Z I Sgi(OW.,00*(Z') 0[,(Z.)) ](W.))0
Izil<i JWiJ<1
(3. A 5)
Since both the z and w integrals are now restricted to the same unit disks, we may
write
(E; W (E; SgWi (0, W 00*(')
(0, Z., W., 00 (Ok' Z., z)*(' I Sgwi (0, w., C)O*k
Z Z (3. A. 6)
where Z W O<D is a four punctured sphere with standard coordinates around
the punctures, and k is just a label for state spaces to be contracted. If we substitute
this back into (3.A.5) we can now identify the curvature operator as
Q/IV 2z Fpz d 2W (0, Z, W, 00 I _Ok' Z, Do* I Sgw(O' W, 00*k 0[[, I I) -
IZ1<1 1W 1<1
(3. A. 7)
Curvature in terms of OPE Coefficients
Starting from Eqn.(3.A.7)we would like to obtain an expression for Q,,,(c in
terms of the OPE coefficients. This can always be done since all of the tensors
involved can be expressed in terms of three point functions. We know from Eqn.
(3.A.7) that
2Z -[(Z). (3. A 8)
IZ1<1
where the matrix I is given by
I(z = F Z d 2W (0 z W, 00 I _Ok' Z, 00 I Sgw(O' W, *k 0[1,(z) I (1'](w)).
JW1<1
(3. A. 9)
We will write out te various tensors involved in the above equation in index notation.
The index representation of three point functions is obtained from the definition of
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the OPE coefficients (See Eqn. 313) as
I- Ht, ,k
(,ID' I 0 Z )c * II I I (3. A. I 0)27r I Z 12+7i -- yk
Since all of the integrals we will be doing involve rotational symmetry we can work
with simpler expressions by integrating over the dependence above. With the
definitions r -_ IzI and t = Iwl we find that the replacement of interest is
dO (O k I (0, z, o (D I ) - HPz k 6, (3. A. i)
z r2+-yi -Yk iSk I
lzl=r
Let us begin or computation. It follows directly from the general expression for
curvature that Q j = for < 7j since c is upper triangular. This means that we/,ZVI
need to compute Q only for > 7j. Henceforth we will restrict our attention to
this ase. We write 1(z = I<(z) + I>(z) where 1< and 1> denote the contributions
from t < r and t > r respectively. For t < r the four punctured sphere can be built
by sewing two three punctured spheres in the following fashion
Z, W 7 0 0, W, 00*k I Ok, Z, OC* (3. A. 12)
This imples that
k
z H H k
dO [1<(z)] 6s , F p tdt E (3. A. 13)Si t2+Yi-Yk 2-Yk--Yr j
lzl=r t<r _k >i
Since the sums over intermediate states k will always be restricted to states such
that sk - z(= s) we will drop this condition henceforth for brevity. For t > r the
four-punctured sphere is built as follows
A Z W 0 (0, Z, 00* k I k w 0* (3. A. 14)
and this yields
k k I.H .
r H]kdO 1> (z) Fp tdt +z iSJ r2+-Yik t2+-Ykj t2+-yik r2+7ki (3. A. )
lzl=r t>r 7k<7i
Now we perform te integrals over t in Eqns.(3-A.13) and (3.A.15) and take the finite
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kH I .6H . .3[P% vIk kSi
'7k) Yki
part, as instructed in (3.A.9). We find
IzI=r
dO [I< (z)] J = 0,
z (3. A. 16)
and
kH JH [t'Z vIk I
= 6868i - +E '7k r2+ yikj
k IH [pz H ]k
'Nk
I
r2+-YkjI:
-Yi > -Yk
(3. A. 17)
Performing the integration in r we obtain the final answer
= 68i'si 1 + Y
7k >Yi -Yk < -Yj
I for 7i > 7j, (3.A.18)
and j - 0, for - < -j.pvt 2
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d [>(z)] -)2
IzI=r
Chapter 4
Toroidally compactified theories
We would now like to look at some of the issues that were addressed in a general
framework in Chapter 3 in the context of an example: toroidally compactified theo-
ries. There is a natural covariant derivative in such theory spaces which arises from
an operation analogous to a Bogoliubov transformation. This was pointed out in 14]
and we refer to t as VKZ. We show two things regarding VKZ First, we show that
VKZ is -a type covariant derivative (i.e a F type connection). Second we show that
prKZ the pull back of connection KZ to the base space is the connection that
arises from the Zamolodchikov metric on B.
The plan of this chapter follows. In Section I we review the relevant features of
toroidal compactifi-cation and the construction of 7KZ. In Section 2 we argue that
in order to establish that VKZ is type covariant derivative it is sufficient to (a)
check
VKZ(y 1= (4.1)
for one surface in each of the spaces 'P(O, 1), 'P(O 2 and 'P(O 3 and (b) check that
VKZL, - VKZL,, for all the Virasoro operators, L, L,,. (To understand this equa-
tion ecall that the L's and L,'s can be regarded as a section of V V*). To find
a surface in 'P(O 2 and 'P(O 3 for which 4. 1) is satisfied we use the result in the
appendix that 41) is satisfied for all contact interactions. A contact interaction is
one where the 1(z I = I discs of the local coordinates (z) exactly cover the entire
surface. This result however does not give us a surface in 'P(O, 1) for which 41 is
satisfied since there cant be any contact interactions in 'P(O, 1). Section 3 remedies
this by showing tat i(S'O 1= VKZ(S I where (S,0 the state associated to
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the sphere with one puncture at oc with standard coordinate 11z. Following this we
establish that iL = VKZL,,. This completes the proof of 4.1) . In section 4 we
discuss pKZ the pull back of connection KZ to the base space and show that
prKZ is the connection that arises from the Zamalodchikov metric on B.
4.1. REVIEW OF TOROIDAL COMPACTIFICATION AND KZ
We first introduce the construction of a space of toroidally compactified theories
and then give the prescription for VKZ. For a detailed introduction to toroidally
compactified theories refer to 12, 131. We review below only the parts pertinent to
our discussion. The worldsheet action describing a d dimensional toroidal background
is
27r
I Z I Z I
S - du dT [gg-OGZJ-aX'OOX'+ c-OB- 0,X'aX] (4.2)
47r
0
where X' are dimensionless coordinates whose periodicities are 27r, namelyX'
X + 27rm', with m' being integers. The metric and antisymmetric tensor G B -
Z 11 ... I d, encode the geometrical data of the torus, compactification in a way that
will become clear. On canonical quantization this action yields a space of CFT's In
other words a vector bundle (V, 7r7 B), surface sections (E I and a map f : TE --- 'HE,
each of which we now describe in turn.
The vector bundle (V, 7 B)
There are two representations for the base manifold B 11] . One is in terms of
d x d real matrices E = G + B, where G and B are the symmetric and antisymmetric
matrices appearing above. We call E the "background matrix."
The other description of B is as a factor of the space A4 of even self-dual
Lorentzian lattices F(dd) with a certain type of basis. To elaborate, a lattice-with-
basis is a set of vectors F in P_ Rd Rd = L D R together with a basis of 2d linearly
independent vectors generating it. Here L and R are d dimensional spaces that will
become the space of left and right momenta. A lattice with basis can be thought of
as a 2d x 2d matrix whose columns give the 2d vectors above. Lattices-with-basis
differ from lattices, which are just sets of points in P, since two different basis for
the same lattice are considered inequivalent.
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Even self-dual attices, denoted F(dd), are lattices in P that are self dual in the
lorentzian metric of signature (11 ... , 1) and in which each vector has even
Lorentzian length, namely,
2 _ 2PL PR e 2z,
Even self-dual lattices can be used to construct CFT's. This is done by choosing
for each lattice (dd a basis defined by the condition S'D = where D the
lorentzian metric and ) are
D= I 0 6 0 I
0 -1 I 0
with I being the d x d identity matrix. The set of such lattices-with-basis is denoted
M. It can be shown that for any lattice F(dd) such a choice of basis is always possible,
and infact there exist many choices of such basis, which is the origin of the duality
group that we will briefly mention later. Moreover it is manifest that any E A4
generates an even, self-dual lattice.
Clearly all O(d, d, I) * rotations preserve the condition defining the set of matrices
M. Further a simple check shows that allS E M are related by O(d, d, IR) rotations.
Hence the moduli space A4 is isomorphic to O(d, d, R) and one can view O(d, d, IR)
as generating M on the choice of a fiducial S c M corresponding to the identity
element in O(d, d, R).
As stated earlier the space is isomorphic to a factor space of M by an equiva-
lence relation. Rather than give the equivalence relation in M we give straightaway
the set of elements that an E corresponds to. Every E on the choice of left and
right vielbiens el and for G - - 1 (E - + Ej ), gives a set of as follows
azEijI 1 1
S(Cl, Q, E) ca' eV"2 eaz -Ca2ET2 2 11
Here CI,2)q are the vielbeins for G- satisfy the relations
d d d
eqc' = 2GZJ-; ay az ay) 7 J E le Y e 
a=1 a=1 a=1 2
where e a GJ' are the dual vielbeins.j
where the O(d, d, IR) are the transformations that preserve the quadratic form D and act from
the left on a matrixE
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It can be shown that if one constructs the for all of the E one obtains all of M.
A4 7rbTherefore one has the projection --+B . Two elements El and E2 in A4 generated
by the same E are related by the left action of 0(d, R) x 0(d, IR). Here, 0(d, R) x
0(d, 1R,) is the subgroup of 0(d, d, IR) of independent orthogonal transformations in
the left and right sectors. This equivalence relation has the physical meaning that
two lattices related by 0(d, R) x 0(d, JR) transformations generate equivalent CFTs.
Further, since any element of 0(d, R) x 0(d, R) acts to give an generated by the
same E and 0(d, R) x 0(d, R) is a normal subgroup of 0(d, d, R) the factor group
0(d, d, I)/(O(d, R) x 0(d, R)) has a well defined action on the space through the
projection 7rb. This action is transitive since the 0(d, d, R) action is transitive on M.
And it can be shown that this factor group action is without fixed points. Hence B -
0(d, d, IR)/(O(d, IR) x 0(d, I)) on the choice of some fiducial EJ corresponding to
the identity element in 0(d, d, IR)/(O(d, R) x 0(d, R)). This is the other description
of the space B.
To finish the construction of the bundle V we need to describe the fibre 'HE above
each E C- B. One does so by specifying a basis for each E. One first chooses a
smooth representative section of the projection 7b, giving one a particular for every
E. One then defines the d dimensional integer valued columns m, n which are the
upper half and lower half of a 2d dimensional column. This is used to define a set of
basis vectors I M, n,) E Of 'HE corresponding to these integer valued columns. The full
basis for 'HE is obtained by factoring the space of all polynomials of the oscillators
0z' (E), -a' (E), the modes of the fields X in canonical quantization, acting on thern
m, nE. The factor space is obtained by imposing on these polynomials in the a's,
the equivalence relations
la' (E), ce (E)] [-' (E), - (E) = mG'3 6,n+,,,o; [a' (E), - (E)] = 
M n M n M n
a-' (E) I m, n)E0z' (E) m, n) E Vm > I, n > ;
M n
ao (E) m, n) E P S(61, C2, E) ao(E I , n)E PRE(el, C-2, E)
n n
where P and PR are the projections in P onto the left and right momenta, L and R
respectively. These equivalences result in the the representation Of 'HE as generated
by a basis of states I 0a) which are
Oa) = i (E) ... aJ (E) a', (E) ... aj' (E) I n, m)M3 M n n
VMJ < ... < ml nk < ... < n <
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We have down played the role of the discrete group Gd refered to as the generalized
dualities which essentially is the group O(d, d, Z) C O(d, d, R) with only integer
entries. These act on a E M from the rzght* and generate an S' that corresponds
to the same lattice rdd. It can be shown that and S' produce the same theory.
Since the (O(d, IR) x O(d, R)) and O(d, d, Z) action on an commute the O(d, d, Z)
action can also be carried to the space B. We however will be working with the
bundle on the full space B rather than factor space obtained through identifying
points related by O(d, d, Z).
The surface sections ( I
Next we need to specify the surface sections that define the correlation functions
of the CFT's. In other words, for every E P(g, n) we want the field of tensors
(Y I on the space B that define the correlation functions. The tensors, in a fibre
'HE corresponding to On) is given below. This expression omits various
nonessential terms. For the full expression see Eqn.(3.24) of 14]
(E' E exp
i (r) Oi(r) i(r)N a (E)G- (E) + (E)2 m n 2] M 2 Snrma' Zj am
rs nm>o r,.s nm>o
where r, s runs over p, punctures on the surface and E (O is a state in the p th
tensor product of H* made only with the ket states (M, nE
The map f
Lastly we need the map f : TE --* 'HE. This is easy. If 6E is a tangent vector in
TE then
f (6E = a-' 16EZJ- a' I I ) E, (4-3)
and one sees that j(6E) is a 1, 1) operator as should be.
* not left as the O(d, d, I) that we discussed so far
This completes the construction of the bundle (V, i, B).
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Prescription for VKZ
Now we have all the ingredients we talked about in Chapter 3 and would like to
define the connection VKZ. Consider backgrounds E and E where E = E 66E
with a small parameter and 6 a matrix. We will define VKZ by defining a map
from the state space of the background E to the background E. This allows us to
transport tensors I V)E1 from the background E' to the background E. The result we
obtain is a power series in which we truncate beyond the first order. This resulting
object we call F (E, E') I V) E, and define
A-Z (E, E') I VEl I V)E (4.4)
The construction of the map beteen E' and E will be done by mapping each of the
osci a' (E') to a linear combination of the oscillators a' (E), a-' (E).
M n M n
To complete the map of the state space we specify what happens to the states I ).
We can then generate the full state space by the action of the oscillators on this state.
This information needs to satisfy some consistency conditions if it is to define a map
of 'HE' to the space 'HE. To make this scheme explicit we need to look at how the
theory at each background is constructed. The construction involves quantizing a
2-d action of the fields Xa,,r). The construction of the theory through canonical
quantization of the appropriate Hamiltonian involves expanding the fields X((T) and
the momentum associated with it, Pi(a), in terms of oscillators a' as followsn
-XZ+ Z+ Z in, - ina],E n nV2 ) n la' (E) a' E)c--'
nOO
27rPi((7)IE --pi [P aJ(E) ino, E (E)C-i.na],V2 ii n ZY n
noo
where
IX pi Z
la' (E), aJ (E)] = [a-. (E),a-J (E)] = mG'16,n+,,,o.
To obtain how the oscillators at a background E are to be mapped to those at a
background E' the Xa) and Pi(c7) are regarded as "universal coordinates" on the
space of backgrounds. In equations this means
X'(O' I E = X'(9 I E, and Pi 0' I E Pi 9 I El
This gives a set of linear equations that can be used to express the a(E') and (E')
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in terms of a(E) and a- (E). The map of the vacum is defined as follows
I )El --+ I E (4-5),
where the antihermitean operator 3 generates the Bogoliubov transformation ell to
go from states in HE, to that in HE. This transformation preserves the condition
a,(E I 0 = Vn > (i.e the transported annihilation oscillators acting on the
transported vacuum is zero). However Eqn. (4.5)is only formal since infinities arise
in evaluating the exponential.
However the infinitesimally analogues of these operations can be defined and this
is all we need to otain the connection mentioned earlier. More specifically consider
a tensor that is described in terms of the action of oscillators on the vacuum of the
theory at E In equations
V) El = fE (a E a(E') I 0) El
Now make the following replacements in the above equation and only retain the
terms which are first order in to get ]pKZ (E, El) I V)El the tensor in the space HE
obtained by transporting with the connection
C
a, (E') a. E - -G-1 Wa, + 6Ea-
2
C
a. (E') d . (E - -G-1(6Ea-, + (4.6)
2
0) El 0) E + I E,
where
L3 a' 6E -a-]
2p P,
The operation defining the connection works independently on each index of a tensor,
and this ensures that the operation is tensorial. We must now check that this recipe
is well defined. In other words if a tensor is represented in two different ways - i.e
with two different polynomials fE,(a(E'),-(E') - the the recipe should yield the
same tensor when applied to either of the representations. The tensorial property of
the operation ensures that we need to check this condition only for first rank tensors
I(-e vectors). The first question then is what is the equivalence class of polynomials
fE, (a(E'), d(E')) that correspond to the same operator in the Hilbert space The
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answer is that all fE, (a(E'), - (E')) related by commutation of the a's lie in the same
class. The second question is what are the equivalence class of operators that yield
the same state when acting on the vacuum To answer this use the commutation
relations to write every operator in normal ordered form, N (fE, (a(E'), OZ(E')) as
a surn of products. Consider the coefficients of each of the products. Clearly if
the coefficients of the products composed only of creation operators is the same in
two N (fE, (ce(E'), - (E'))), then they have the same action on the vacuum. This
understanding of the relevant equivalence classes of fE, (a(E') a E')) yields the two
sets of conditions that need to be satisfied if the operation is to define a connection.
The first condition is that the commutation algebra of operators be preserved when
mapping them frorn E to E. This means that the algebra of operators on the left
and right hand side of Eqns.(4.6) should be the same to first order in c. For example
this requires that
la,(E'), -,(E')] = a.(E - G-1c(6Eta, + 6Ea-_,,),
2
a,, (E) - -G- c6Ea-, + 6Eta-,,)
2
to first order in c. There are two other such equations one with both oscillators
holomorphic and the other with both anti-holomorphic. All of these conditions can
be shown to hold. he second set of conditions is the requirement that an annihilation
operator be carried into an operator that annihilates the new vacuum.
I 
a, (E) - -G 'Wa, + 6Ea_,,)(j O)E I ) 0 for n > ,
2
I (4-7)
a,, (E) - -G- (6Ed, + Wce-,)(I )E + I E) =0 for n > .
2
These conditions are guaranteed to hold by virtue of the property of Bogoliubov
transformations described earlier. So we conclude that we have a well defined con-
nection. This connection is defined for any tensor I V)EI. This defines the map for
the dual bra states as well and we apply it to the states (E E that arise in conformal
theory. Doing so we are led to define finally
VKZ(y KZ
, 1= F (E, E') El (E I -(E
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CFT VKZ(E
4.2. REDUCING THE PROOF OF E
Having completed reviews and definitions we move to the main task, proving
- 1= VKZ(ythat VKZ is a type connection, proving in other words that V(E I
for all (E 1. The aim of this section is to reduce the proof of this to, checking
VKZ E I for a few simple surfaces G P(g, n). First we use the sewing
property to show that it is enough to establish V(E I- VKZ(E I for in 'P(O, 1),
'P(O 2 and 'P(O 3 to ensure that it is true for in each P(g, n). Indeed since any
E can be built out of in 'P(O, 1), 'P(O 2 and 'P(O 3 all we need to show is that for
a surface E100E2 obtained by sewing together El and 2
VKZ(yl 0GE2 1='(EIOOE2 1, if VKZ(El 1= t(El I VKZ (E21- VEfl-
To show this start with (ElOCE2 I for which we can write
El(ElOOE2 1= (El(r-lzl I E(Y21Z2 1 I RzjZ2))El-
Since the connection acts tensorially this expression for El (El OOE2 I tells us that
]FKZ (E, E')E (El OOE I
= (rKZ (E, El) El (El I KZ (E, E')E (E2FKZ (EE' I RzlZ2))EI.
The result in appendix 4.A implies that ]FKZ (EE') R(zlZ2))EI =1 RzlZ2))E.
We then use the definition VKZ(E I I rKZ(EE')El( I E(E 1) and find that
VKZ(El VKZ(FOOE2 I ( 'l I (E2 I +(El I VKZ (E2 R(zl, Z2))
If VKZ(El I tE I and VKZ (E2 1= t(E2 I we see that
VKZ(El 01DE2 1= (t(y I r-2 I +(El I F-2 I R(zl, Z2) = t(ElOGE2
where in the last step we have used the fact that R(zl, Z2)) = 0. This establishes
VKZ(ythe sewing result needed. In consequence we need to check that E
only for in 'P(0, 1), P(0 2 and P(0 3.
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Now we establish that we need to know that i( 1 VKZ(E I only for one
surface in each of 'P(O, 1), 'P(O 2 and 'P(O 3 if we can show that V KZL" - ft".
Indeed recall that for any El, E2 E P(g, n) we can obtain (E2 I by the application of
Virasoro operators on (El I (the transport equation of 2 ). For (El I we choose a
point where we have established that i(El 1 VKZ(El 1. The expression for Y2
in terms of the Virasoro operators, yields the prescription for computing Y2
VKZ -11 -Z VKZL,,). The(resp (E2 1) in terms of El I and VL,, (resp V " l I and
prescriptions for - nd VKZ
VE I a (E2 I are identical except for the replacement of
VL,, by VA-ZL,,. So if VKZL,, 'ft,, then we have that VKZ (E2 I i(E2 I With
this we have established that i(E l- VKZ(E I for all if '(F, l- VKZ(E I for any
one surface in each of 'P(O, 1), 'P(O 2 and 'P(O 3 and if VKZL, = tL,,.
We will show in the appendix that iE VKZ(F I for all contact interactions
in 'P(On). Contact interactions are surfaces where the 1(z)l < I discs for each
puncture cover the entire surface exactly. That takes care of finding a point in
'P(0,2) and 'P(0,3). In fact it is much more than needed. That we can explicitly
check for more surfaces than required provides confirmation of our formal arguments
for reduction of checks to simpler surfaces.
4.3. FINDING A POINT IN 'P(O, 1) AND SHOWING THAT 'ftn - VKZLn
VKZ CFT-To complete the proof that - we are left with finding a point O, 1)
for which "(Y VKZ(E I and with establishing that ft. vKzLn.
WzShowing that V (S, 0 V- (S, 0
For the point inP(0, 1) we pick the sphere with one puncture at and coordinate
z around the puncture in the uniforinizing variable. The tensor associated with this
point in 'P(O, 1) is denoted (S, 0 and is just the vacum state (O 1. The formula in
Eqn. 343) tells us how to compute the change in the state associated with this
point in 'P(O, 1). This formula involves the tensor corresponding to a two punctured
sphere. We will write Eqn. 343) n terms of the conformal field ,
I _;, corresponding
to the state Recall that a conformal field is defined in terms of a three punctured
sphere (S, oc*, z, 0 1 with the state I ) inserted in the puncture at z. The action of
the conformal field, Dz2, on the vacuum (O I yields a two punctured sphere with a
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puncture at and a puncture at z bearing the state I ). Referring to the variational
formula we see that this is the right object to be used in the computation of '(S, 0 1.
So we find
V(SO J=
IZ1>1
dzdz- ( I 4)z2.
Now change variables from z to r, 0 where z = re"O and substitute the explicit ex-
pression for Dz2 below
2, 2, n - n-1where (9zx E anz and , a2x -I: anz (4.8).0, = Ozx'6E- -02xJ
nn
Using these expansions we get
2r00
i
V(S I _- 27rz'
1
dr r
0
? P-1 z 13 a) r- q-1 ez(q+1)0dO E 
 I r- P-'(P+')'6E- -I: - qP
P q
= I dr r-p-q-1 Y E
27r
1 p q
1
dr r-2p-1 (O P zJ
I a6E-
P 0
1
_ ( I a6E -a-)
- Y 2p P z P,
P>O
et(q-p)l (O zdO _ I a 6E,-, aq ,
(4.9)
HavingJI d - for p < where the last step uses the fact that ( I a = P
computed  (S, 0 let us compute VKZ S' 0 1. Eqn (4.6)tells us that (since BPZ
conjugation commutes with the covariant derivative VKZ).
VKZ(O 1 a'6E -a-)'J= -( I where 2p P,
Poo
Using again (O a' = I - for p < we getP P - -
11ZV ( = ( I a'6E -a-'2p P 2 P,
P>O
Comparing this with Eqn.(4.9)proves the result required.
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- VKZL,, For any conformal theory the ViShowing that ft rasoro operators can
be determined once the states corresponding to points inP(g, n) are known [6]. Since
the variational formula determines the states of the perturbed conformal theory, one
can compute the erturbed Virasoro operators from it using the same method. This
was done in 6 and written as equation 3.1.4) there which we repeat below
I zn+1VL -::::: Xn df (4.10)
n 27rz
lz(Q)I=l
For the particular space of backgrounds under consideration the explicit expression
for z is given in Eqn.(4.8). Substituting for Dz2 in Eqn.(4.10)and changing to the
tvariable 0 where z - r'o with r = I we get
2r
to i(n+1)0 z I j z(q+1)0X" -,(P+1)06E- aqed e e ap
27ri E
0 P q
2r
I '(n+q-p)O (4.11)1: )7 dO el a 6E- -a-J
27r P zj q,
p q 
at 6E- --3(n+q) 21 q,
q
Having computed ALn we examine VKZL,, which is defined to be
KZ1 (F" (E, E') L, (E' - Ln (E)). Here F (E, E')Ln(E') denotes the operator ob-C
tained by transporting a virasoro operator from the background E' = E + 6 to
the background E with the connection KZ. Equation 2.28) of 14] tells us that
VKVKZLn Eq azn+q) I] 6E -a-). Comparison with Eqn. (4. 1 I)shows that 'Ln ZL,,
CFT-
as promised. Tis completes the proof that VKZ V.
4.4. GEOMETRY ON 
We now investigate geometry on the base manifold B. The identification between
the tangent space 'TEB and the subspace of marginal states ME suggests a natural
candidate for a metric on B, the Zamolodchikov metric, discussed in Chapter 3 We
will denote the connection associated with this metric as F. This connection on
the sace of theories is related to the contact terms that arise in conformal theory
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and was investigated by Kutasov [10]. The connection F KZ gives another candidate,
prKz as a connection on via the pull back operation. We will show now that the
two connections, I'z and pKz are the same.
First we compute the the Zamolodchikov metric. Let G Es 1 (E + E T)2
Let C and D denote elements of TER We think of C and D as matrices if no indices
are resent (i.e. C,,,010E,,,). Otherwise we use the notation C' or DJ with
the index Z' or referring to the pairs of indices of a matrix. With this notation the
Zamolodchikov metric is
CT( I C- -dja' D- aJ 0) Tr(G-1 G-1D)z 1 2) - g (C, D). (4.12)
As discussed earlier the space is acted on by the group 0(d, d, I)/O(d, IR)xO(d, IR).
It can be shown tat the Zamolodchikov metric is invariant under this action.
From metrics we now move to consider connections. The connection associated
with the Zamolodchikov metric is computed using the formula F - k (9jgzk + 9kgz]'-ZJ 2
JC k
'9igjk) We define F [A, B, C = FZK k A and have used the square brackets to
indicate that this it is not an invariant object. The formula 6G-' -_ G-1 6G G-1
z - T).tells us that AG-'A' G-1 As G-1 where As = (A A Using this result we2
find that
!k T T0).gzkA'BJ( = Tr(A GBSG-'CG-1) + Tr(A GCG-'BSG-1),
with similar expressions for the other two terms. Using the cyclic property of the
trace we find that
T TFz [A, B, C] (Tr(A GBG-'CG-1) + Tr(A G-'CG-'BG-1)) (4.13)
2
Having computed the connection associated with the Zamolodchikov metric con-
sider the connection pKZ obtained by pulling back the connection KZ. To define
the pullback one eeds to define a projection operator onto the subspace ME. We
choose for this the orthogonal projection with the BPZ metric and explicitly compute
PrKZ.
Some notation first. The connection rKZ X
is an object with index structure FY
where X and Y idex the state space of a theory HE and Z' indexes the tangent
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space TER An aternative to the index notation is to use the number KZ [a, , C]
obtained on choosing frames on the fibers and choosing elements a and in the fiber
HE and an element C in the tangent space TER We want to compute this number
for te case in which a and are in ME and are associated with the matrices A and
B respectively. So we begin with the state a R_1 I )EI in ME, and apply the
prescription of Eqn.(4.6). We find
I --41C k 0) JIC -kF-''Z [-, B, C] - G k1a 1 --G 1ka-1 0)2 -1B 1 2 BIJ
II &k I JIC k (4.14)
-G"Clk -Bi-J-1 1 0) - -az BZJ-G kla-1 0)
2 2
a' .1 B -a- I )
- ZJ -1
Now to compute _pFKZ project this state onto ME. To do so just take the BPZ
product of this with. the state in ME determined by the matrix A, since this is the
state which we will ultimately use as the first entry in pKZ. The last three terms
of En.(4.14)yield zero on taking the BPZ product and so we get
PF KZ [A, B, C]
a q Ce k i -k 0)
'Ckl -a-j a 1B-- "Clka( I aApq 2 G -1BZ I 2 Z] GJ
(4.15)
Evaluating this we get
p]pKZ T T[A, B, C] (Tr(A GBG-'CG-1) + Tr(A GCG-'BG-1)
2
(4.16)
Comparison of Eqn.(4.13)with Eqn.(4.16)establishes that pFKZ F.
VKZ(7 I -APPENDIX 4.A: Showing that = VEC
We will establish here that i(EC I, VKZ(EC I for EC a contact interaction.
As explained earlier a contact interaction is one where the 1,-(z) < I discs for each
puncture cover the entire surface exactly. It is clear that V(EC 1= because there is
no area on which the integral of the variational formula can be performed if we choose
the excluded domains to be the discs of unit radius around each of the punctures and
0 = O.
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We want to now check that VKZ(E J= for contact interactions. We need the
expression for the the tensor (E 1. We recall the relevant part of this expression. For
the full expression see Eqn.(3.24) of 141.
(F-' J= E( ... exp
I 8 i(r) -Oi(r)
1 E Nrman (E)Gzj (E) + 'm n (E)Gz]-am (E)
2 2
rs nm>O rs nm>o
where r, s runs over p, punctures on the surface and E (O is a state in the p
th tensor product of H* made only with the ket states (m, n The conditions thatE
the Neumann coefficients Nnr' of a vertex must satisfy so that VKZE I 0, wereM
derived in 14] (See equations 3.48)) A minor correction needs to be made to those
identities since they were derived assuming that the Neumann coefficients for the
antiholomorphic sctor are the same as those of the holomorphic sector. In fact the
coefficients for the antiholomorphic sector are the complex conjugates of those in the
holomorphic sector and hence the correction. We simply list the corrected conditions
below.
t I rtrs nN , - -6,nimb INm1n nM2 Ml
(4. A. )No Yst - -Nrtn nm- OMI
rt tNo nNst - - (No + Noro).
n nO
The Neumann coefficients have an integral representation [151. We will use these
integral representations to verify that Eqns.(4.A.I)above are satisfied for any contact
interaction. The integral representations involve the functions hi(z). The hz(z) define
the local coordinates around the punctures by mapping a neighbourhood of the origin
in th z plane to a neighbourhood of the puncture hi(O). By changing variables to
the inverse of these functions ,-(u) we write them in the form we will need later.
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8 1Ogjh'(O)j for r = s
Noro=
loglhr(O) h,(O)l for r z s
Nor 8 = I dww (h' (w)) I
M M 27ri 8 (hr(O - h,(w))
, -(ur M I (4.A.2)
_M j 2 _ (hr(O - )
s 1 dw n I dzNr - W_ (h'(w))- - Z _'m (h' (z))
m n 27ri r M 27ri 3 (hr(W) hs(Z))2
I dy -, I du , (U) -,n -1G(Y) - 2
n 27ri M 27ri (Y - u
To verify Eqns.(4.A.1) we will evaluate the left hand side of each in turn by
carrying out the sums and the integrals involved. Before we begin we note some of
the common features that will arise in manipulating the integrals. The first point to
note is that we will not consider a point in C- P(g, n) corresponding to a contact
interaction directly. We will scale all the local coordinates by the factor (I )
to define the nw local coordinate '(z) . The contour 1(z I = I lies inside the
1(z I -_ I contour leaving some area on the surface outside of the new circles where
we know that the local coordinate '(z) is well defined and analytic. This area will
be necessary in the course of the proofs below. After doing all the manipulations
however we will find that the limit - exists, yielding the identities we seek for
contact interactions. In dealing with each of the identities we will, on manipulating
the left hand side get the desired right hand side and an additional term that goes
to zero in the limit-, - 0. The mechanism for this additional term going to zero will
be the same in all cases; namely "pairwise cancellation", the meaning of which will
be explained later. We will however not write out the process of scaling and then
take the limit explicitly since it will be fairly obvious how our arguments below can
be made rigorous.
The second issue is that the types of manipulations fall into three categories. The
kind of quantity one starts out with is a sum of multiple integrals and so the ma-
nipulations are: 1) Deforming contours and breaking one contour into two (eg when
we move a contour across a singularity) 2 Algebraic operations such as summing up
terms/rearranging the sums and integration by parts - the result of either of these
is to change the integrands we will deal with 3 actually carry out the integration
around a contour using the residue method resulting in an integral with one less vari-
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able(contour). As regards 3 we will always do first the integration in the variable
V, ten in u, then if necessary in y and z where the role of variables u v ykz is
defined below. (There is a minor modification to this order of evaluation in proving
the second part of the last identity).
1--dastly Fig. 2 indicates the representative location of the contours. In each case
the u contour will be the 1(u)l = I contour. The v contour will start out just
outside of the u cntour but within the contour 1,(vl = , and then be subject to
deformations. The need for this arises as follows. We will need in the proof to locate
the u contour as the 1'(u)l -- I curve. In the very first step of each of the three
proofs one will do the summation over n. This sum is yields log(I which
is convergent for '(u)l = I only if v satisfies '(v > 1. Since all reference to 8 S
is dropped below, these remarks on initial location of contours should be borne in
mind.
First condition: E., EO 1 Sr',,.nNs' - 6' 1 .1.2 To verify this condition wen= )M2 'M 1
evaluate the left hand side using the integral representation. This gives a sum over
integrals of four variables u v ykz with y and u associated with the first Neumann
coefficient and z and v being associated with the second. The left hand side then is
00
Ml I dz t(Z)-12
nN 'Y er(y)- - - F(-, z), (4. A. 3)
N -1 n ns tM 2= -MI 27r Z M2 27rz' Y
s n=1
where
du I dv I
F(Y-, z) log(I -Z -)2 Z)227r' u 27z'(v (u) M
We first evaluat 1-, z). To do so we integrate by parts in the variable v. Since the
v contour encloses the branch cut singularity in the logarithm (see Fig.2) we have
one term that is the integral of the total derivative of a single valued function. This
yields 0. So we obtain
du I dv I (V)F(Y, z)
-)227rz'(Y - 27rz'(v - z) ,,(v)(l G(U)WO)
We evaluate this integral by finding the residues at the poles. There are poles at
v h,(O) and v u, for all s. For s = t there is an additional pole that is encircled
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at v z. Doing tese integrals we find
du I
F(Y, z) - - 2 (z h, (0))
27r Z' (Y -
du I I
-)2 (Z - U)
S 2TZ'(Y -
du I t W
+
-)2 t(Z)(t(U)t(Z)27r ' (Y -
We evaluate each of the terms by doing the u integration. We find
(I) 0 because the residue of ',,)2 at u = y i s 0.
(II) 0 because of pairwise cancellation. (4.A.4)
(III) 6rt &(Z4,(y) -
(I W Z)t(y))2'
Plugging expression (111) for F(-, z) into Eqn.(4.A.3)we get
00 dy I dz t '(Y)1: N mr',, n n N,,stM 6rt WO-M, - _ t(Z)--2 '(Z4 - -
s n=l 2 ml 27 ' M2 27r ' - 6(Z )t(y))2
We write j)-y J:' (n + 1)(t(z)t(y))n. We then change variables fromn=
y and z to t(y) and t(z). We see that ml must equalM2 for a non zero answer. We
finally get the rsult
E RMrS1,n nIM200 nNst 6r I 6M1 M2
8 n=l rn
Second condition: E, 1:00 1 NorsnRst = -Srmt
As in the earlier case we evaluate the left hand side using the integral representa-
tion. In this case there are only three variables u, v, kz with u being associated with
the first Neumann coefficient and z and v being associated with the second. We find
t I dz `G(z),N rs n Ss = M M 27ri et z) (4. A 5)
n=l
where
du I dv I-
G(Z-) -)2 log(l -
S 27ri(hr(O) -U) 2,x Z' V - M G (u)
We first evaluate G(Z). To do so we integrate by parts in the variable v to obtain
two terms. The first is the integral of the total derivative of a single valued function -
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single valued since the v contour encloses the branch cut singularity of the logarithm
(see Fig. 2 This term yields 0. The other term yields
du 1 dv I (V)
G(Z-)
2 7 Z' (h, (0) - u) 27rz (V - -) , (v)s GMGMY
Now we perform the v integration by finding the residues at the poles. There are
poles at v = hO) and v = u, for all s. For s = t there is an additional pole that is
encircled at v z. Doing these integrals we find
G (-) du I I
27rz (h,(O - u) (h,(O - )
du I I
27r Z' (h, (0) - u) (U - )
du I t(Z)
+
27r Z' (h, (0 - u) (z) t (u) (Z) 
h, (0)
Evaluating each the terms in order we find
I-_ since only contribution is from the pole when t.
M (h, (0 - u)(h,(O - Z)
(II) 0 by pairwise cancellation.
Krttl(z)
(III) U - since the u contour encircles a pole only if t = r
W
(4. A. 6)
Now we put back ) and (111) back into Eqn.(4.A.5) to get respectively
I dz dz - rt
W (1) 6 W N'M ZTZ M 27rz Or (0) 
I dz dz 61t t W = (CW -M-1 O
- -wzr- (III) 
Ml 27' M 27rz 6(z) M 2rz'
So finally one has the result sought after
00
Norns n Nn tM Om
s n=1
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Third condition: _ Nr,, n N8' (Noro + Soro)0
-Fo evaluate the left hand side for this condition we will need to consider separately
the cases r t ad r = t. This is needed because the nature of the integrals that
occur differ for these two cases. The separate treatment is to be expected since the
right hand side see Eqn.(4.A.2) ) has a form that depends on whether -- t or not.
The only variables of integration here are u & v with u being associated with the
first Neumann and v the second. First consider the case of r t
The case r
We begin by riting down the left hand side using the integral representation of
the Neumann functions. This leads to
t du I dv I
Nr.8 n N.80 = E log(I -
8 n S 2rz'(hr(O) 27ri(v - ht(O)) (u) H
h  (0) h, (0)
We integrate by parts in the variable v. n doing so we will have to treat the cases
s = t and s t differently. In the latter case the function 1 is analytic in the(v-ht(O))
contour and so its integral log(v - hO)) can be choosen to be single valued. In the
former case its integral log(v - ht(O)) is not single valued and so the usual integral of
a total derivative is not zero. So for = t let V be the value of v where the contour
in the v plane intersects the branch cut in the function log(v - ht(O)). We use V+
and V- to refer respectively to the value of v just above and just below the branch
cut at the point V. Then we find that the right hand side is
du I dv (V)log(v - ht(O))
2ri(hr(O) -U) 27r Z' (v) 6 (u) G (v) 
th,(O) h,(O)
V+
du I dv  (V)log(v - ht (0)) -27ri (hr (0) -) 27rZ' 6(V)(6(u)6(V) )
ht(O) V-
du 1
log(l27ri (hr (0) U) (0 (V)
ht(O)
In the first term w get contributions in the v plane from the poles at v h,(0) and
v u. In the second term we move the contour in the v plane across the pole at
v u. We group the contribution from the pole at u with similar terms arising in the
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case s t. The term that remains is zero, since on changing the order of integration
we find that the ontour in the u plane encloses no singularities. In the third term
we integrate by parts in the variable u. Doing all of this we find
du I
=Nor.8 n N.5' 2-x'(hr(O - -) log(u - ht(O))
S n S h - (0)
ju log(h,(O - ht(O))
8:A t 27ri(hr(O - )
h, (0)
du (U)
+ 10901(o) - U-)-27r' 6(U)(6(U)6(V) )
h, (0)
(1)
(11)
(III)
Examining each trm in turn yields
(I) by pairwise cancellation.
(II) = - log(h, (0 - ht(O)) since only the = r term contributes.
(III) = - log(h,(O) - ht(O)) since the only pole enclosed is at u = ht(O)
(4.A.7)
So we get finally what was to be shown for the case r j t
1: Nor.3 n Ns = - log (h, (0 - ht (0)) - log (h, (0 - ht (0))
S n
= - 2 log I h, (0 - h, (0 I = - Norot + Sorot).
The case r -- t
Just as in the earlier case we use the integral representation to write the left hand
s'de. We find
du I
27ri(ht(O - u)
h - (0)
nNnst = EE Y Avol 0
8 n S h, (0)
dv I Ilog(i - -_)27ri(v - hO)) & W G (V)
We now go through the steps of the earlier subsection. Inte rate by parts in the
variable v. Group together the terms for s : t. For s = t the integration by parts
picks up an additional term. For = t let V be the value of v where the contour in
the v plane intersects the branch cut in the function log(v - ht(O)). Then we find
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that the left hand side
du dv log(v - ht(O)) & M
t 27rz (ht(O - -) 27r Z' GH(G(u)GH - 1)
h--(0) h,(O)
V+
du I It M
( , log(v - ht(O)) -
27rz (ht(O - -) 2rz 6(V)(6(u)6(V) 1)
h(O) V-
du 1 log(i
27rz' (ht(O) - ii) W06M
h (0)
In the first term we get contributions in the v plane from the poles at v h,(0)
and v -- u. In the second term we move the contour in the v plane across the pole at
v -- u and group as before the contribution from the pole with similar terms arising
in the first term. On the modified second term (i.e with contour excluding the pole
at u), we perform integration by parts. In the third term also we integrate by parts
in the variable u. In both of these integration by parts we find that log(ht(O - )
the integral of is not single valued on the contour. Let U denote the point(h  (0) - i)
at wich the contour intersects the branch cut in log(ht(O - U Also let and
U- denote respectively the points just above and just below the intersection point
U. Wth this notation we find on performing the operations above that the left hand
side
du log(u - ht(O)) M
27z'(ht(O) - U-)
h, (0)
+ d-u I log(h,(O - ht(O))
sot 27rz(ht(O - u)
h, (0)
U+ V+
I du dv
+ log(ht(O) u log(v - ht(O))
2 2" 27rz (6(u)6M - 1),
U.- V-
U+
du - &(u)
+ - log(ht(O - U-) - (IV)27z' (U) 6 (U) 6 M - 1)
U-
V+
+ dv log(v - ht(O)) &M -27r ' MV- 6 M 6 (U) 6 M I
ill
+ log(I - I (VI)
&(U)GM
Examining each trm in turn yields
(1) 0 by pairwise cancellation.
(II) 0 since there are no singularities in the u plane for t.
In terms (111) hrough (VI) we will shrink the contours in the u and v planes to
tightly enclose the singularities at ht(O) in both planes. This means that U and V go
to ht(O). In this limit we find
(111) 0,
(IV) - log(U h)),
(V) - log V - ht(0)),
(VI) log [( - t(O))(V - ht(O))1(ht(O))t(ht(O))].
Writing the logarithm of the product in (VI) as a sum of logarithms we find that
(IV) ad (V) are canceled by the first two logarithms. This ensures that the sum of
terms (111), (IV), (V) and (VI) is independent of the value of U and V in the limit
that they go to ht(O). So we finally get
SnN,',t = log'(ht(O))t(ht(O) = -2log lh'(O) = -(Nott + Ntt).]Vtn 0 t t 0 0
3 n
In the last step we have used the fact that '(ht(O)) is a consequence of the fact
th' (0)
that ad h are inverses of each other.
With the verification of the third and last identity we have proved that E
VKZ(E I for a contact interaction.
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Figure Caption
Fig. 2: The figure shows a part of the iemann sphere with the -- I contours of
the local coordinates forming the grid for a contact interaction. The representative
initial location of the contours is indicated. This figure applies to the first identity.I
For the other identities one or both of the y and z contours will be absent.
unctures
of U
I 
' " - -' '-' ' --.For the funJion
log 1 - 1
I ( f (U)  (V) )
S S
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Chapter 
Perturbative construction of CFTs
In (hapter 3 here the definition of a space of conformal field theories was given,
it was suggested, that due to the variational formula, all the data specifying a space
of theories is contained in the data specifying any one theory in the space. More
precisely this means that given the data of a theory at E E one should be able
to construct in the state space of HE, the theory at E' E B. Such a construction
should be of utility for the problem of background independence where one wishes to
compare theories that are finitely separated.
The lagrangian approach to building CFTs suggests a way of starting with a CFT
and onstructing in its state space a new CFT through use of marginal operators.
Attempt-Is to realize such suggestions have involved ad hoc prescriptions to cure the
divergences that make the naive prescription ill defined. However in the theory space
picture, equiped wth a variational formula, one expects that a canonical construc-
tion will be possible through use of parallel transport on the vector bundle. We
show that such a anonical construction does exist. In other words the construc-
tion obtained trough use of parallel transport is, as expected, manifestly free of
divergences, obviating thus the need for ad hoc choices which plagues the lagrangian
inspired approach.
This perturbative construction, requires of course the choice of a connection to
perform parallel transport. While in finite dimensional vector bundles any connection
can b used to construct a map of parallel transport, in infinite dimensional bundles
more care is needed in choosing connections. In the perturbative construction above
an integrable connection yielding well defined parallel transport, will be assumed.
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One can extract from this construction necessary and sufficient conditions for a
new line of theories to emenate from a point E in B. These conditions are, that there
exist, in the state space 'HE a sequence of vectors X =1 Xq) I XO)  ME (D MT
(ME is the subspace of marginals in the image of and MT is the subspace of
trivial marginals) and operators G = G', for q > yielding cover independent results
when used in the perturbative construction above. By cover independent results
we ean the following. The construction asks for a choice of covers for performing
integrations. Cover independence means that we want the results of the construction
to b independent of the covers used. The conditions on X Xq), G -_ G' of cover
independence ae still quite complicated and work is in progress to simplify them.
The variational formula
We now comment on the variational formula in the definition of a space of con-
formal field theories. This says in the notation of Chapter 3 that for every covariant
derivative V such that V(E' I exists, there exists an operator valued one form W',
parametrized by a positive real parameter , < < such that
n
(En 2Z (End V, z (5.1)
E'-Ujtcjt
for any choice of the excluded domains i f z G En Jh"'(z) < i such that
c C Up and n E 0 for 11 2 ... n/.
To define the local coordinates to be used for the insertion of the section one
specifies a cover h(z) of analytic coordinate patches, (h"...h n'(Z) ... h'(z) ... on the
I "'(z) around the punctures.
Riemann surface which include the coordinate patches h
This same cover is I-lo be used to perform the integral over the location of the insertion
z once a partition of unity p(Z = (P,'...Pn' (z) ... pc(z) ... has been chosen on it. This
means that the non negative real valued functions p"' and pk satisfy
n
Pi' (Z + P, (Z = I V Z E
It is required of the partition of unity that there exists a neighbourhood Up of the Z"th
puncture such that p (z = I V z Up. Then Up is defined to be the largest domain
2around the Z" th puncture in which p " (z) 1. The requirement that i C Up ensures
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that as one changes the change in the first term of (5. 1) is exactly cancelled by the
change in the second term to yield for the right hand side a result independent of 6P.
We will refer to a cover of analytic coordinate patches together with an acceptable
partition of unity, simply as a cover and denote the combination as V.
The important point about 5-1) is that the expression on the RHS is independent
of te excluded domains chosen as long as they satisfy the conditions stipulated.
Further more 1- is independent of the cover used as long as the covers satisfy the
conditions stipulated. However in using (5.1) repeatedly one will have to place some
additional conditions on the c's. These arise as follows. We will often be interested
in computing V&E I (Z")] or V&En I w("')] where I 0)("') and w("') are sections of
V and V V* respectively contracted on the Z"th puncture. We would then normally
set
,7&rn I )(Z") = V,(En 1 I (Z") + (En 
(5.2)[V,(En 1],(, n I V7Wj(z")j(En I + E
This is acceptable if each of V(E' V and Vw exist and the contractions
[,7,(vn (En p7,0)](Z")' [V,(rn (En I zVwj(") each exist. In
evaluating V (E I we are free to choose any c's satisfying the conditions listed earlier.
However one might-, like to rearrange (the first equation) of 5.2) in the following way.
We use 5.1) for V (En I to get
[V,(En 0)(Z") 2Z (En O ) I )d h', z )z H I
L
n O )
d 2 Z (En; h', z Cj/ P)
/Cjl
(5.3)
However the move rom the first to the second line of (5-3)is valid only if each of the
two terms in the sum exists. This may not happen and indeed there will be cases
when the term obtained on the Z" th puncture, ' is not defined whenever
ci < for some > So if we want to be able to make an operation like in (5.3)we
need to be sure that the is larger than . What is happening here is that even
though (En is a well defined ob'ect the variational formula with < 
is suggesting a break up into two divergent pieces and we have to avoid this. Similar
remarks apply to using (5.1)in the second equation in 5.2).
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So to summarize: The restrictions on the choice of ci, when applying (5.1)are that
(a) he excluded omains ci, are small enough to fit into Up and not to overlap each
other and (b) tat any rearrangements we make to an expression be valid. The latter
restriction will in cases require that be large enough to ensure no divergences in
evaluating any contraction that might arise.
The covariant derivatives '
A particular class of covariant derivatives will be important to our analysis which
are the covarlant derivatives . These are (D, 0) type covariant derivatives in which
D is the disc Jz < c. These had the property that for a one form w"' ( is the
label for the one form, whereas is the parameter on which the one form depends)
that characterizes the action of these covariant derivatives ' 0 if we set all = .
This means that
VE d 2Z E; Z if C (5.4)
E-Uj'Ej,
We further showed in Chapter 3 that in a basis of sections of V which are eigensec-
tions of the operators Lo and o the coefficients F of and the operator product
coefficients Hk satisfy the following relations
k
H" 6"kE'Yk -Yi if 'k
F k 'Yi -Yk I
+H k6 ln 1 if 7k (5-5)
kF 0if si : sk
where refers to the connection F' with 
5.1. PARALLEL TRANSPORT IN V
To construct a theory at E in the state space of E one needs only to parallel
transport it to E. In a vector bundle with finite dimensional fibres any connection is
integrable, i.e allows the construction of the map of parallel transport. This statement
does not hold wen the vector bundle has infinite dimensional fibres. The map may
not be constructible due to two reasons. Assuming analyticity of the connection a
formal perturbation series for the map of parallel transport might be ill defined either
if (a) the full perturbation series cannot be summed or even worse (b) the formal terms
are not well defined. We will assume that we have an integrable connection and set
out the transport iea in full regalia as
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Lemma I
Given a vector bundle (V', 7', B') with fibres denoted 'HE, a covariant derivative
V on the bundle which allows finite distance parallel transport, a vector field on
B' and a point E B, let us denote by E(t) the integral curve of the vector field 
through E and by A(t, t') the map of parallel transport taking Etl)(V) I H*E(tl) to
E(t)(0 I E H* by EtI) A(t, t) = E(t) thenE(t)
E( En t E(t)( En I A 0, t) A (0, t) (n) (5.6)
is a one parameter family of CFT's in the space 'HE, with E(y' : 0 the t = theory
being the initial. one E(E' lin HE.
Proof: Left to the reader to check.
Our aim is to onstruct the theory at E solely in terms of data in the state space
of E. To do so w write out the one parameter family above perturbatively in the
parameter t and state the result as
Lemma 2
With the set tip of Lemma I the following is true for any integrable covariant
derivative V and ay smooth section (s I of the tensor bundles V*k
(1, t)(r)
dtr IE(t)(- I AOt)(') ... A(O, _S 1) E (5-7)
Proof: The left hand side
dr
- E (t)(5 I A (0, t) () ... A(O, t)dtr
r= 0 r - q r (5-8)lim, Eq q)E(.t)( I AOmt)(1) ..... A (0, rn t)
= + tr
On the other hand using the fact that
lim E(t)( I A 0, t) (1) ... A(O, t)(' - E(S
(V(S 1) E = --40 (5.9)
t
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the right hand side
r
r lim0 r-m r
== t + E ( I M
E M=0
E(,nt)(, I A(mt - t, M0 ... A(01 t](')... [A(mt - t, rt) ... A (0, t) (n)
t r
rn t(n)lim rn)E(mt)(s I A0,rnt)M ... A(01
t -* 0 tr
(5.10)
since
[A(mt - t, mt) ... A(O, t) = A, mt) (5.11)
QED Assuming analyticity (in theory space) of the surface sections (En and the
covariant derivative we can then write
tr dr 00 tr(En t V, En n)] _[,7,]r(rnE(t)( A (0, t) (1) ... A(O, t)( (5-12)
r! dtr r!
r=--O r=O
5.2. ExPRESSION FOR [V,]r(En
Equation 512) is still not an expression in terms of data in the theory at E
since it involves taking covariant derivatives on theory space. We can however write
an expression for [Vjr(En I by iteratively using the variational formula. This is
necessarily an expression constructed solely from operations (integrals, contractions)
in the state space E and is what we are looking for.
As explained erlier the variational formula applies only under certain restrictions
on the c's. These conditions will have to be satisfied each time we use the variational
formula. Whether or not one can find 's that meet these requirements depends on
the covariant derivative [V], the order of perturbation r, and the (En I that one is
working with. If one can, [Vjr(En I exists, and the expression obtained from the
variational formula for it, does compute its value in terms of operations in 'HE. Let
us see what looks like for n=1,2, to see what the general pattern is going
to be.
For n=1 of course we have the variational formula which we write in slightly
modified notation as
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n
(y 2Z, _ E (En I Cli/](I")
'n I=- d (Y'; h', z I ) " W
E"-Uitcli/ P=11
(5-13)
lonal formula by moving the covariant derivative
d 2Z2 (E'; h', h', Z, Z2 Zl Z21 2
2it
Z1 V2 1 Z'
(E'; h a Z1 Z1 1W C2j/
a Eli/(E'; h2l I Z2 12 [,o
For n=2 we iterate the variatl'
through the ntegral over zI to get
[V,]2(_Vn I- d2Z,
- d2Z, (E'; h'I
n'
+ E d2Z,
I En-uilcl,/
n
+E d2Z2
J/ EnUjIE2jI
1n n
+ E E (En I W2i'](J ")[W"liTZ")
I'=1II/=J/
(5.14)
n
-YE I nw,"iTz" )
Z.-I
a a aThere are n 2 independent covers in Eqn (5.14)which are (h', h h h ').1 2 21"" 2n
There are 3n I independent epsilons in the above expression which are
(C11'---C1nI, 21, 211 ... 62n', 211 ... E2nI) These cs must be chosen so as to fit into their
respective Us, not intersect each other and, ensure that all terms are well defined.
We will not be more specific regarding the cs since for our purposes all we need to
know is that such a, choice of cs is possible. And our assumption about the integrabil-
ity of the connection ensures that it is. One may now take the limit of the system of
cs going to zero while respecting the constraints on them. This is not necessary since
the result is independent of the choice of s as long as the constraints are satisfied.
Introduce the spaces F,,n
We want to generalize the expression 5.14) and obtain the result for general
r > . The terms generated in [VI,(En I are described using combinatorial patterns
called a forward contractions. Definitions with regard to these objects follow.
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Consider the set S',' of strings of the symbols "I", "V" of length r followed
by n "F"s . So for r = 7 n = 4 a representative element a7,4 E S7,4 may be
a 7,4 = VIVVIIIFFFF. Define a forward contraction of a string ',' by choosing
for every "V" in the string ' an "I" that is to its right, or an "F". The set
of sch contractions is r, and an element of is denoted by ""'. Define
.F" = Ur,. Fr,' and F' =- U,.F',' and denote a generic element of these sets as
0 r, nand on.
Define also Of course
lon. =- number of "I" s and Aon- number of "V"s in
+ Xon. = r . The locations of the "F"s are indicated by the primed integers
1' 2 3... and the locations of the "I" s and "V" s indicated with the positive integers
1 2 3... Define then the fo-r,- tuple lorn ...ZI) as the locations of the "I"s
and similarly,,Von, = (n,; ... ni). Of course these tuples depend only on the string
'n
from which orn arises. So for our representative string 10r, = 6 3 2 ) and
Aron. 7, 5 4. Now that we have descriptors of the locations of the symbols in ,n
we need a descriptor of the contractions that have been made. And the appropriate
descriptor for us will be the set of groupings in 0,,n . A grouping or is the
tuple (n ... nj; Z'k) , or (n ... nj; ") that describes all the "s that are contracted with
the Z'k th "I" or the " th "F" in A 0" is completely characterized by the set
of groupings V k E TO-, I ... WI, that it generates. Two
different 0,,n have different There are obvious constraints on a set of groupings
G if =gorn for some 0,n. So a representative contraction ,r,, of our representative
string might be described by = f 6), 3), (5 2, 4; 1), I' (2') (7; T) (4') 
The number of elements in r,,., is equal to the number of maps from ,Vorn to
lorj U f I..nIj with the forward contraction restriction, that a number in map
either to a primed number or only to one lower than it in 10r,.. This number is
ri r2 ---'rjrorj, where r = n number of "I"s after the first "V" , r2 = n number
of "I"s after the second "V" and so on. On the other hand the number of elements
in F',' grows slower than (r + n)! but faster than k n Vk for r sufficiently large.
Defining F0 to contain one element the number of elements in the first few F ,n are,
for n = : 1, 1 2 515, for n = I 1 2 515, 52 and for n = 2 1, 3 9 30,134.
So the elements in [V,] (En are in one to one correspondence with the elements
,T,,,nof the set , and the full perturbative expansion consists of terms in correspondence
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Prescription for sum over '
It will be useful to keep in mind that the space can be though of as the
set of vertices of a tree with a root node corresponding to sole element of To,', a
contraction with n F's and no "I"s or "Ws. The vertices are graded by r, the
total number of T's and "V"s in them with the root node having grade zero. Each
vertex 0" connects with I vertices in the space +',' corresponding to the
number of ways an additional "V" can be contracted to 0" plus the possibility of
introducing one aditional "I". Each vertex then is linked by a unique path to the
root node, its lineage. Define an ancestor as any of the contractions in the lineage of
a contraction. hat is for a contraction 0" its ancestors are any of the contractions
r'nobtained by retaining only the first k symbols for k = r - ) ... 1 A notationalk
anomaly here. Wile the super script r, n usually indicates a string of length r + n
there is an exception in the case of or since these are contractions ranging in lengthk
from r + n to n. The string with (r - ) symbols is the youngest ancestor and the
string with symbol is the oldest ancestor. Conversely one can define decendents of
a contraction r,, to be all contractions that have it as an ancestor.
We now define on this tree what will be called a cover system and an epsilon
system. This is done to parametrize the large freedom in choosing covers and in
deciding the epsilons that one has in defining a term in the perturbative expansion.
We would like to write out the maximal freedom rather than make simplifying choices
right now since this freedom is needed in the analysis of variations of the terms under
changes of epsilons and covers.
On the choice of C,,,, and Er,. the term corresponding to an element or,, of T r, n
is obtained by first extracting from its lineage the covers and c's to be used as follows.
The cover associated with a grouping for 'k E is h'r,,, associated with
Z Z 0i, -
the ancestor 0,n Define given a orn the c as the associated to the 'k th "I"
in the I-tuple Eorn . Then the c s (or ., s) define the excluded domains around
the older puncture zi, (or fixed puncture Z") in the integral over over zi I Lastly the
cnjij, (or Cnit") are the cs associated to the contraction ni''k. So finally we give the
with F'
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expression for the term associated to O";
En : C e Orn. 7, d'z d'z d'z12
E-_Ul-l , . _Un'r--u-' J/CiJJ/ E'-Ci2il U'1'=J/Ci2i1 1 1k
(En; C, Z.1 ... Z., orn)zil ... ]n
I [Qn1,0--I
(5.15)
where I The Z'k for k 1, 2 ... I are the elements of 10,,I. The
Orn) V C,,§ik VC--i Ik ... VEnl'k
'k, 'E-2kcn§_1 1k ""En I 'k I V (5-16)
zk ... nlzk and we see
where the pairs n are the pairs arising from the grouping 7zk
that I nik Cn-j ik ... Cni ik IV, ) depends, other than the covariant derivative and
the vector field , only on the epsilons corresponding to these pairs. For arbitrarily
chosen epsilons Ck, Ck-1, ---Q) the ket I Ck, k-1 ... cl, V, ) is not well defined and it
can e shown tat, it is well defined if Ek > k-1 > ... Q atleast when the k, 61 get
very small.
And in analogy to these we define the one additional object that we need
Q(Cnz"7 Cn-11'i ... Cn2 Z" I V)
if has length I
)W otherwise
(5-17)
epsilons
Again
r th order
where now the depends, other than V, only on the
(Cnp .1, 6n§-,11, ... Cn2 P ni '/ 1 17) arising from the grouping ^/'/, 0 r, n .
can be shown to exist for Ck > k1,-- > cl. The
term is obtained as
Y. (En C, Orn, V, I 
Or,,n (Z-.77rn
(En : r, V, J= (5.18)
As stated earlier tere are conditions on the necessary to ensure that (5.18) does
yield 1. Under these conditions the sum of all term over 'Ff,', ( : , V,  1,
will be [V]r(E, 1, and this completes the prescription for the computation of these
terms.
The whole idea of these definitions is to facilitate the handling of the terms
without having to write out the integrals. So we collect all together and write in high
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powered notation
00 00(yn V,
r=O r=O
00 tr (I:n C c' orn V,
r=O
where to compute the terms it is understood that we have chosen some cover system
Cr,, and an epsilon system r,,, satisfying the requisite constraints.
5.3. CONDITIONS FOR A NEW LINE OF THEORIES
Now we would like to examine this expansion to extract necessary and sufficient
conditions for an extention of theory space to exist. By assuming an extention of
theory space one can construct a one parameter family in 'HE as above. So the
possiblity of constructing such a one parameter family is a necessary condition. This
construction, since it involves taking covariant derivatives, does not directly yield
us sufficient conditions since such conditions must of course be formulated solely in
terms of operations in HE. One can however reformulate this construction in terms
of operations solely in 'HE, which we now proceed to do. From the construction
(5.19)of these terms we see that for every E' E 'P(g, n) and a cover system Crn
and an epsilon system r,,, one can construct the integrals over appropriate limits
of the tensors .Vn;CZZl 
 "'zi, 1. This requires just the CFT data of the theory at
E. Then one just sticks on either I ik, or,,) on the Z'k th puncture or an Qz,,O,,n Onto
the Z" th fixed puncture. These latter vector and operators can be constructed out of
V [,7,] r and (w', Vw', [V]rW', ..) and the CFT data using
the fllowing identities.
First we express 'korn) in terms of V [V,]r and the Q&.
'k, (5.20)
a=O Ek
where Ek ... El) is an order preserving choice of the k of the elements
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6npk ) ... 6n, Z and
I if has length I
(V _ Wk (V _ )WI1 otherwise
Now the can be expanded in terms of (w',QPk
This leads to the conclusion that the only data needed to construct terms is
(a) the CFT data - E(E' I - of the theory at E (b) a sequence of vectors X = (I
XO) I X1)... I Xk) ... in 'HE and (c) a sequence of operators dependent on a positive
real parameter E, G = G', When parallel transporting theories with a1 2 k
covariant derivative V, along the integral curve of a vector field X on B, this data
is X ),V and G = ', VwE...
One might then try to construct a one parameter family given some X and G'
using the prescription we have set up in 5.19). While the terms (Y' : C, S, O',', G, X
analogous to te (E' : C, S, 0", V,  I of (5.19)can be constructed one cant say
whether a term 1 ' : r, G, X I analogous to (E' : r, V,  I can. The summation
over 0" is of course fine but then the sum may not be independent of S,," the
epsilon system satisfying constraints) as it should be if it was constructed from
parallel transport. It is of interest that we can demand not only that the limit of S,,"
going to zero exist, but that it actually become a constant in some neighbourhood of
-61',, -- 0. Or even if it existed the result might not be independent of the cover system
Crn chosen. And lastly even if (E' : r, G, X I could be defined the perturbation series
over n may not be summable.
Supposing that we were able to choose X and G' so that these problems did not
occur one still does not have a one parameter family of theories since one needs to
check that (a) sewing is satisfied and (b) the variational formula can be extended.
Now infact one doesnt need to do this case by case since these were satisfied because
of combinatorial reasons that we explain below. In other words as long as we get well
defined erms independent of the epsilon and cover systems the series constructed
will respect sewing and have a variational formula.
More formally we say a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
an extention to a space of theories is that there exist for some E G a sequence
of vectors X with I Xo)  f (TE) (D MT C 'HE (MT are the trivial marginals, this
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condition on I Xo\ guarntees that we are not constructing an already existing lineJ
of theories) and a sequence of operators G' such that the terms n G, X
exist and are independent of E,,, and the cover system C chosen and in addition the
perturbative surn over r has a radius of convergence > .
Within the radius of convergence, ft the new line of theories is constructed from
the one parameter family in 'HE,
Yn : tG X tr (E G, X I= O tr (En C,F, OrIn G X
r=O r=O or, nE Frn
by extending the bundle V. To do so one glues on the trivial bundle HEt for Itl < 
with fibres isomorphic to HEusing the gluing condition HE,0 = E. One chooses
for the image in HEt of the unit tangent vector field on the segment t < y, the
section I O(Et) - E' "I Xq)q= q!
We have just seen that the condition above is necessary since (En : , G, X 1, are
just expressions for [V,] r (En I when X V I and G - W', if we
choose an integrable connection V. Now we wish to establish sufficiency which means
checking (a) that te variational formula is satisfied and (b) that sewing is valid in the
extended theory sace. These are satisfied due to purely combinatorial reasons. We
now explain how the combinatorics works out for a check of the variational formula.
Checking the variational formula
To show that the variational formula is satisfied in the extended theory space we
need to obtain an quivalent transported version of the (5.I)so that it can be written
as a condition on a one parameter family defined in a single state space. This is
simple to do. Both the left and right hand sides of (5.1)are sections of the [V*]'. We
simply transport each side to the theory at E using the operator AO, t) of parallel
transport. So if the the integral curve of the vector field through the point E is
E(t) then the left hand side becomes
A(Ot)(1) .... A (0, t) ddtIE(t)(E' I AO, t)(') .... A(O, t)(
d (5.21)
-(En V,
dt
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and the right hand side becomes
I
n
2Z (En 1: (En I z t) (n)
- d ; h', z I ) - A(Ot)(1) .... A(O,
El-uicj/ 2.1=11L i
2d Z (En; h',
El-uicj/
n
Y z
, (r, I A 0, t) (1) .... A(O, t)(n)[A(O, t-1w`A(O, t)](')
P=11
0 t 0 tqd2 Z (En; ha, z P'V, 1 Y -[V ]q I )zE-E,-ujcj, P=O P! q=O q!
n
- )7z.,=I
0( tP
E -(Y' : P, V, I
P=O P!
(5.22)
So we wish to check that (5.21)and (5.22)are equal if the cover independence condition
stated earlier is satisfied. We switch from V,  to the variables G, X since we wish to
verify tis for when we are constructing a theory with a G, X. First some polishing
of 5.22).
d d 'IO t r "O
(E t I, X I - 1: (En : rGX 1= Edt dt r!
r=O 0
tr (En
- : r + 1, G, X I
r! (5.23)
Now we make (5.21)look like 523).
O(D tP
d2Z E _(En; ha Iz:p7GjX I
P=O P!
,'-Uifjl -
1
- n 00 tr (En
I: Y r! ,
z 1 -r=O
00 tr r
- -E 1: d2Z (En ; h',
r=O r! q=O q _
E'-Ui/Ci/
II
(5.24)
- z00 t
)7 q! I q)
-q=O
00 Fqp, G, X - zI Y ' (Gfi') (")
q! q
- -q=O
z: q, G, X I X,-q)z
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z I A 0, t) (1) .... A(Ot)(`)A(Ot)(z)[A(Ot)-1 I )Jz
00
1: tq ([V]qWcj) (t)
q=O q!
+ (En : q, G, X I (G"" z
r-q) (")-
So to verify the variational formula we need to show
(E' + 1, GX
r 2Zd (E'; h', z : q, G, X I Xr - q) z + F" : q, G, X I G6 q)
q r-
q=O
J
(5.25)
We will do so by expanding out the LHS and showing that it generates the RHS to
which end we make the following definitions.
Define the diamond process for any r,' to be that of deleting any of the "V"s
contracted with te V th "F". Define the diamond of Orn, <Or, C Ur Fqln as
t q,, is ,the set of elements obtained through the diamond process. We indicate tha in
the diamond of Orn by 0qn<0r,,. For any r,, the diamond process yields of course
21' terms if r is the number of "V"s in the 1'th grouping. Some of the terms are
are owever the same contraction. So define the multiplicity of the pair M,, as
the number of times that oqn is obtained by applying the diamond process to 0
If an element oqn is not obtained at all MO 0.
Define the sbsets of rn called pyramids above pin as fo r, n O'n <10 r1n
That two elements Orin and or2,n are in the pyramid above en is denoted1 2
rin VP"' or2,n . Now define the equivalence relation of two elements being in the01 2
same pyramid Orin V or2,n iff Orin VP"' 0 r2,n for some pin. In every equivalence1 2 1 2
class there is unique element ON k,, with the lowest k, with the property that
ONk,'<Orn for any Orn in the equivalence class. We call such elements Okn which
must have no contractions to the V th index, nodes and indicate that kin is the node
arising from an element Orin by kin _ Orin. So the equivalence classes are just the1 1
pyramids above the nodes Nn C n. The pyramids being equivalence classes affect
a partition of the set .
Define lastly te pyramid process for any Okn (not necessarily a node) to be the
process of contracting I "V"s with the I'th "F" for any I > to obtain elements
of Vop,- Count the number of possibilities for the placement of the "V"s in corre-
spondence with shuffling I objects with k objects. The pyramid process generates
k+1) terms which are not all distinct. So define the multiplicity MV of the pair( I Ok,,'0q,,,
oqn, kin as the nmber of times Oqn is obtained through the pyramid process on
okn.
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The pyramid nd the diamond processes are inverses of each other in the sense
that MV M< M0k,.,0,,.. This implies the following numerical re-
lations. Consider the pyramid Vop, for a node For k < q < r consider the
(') elements O',' (- Vo, of length r + n and apply the diamond process to each ofk
these elements. Ten the multiplicity with which each of the elements 0q,,E
X
is generated is the same and this number is (kq Q)
k
if Or,,n V or2,n then there is a natural mapping between the I's appearing in1 2
orin and 0r2 n. This allows us to compare the 's assigned to the I's and say1 2
when they are equal. Using this we can define what it means to say that the tuples
E ln E 2 efine an epsilon system on Un Fpn to be pyramid invariant if01 02 P=O
E011 0. E,12", oriln V or2,n1 2 1 2
Define a cover system to be pyramid invariant if h,,,, = h2,1-, or In V or2,n01 02 1 2
Now having defined these we wish to prove 5.25). We will show how the right
hand side of (5.25'is produced when we expand out each of the terms in the above
sum. So expanding the LHS of (5.25)we get
(En (Enr + 1, G, X 1= Y , : C S or+ln, G, X (5.26)
0r+1,nET'+1,`
Now define the contractions I'+"' C r+ln as those that have an I in the first
place. And define te contractions +ln C r+l,' as those that have a in the
first place. Of course r+ln U Vr+ln ):7r+ln. We consider the sum over each of
the subsets separately. There is a natural correspondence between lr+ln and rn+l
obtained by moving the "I" in the Ith place to the 'th place and converting it to
an F while retaining all the contractions. Denote two elements related in this way
as or+ln , orn+l. Using this we can transfer a cover and an epsion system on
jp+ln onto :7rn+l. The cover ha and the tuple E,,, do not map to any elements in1 O'n
):7n+]. Making this transfer we will write a sum over +', , ,+In as a sum over
okn+l Ei rkn+1 for k = n, n - 1,...n -
To do so we will need the identity of 520).
'k, L[Qtk I Xk) (5.27)
P=O -Ek
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For any +',' EE 1'+"' we can write using this identity for I , that1
En C c or+ln, G, X I
d'zi E
E-Uicli' OP,'+'
'GX I Xr-q) Z1(En ; ha, z :C, c' en+MO 0
(5.28)
where we assumed that we choose a cover system that is pyramid invariant then
since otherwise the bra state corresponding to the element '+' obtained from
0rn+l would not e the term that one would construct using the standard prescrip-
tion. But rather it would inherit the cover and epsilons from
(En : C S rn+l G X 1. Using (5.28)in (5.26)we find
E (En:r+IGX I= - Y E MOpn+1'0,,n+1 d2Z,
Or+1,nE1r+1,,, Orn+ 1E ):7r,,-,+l Opn+1EOOrn+1 E'-Uiclil
(En; h' zi : C, S, OP,'+' G, XI Xr-P)-'
(5.29)
In the above sum we know that each Opr+1 E pr+l for p = , r - I ... is
generated () times. Since each of the these terms is identical if the cover and epsilon
P
system are pyramid invariant we get finally
r
Vn r 2Z, z
T + 11Gx d (Y'; h', z1 : p, G, X I r-P)
0,+1,nEJr+1,n P=O LEn_U,1C,1 J
where c- - = c -, are the n 's appearing in the tuple E I I n
Now for V+"" the remainin terms in F,+ln. Break up V,+ln into n subsets1 9 1
based o which "F" the " in the Ist place is contracted with. Then each of these
subsets is subjected to a sequence of operations similar to the above except that for
the "th subset we use instead of (5.27)the identity
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(5.30)k
k=O
and obtain as te contribution of the Z"th subset
r
r Cjil
q (E' : q, G, X I Gr-q
q=O
Taken together the contributions for all together with the contribution of -1
yields us the result we were after
rE T, 2Z,(En + 1 G d (Y'; On, zi q, G, X Xr-q)z
q 0,
q=O
n+ Y (En : q, G, X (G r-q)
where cl, c', and the latter are obtained from E = cl,, CZ" ... n')
This completes the check of the variational formula. Similar arguments can be
used to check sewing. Together these two checks establish that the conditions of cover
independence o sequences X, G are sufficient for the construction of a new line of
theories. These conditions are, however, quite complicated and work is in progress
to simplify them.
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